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Abstract. This paper decomposes into two main parts. In the algebraic part, we prove an
isometry classification of linking forms over Rrt˘1s and Crt˘1s. Using this result, we associate
signature functions to any such linking form and thoroughly investigate their properties. The
topological part of the paper applies this machinery to twisted Blanchfield pairings of knots. We
obtain twisted generalizations of the Levine-Tristram signature function which share several of
its properties. We study the behavior of these twisted signatures under satellite operations. In
the case of metabelian representations, we relate our invariants to the Casson-Gordon invariants
and obtain a concrete formula for the metabelian Blanchfield pairings of satellites. Finally, we
perform explicit computations on certain linear combinations of algebraic knots recovering a
non-slice result of Hedden, Kirk and Livingston.
1. Introduction
1.1. Brief overview. The Alexander module of a knot K supports a non-singular Hermit-
ian Qptq{Zrt˘1s-valued pairing BlpKq known as the Blanchfield form. This pairing, which was
introduced by Blanchfield [3] in 1957, has since then been generalized in several different direc-
tions. It has been studied for links [7, 14, 16, 17, 31], 3-manifolds [26, 57] and with various twisted
coefficients [13, 15, 38, 49, 54, 57]. Arguably, a challenge when dealing with any such Blanchfield
pairing consists in extracting tractable invariants from it.
The search for such invariants naturally leads us to study arbitrary linking forms over Frt˘1s,
where F is either R or C. Here, given an integral domain R with involution x ÞÑ x# and field
of fractions Q, a linking form is a sesquilinear Hermitian form λ : M ˆM Ñ Q{R on a torsion
R-module M . The goal of this article is twofold. Firstly, we develop an algebraic machinery to
extract signatures invariants from linking forms over R “ Frt˘1s. Secondly, we apply this theory
to twisted Blanchfield pairings, with a view towards knot concordance.
Before providing a detailed overview of this paper, we briefly state some of our main results:
‚ Sections 2 to 5 provide a concrete framework for working with linking forms over Frt˘1s,
including various definitions of signature functions. Algebraic applications of this frame-
work include classifications of linking forms over Frt˘1s up to isometry (Theorem 2.15)
and Witt equivalence (Theorems 4.7 and 4.10).
‚ Sections 6 and 7 define twisted Blanchfield pairings and twisted signature functions for
knots, generalizing the Levine-Tristram signature. The definition is 3-dimensional and
explicit computations can be made. Basic properties of this function can be found in
Proposition 7.4. Obstructions to concordance invariance are provided in Proposition 7.8.
Furthermore, the behavior of these twisted signatures under satellite operations is inves-
tigated in Theorem 7.11.
‚ Section 8 focuses on metabelian representations. Theorem 8.14 relates our twisted signa-
ture functions to the Casson-Gordon invariants, while Theorem 8.19 studies the behavior
of these metabelian signatures under satellite operations; the resulting formulas are remi-
niscent of work due to Litherland [44].
‚ Section 9 is concerned with explicit computations of metabelian signatures. Proposition 9.8
calculates these signatures for p2, 2k ` 1q-torus knots. Theorem 9.17 uses this result and
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our satellite formulas to obstruct the sliceness of the algebraic knot T2,13#T2,3;2,15# ´
T2,15#´ T2,3;2,13, reproving a theorem of Hedden, Kirk and Livingston [28].
1.2. Detailed overview. The first part of this work aims to extract signature invariants from
linking forms over Frt˘1s, with F “ R,C. As an initial step, Section 2 describes a classification of
non-singular Frt˘1s-linking forms up to isometry. In the real case, such classifications are implicit
in [5, 52]. On the other hand, the complex case appears to have remained more elusive. While
the methods require further work than in the real case, our approach is explicit and concrete:
Theorem 2.15 proves that every non-singular linking form over Frt˘1s can be decomposed into ex-
plicit “basic pairings”. In fact, Theorem 2.15 also deals with singular pairings under an additional
technical assumption.
In Section 3, we apply our classification results to study linking forms over some local rings
and investigate whether linking forms are representable by a Hermitian matrix (the classification
is also used in Subsection 2.6 to define analogues of the Hodge numbers of Ne´methi [52]). Here,
we call a non-singular linking form λ : M ˆM Ñ Q{R representable if there is a non-degenerate
Hermitian matrix A over R such that λ is isometric to
λA : R
n{ATRn ˆRn{ATRn Ñ Q{R
prxs, rysq ÞÑ xTA´1y#.
While linking forms over Rrt˘1s are known to be representable [5], the methods of Section 2 allow
us to provide explicit obstructions to the representability of linking forms over Crt˘1s, see for
example Proposition 3.12. In Section 4, we use our explicit classification results to re-derive the
classification of Frt˘1s-linking forms up to Witt equivalence [33,41,44,50,59].
In Section 5, we associate various signatures to Frt˘1s-linking forms. A glance at the existing
literature [41,44,46,50,53] suggests that two approaches are possible: the first relies on “signature
jumps” (associated to primary summands of the linking form), while the second involves signatures
of a representing matrix. As a linking form need not be representable, one attractive feature of
our approach is that we are able to associate to any non-singular Frt˘1s-linking form pM,λq a
signature function
σpM,λq : S1 Ñ Z.
When pM,λq is representable, we relate σpM,λq to signatures of a representing matrix (Corol-
lary 5.12) and to signature jumps; see Proposition 5.11. These results can also be seen as general-
izations of work due to Matumoto [46] (see also [41,44]). Furthermore, Corollary 5.15 shows that
(jumps of) the signature function also provides an obstruction to the representability of a linking
form. Finally, while σpM,λq is not invariant under Witt equivalence, an averaging process yields
a signature function σavpM,λq which is well defined on the Witt group of non-singular linking forms
over Frt˘1s; see Proposition 5.7.
The second part of this paper provides topological applications of our algebraic machinery.
Namely, relying on twisted Blanchfield pairings (which are reviewed in Section 6), we define
twisted signature invariants for closed 3-manifolds and knots. Let us expand on the case of
knots. Let K Ă S3 be a knot with 0-framed surgery MK and let β : pi1pMKq Ñ GLdpFrt˘1sq be a
unitary representation such that the twisted Alexander module H1pMK ;Frt˘1sdβq is Frt˘1s-torsion.
Associated to this data, in Section 7, we define a twisted signature function
σpK,βq : S1 Ñ Z.
This function generalizes the classical Levine-Tristram signature [41, 61] and shares many of its
properties: it is locally constant on the complement of the zeroes of the twisted Alexander polyno-
mial, its behavior under mirror images and orientation reversal can be described (Proposition 7.4),
under favorable assumptions, it obstructs concordance (Proposition 7.8), it is additive under con-
nected sums (Corollary 7.15) and its behavior under satellites is well understood (Theorem 7.11
and Corollary 7.15).
In Section 8, we focus on signature invariants arising from certain metabelian representations.
These representations (which stem from the seminal work of Casson and Gordon [9, 10]) have
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been applied successfully to twisted Alexander polynomials [11, 30, 34, 35, 48] and more recently
to twisted Blanchfield pairings [49]. Applying the latter work of Miller and Powell, Theorem 8.8
shows that our metabelian signature invariants provide obstructions to sliceness. Furthermore, in
Theorem 8.14, we relate our signatures to (signatures of) the Witt classes of Casson-Gordon [9,10].
Finally, in Section 9, we compute the aforementioned metabelian signature invariants of some
specific knots. First, in Proposition 9.8 we use Powell’s algorithm [56] to determine the isom-
etry type (and thus the signatures) of the twisted Blanchfield pairing of the 2-stranded torus
knots T2,2k`1 for some metabelian representations. To the best of our knowledge this is the
first time that metabelian signatures have been computed this explicitly. The calculations are
rather tedious, but very explicit, owing once again to the concrete nature of our classifica-
tion results. In particular, since the behavior of our signatures invariants under cabling is un-
derstood, we are able to compute our metabelian signature invariants for the algebraic knot
T2,3;2,15#T2,13# ´ T2,3;2,13# ´ T2,15, obstructing its sliceness and recovering a result of Hedden,
Kirk and Livingston [28].
It is worth noting that the relationship between (signature jumps of) the Levine-Tristram sig-
nature, the Milnor signatures and the untwisted Blanchfield pairing (as a form over Rrt˘1s) is
well known [33, 46]. The same remark holds for the behavior of each of these classical invari-
ants under satellite operations [32, 43, 45, 60]. On the other hand, it appears that the algebraic
background needed to investigate similar questions for twisted Blanchfield forms (in particular as
forms over Crt˘1s) is lacking. We believe that this issue, coupled with the unavailability of explicit
representing matrices and algorithms to calculate signatures of linking forms, explains the absence
of computable twisted generalizations of classical signature invariants.
We conclude this introduction with some remarks concerning other twisted signature invariants
which have appeared in the literature. Levine used the Atiyah-Patodi-Singer eta invariant to
define signature invariants for links [42]. These invariants, which take a unitary representation
pi1pMKq Ñ Upnq as an additional input, have been thoroughly studied by Friedl [20–22]. We
strongly believe that for certain choices of β, both invariants are related. Finally, we have little
doubt that our invariants are also closely related to the twisted Milnor signatures introduced by
Kirk-Livingston [34] and further studied by Nosaka [54].
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while we were writing the paper. We have benefited from discussions with several people, including
Jae Choon Cha, Stefan Friedl, Patrick Orson and Mark Powell. We also wish to thank the
University of Geneva and the University of Warsaw at which part of this work was conducted.
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The second author thanks Durham University for its hospitality and was supported by an early
Postdoc.Mobility fellowship funded by the Swiss FNS. The third author is supported by the
National Science Center grant 2016/20/S/ST1/00369.
Convention 1.1. If R is a commutative ring and f, g P R, we write f .“ g if there exists a unit
u P R such that f “ ug.
For a ring R with involution, we denote this involution by x ÞÑ x#; the symbol x is reserved for
the complex conjugation. In particular, for R “ Crt˘1s the involution p´q# is the composition of
the complex conjugation with the map t ÞÑ t´1. For example, if pptq “ t´ i, then p#piq “ 0, but
ppiq “ 2i.
Given an R-module M , we denote by M# the R-module that has the same underlying additive
group as M , but for which the action by R on M is precomposed with the involution on R. For
a matrix A over R, we write A#T for the transpose followed by the conjugation.
2. Classification of split linking forms up to isometry
This section is organized as follows. In Subsection 2.1, we introduce some basic terminology
on linking forms. Subsection 2.2 describes the building blocks for split linking forms. In Subsec-
tion 2.3, we classify split linking forms over Frt˘1s up to isometry. The proof of the classification
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result occupies Subsections 2.4, 2.5 and 2.6, with some technical parts deferred to Sections A.1
and A.2 in the Appendix.
2.1. Linking forms. In this subsection, we first introduce some terminology on linking forms over
an integral domain R with involution. We then restrict ourselves to the case where R “ Frt˘1s
where the field F is either R or C. References include [44,58,59].
Let R be an integral domain with a (possibly trivial) involution x ÞÑ x#. Let Q be the field
of fractions of R which inherits an involution from R. A linking pairing consists of a finitely
generated torsion R-module M and an R-linear map
λ‚ : M Ñ HomRpM,Q{Rq#.
In practice, we shall often think of a linking pairing as a pair pM,λq, where λ is a pairing
λ : M ˆM Ñ Q{R, where λpx, yq “ λ‚pxqpyq.
Using this point of view, a linking pairing is Hermitian if λpx, yq “ λpy, xq# for all x, y PM .
Definition 2.1. A Hermitian linking pairing pM,λq is called a linking form.
A linking form pM,λq is non-degenerate if λ‚M is injective and non-singular if λ‚M is an iso-
morphism. In the literature, linking forms are usually assumed to be either non-degenerate or
non-singular. Note that if the ring R is a PID, then non-degenerate linking forms over a tor-
sion R-module are in fact non-singular [31, Lemma 3.24]. A morphism of linking forms pM,λM q
and pN,λM 1q consists of a R-linear homomorphism ψ : M Ñ N which intertwines λM and λN ,
i.e. such that λN pψpxq, ψpyqq “ λM px, yq. A morphism ψ from pM,λM q to pN,λN q is an isometry
if ψ : M Ñ N is an isomorphism.
Let F be a field with involution which we will denote by a ÞÑ a¯. We will study linking forms
over the ring of Laurent polynomials Frt˘1s. As usual, we denote by Fptq the field of fractions
of Frt˘1s. The involution on F can be extended to an involution on Frt˘1s defined by
p “
ÿ
ait
i ÞÑ p# “
ÿ
ait
´i.
A Laurent polynomial p P Frt˘1s is called symmetric if p “ p#.
Next comes the main definition of this subsection.
Definition 2.2. A linking form pM,λq over Frt˘1s is weakly split if M decomposes into a direct
sum M1 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘Mn of cyclic modules in such a way that the decomposition is orthogonal with
respect to λ. A linking form is split if it decomposes into an orthogonal sum of cyclic modules
M1 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘Mn and each of the Mi is of the form Frt˘1s{fi and f#i .“ fi.
The goal of this section is to classify weakly split linking forms up to isometry. Note that this
task reduces to the classification of linking pairings on cyclic modules.
Remark 2.3. Note that if M is endowed with a non-singular linking form, then the order of M
necessarily satisfies ordpMq# .“ ordpMq, see [31, Lemma 3.25]. Hence for non-singular linking
forms, the condition ordMi
.“ ordMi is automatically satisfied.
Remark 2.4. There is a reason why we study split forms and not just non-singular forms: their
topological applications appear in Subsection 7.3. Technical results leading to weakly split forms
appear in Subsection 4.6.
Since our interest in classifying linking forms stems from the study of twisted Blanchfield
pairings (which are non-singular if one works with closed 3-manifolds and PID’s [57]), it is worth
pointing out that non-singular pairings are indeed split.
Theorem 2.5 ([5]). For F “ R and F “ C, non-singular linking forms over Frt˘1s are split.
Proof. The result is proved in [5, Lemma 4.3] in the real case, but the proof carries through to
the complex case. 
Not all linking forms are weakly split: an example of a non weakly split linking form is given
in Subsection 3.1.
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2.2. Basic linking forms. The classification of weakly split linking forms essentially boils down
to the classification of linking forms defined on cyclic modules. This section provides the key
examples in this setting. Following the approach of [52], we first describe simple “basic” linking
forms that will be the building blocks of all split linking forms.
Let us start with a discussion of the real case.
Example 2.6. Fix a complex number ξ P S1 with Repξq ą 0, a positive integer n, a non-
negative integer k ď n, and  “ ˘1. Define Rξptq “ pt ´ ξqp1 ´ ξt´1q and consider the linking
form epn, k, , ξ,Rq defined on Rrt˘1s{Rξptqn by the formula
Rrt˘1s{Rξptqn ˆ Rrt˘1s{Rξptqn Ñ Rptq{Rrt˘1s,
px, yq ÞÑ xy
#
Rξptqn´k .
(2.1)
Observe that this pairing is Hermitian since Rξptq is symmetric. Moreover, epn, k, , ξ,Rq is non-
singular if and only if k “ 0. Indeed, if k ą 0, then λpRξptqn´kx, yq “ 0 for any x, y. To prove
the converse, assume that x is such that xy
#
Rξptqn vanishes for all y. This implies that x lies in the
submodule generated by Rξptqn.
The case ξ “ ˘1 is treated separately.
Example 2.7. Let ξ “ ˘1. Fix a positive integer n and a non-negative integer k ď n such
that n´ k is even. Define Rξptq “ pt´ ξq and consider the real linking form epn, k, ,˘1,Rq:
Rrt˘1s{Rξptqn ˆ Rrt˘1s{Rξptqn Ñ Rptq{Rrt˘1s,
px, yq ÞÑ xy
#
Rξptqpn´kq{2Rξpt´1qpn´kq{2 .
(2.2)
This pairing is clearly Hermitian since RξptqRξpt´1q is symmetric. It is non-singular if and only
if k “ 0: the proof follows the same steps as in Example 2.6 by noting that since ξ “ ˘1, the
modules Rrt˘1s{Rξptqn and Rrt˘1s{Rξptqpn´kq{2Rξpt´1qpn´kq{2 are isomorphic.
Finally, we deal with the case where ξ does not belong to S1.
Example 2.8. For a complex number ξ such that |ξ| P p0, 1q, define Rξptq “ Rξ`ptqRξ´ptq, where
Rξ`ptq “ pt´ ξq, Rξ´ptq “ pt´1 ´ ξq if ξ P R,
Rξ`ptq “ pt´ ξqpt´ ξq, Rξ´ptq “ pt´1 ´ ξqpt´1 ´ ξq otherwise.
Fix non-negative integers a, b such that a`b ą 0, a non-negative integer k ď minpa, bq and consider
the linking form fwppa, bq, k, ξ,Rq:
Rrt˘1s{pRξ`ptqaRξ´ptqbq ˆ Rrt˘1s{pRξ`ptqaRξ´ptqbq Ñ Rptq{Rrt˘1s,
px, yq ÞÑ xy
#
Rξptqminpa,bq´k .
(2.3)
By definition, this pairing is Hermitian and weakly split. Furthermore, it is split if and only
if a “ b and, in this case, the pairing takes the form
Rrt˘1s{Rξptqa ˆ Rrt˘1s{Rξptqa Ñ Rptq{Rrt˘1s,
px, yq ÞÑ xy
#
Rξptqa´k ,
(2.4)
and is denoted fpa, k, ξ,Rq. Finally, note that fwppa, bq, k, ξ,Rq is non-singular if and only if a “ b
and k “ 0: the argument is exactly the same as in Example 2.6.
In the complex case, elementary pairings are defined in a similar fashion, but there are only
two cases to consider depending on the norm of ξ. In order to deal with a technical issue which
appears in the case |ξ| “ 1, we introduce some terminology.
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Definition 2.9. Given ξ P S1, a complex polynomial rptq is called ξ-positive if pt´1 ´ ξqrptq is a
complex symmetric polynomial and the function θ ÞÑ pe´iθ ´ ξqrpeiθq changes sign from positive
to negative as θ crosses the value θ0 for which e
iθ0 “ ξ.
While one could work with explicit ξ-positive polynomials, it is often useful to use the abstract
notion instead. To build up some intuition, we provide some concrete examples of ξ-positive
polynomials:
Example 2.10. If ξ ‰ ˘1 then rptq “ 1´ ξt is ξ-positive if Impξq ą 0 and ´p1´ ξtq is ξ-positive
if Impξq ă 0. Indeed, if Impξq ą 0, then pt´1´ ξqrptq “ t´ 2 Re ξ` t´1 and so pe´iθ´ ξqrpeiθq ă 0
if Repθq ă Repξq, that is if θ ă θ0.
We leave the construction of a linear ξ-positive polynomial with ξ “ ˘1 to the reader (this
involves Lemma A.7).
Remark 2.11. The involution rptq ÞÑ rptq# can be extended to the case where rptq is a complex
analytic function near ξ: if rptq “ ř ajpt ´ ξqj near ξ, then one sets rptq# “ ř ajpt´1 ´ ξqj .
Definition 2.9 can also be extended to the case where rptq is complex analytic. Namely, rptq is
called ξ-positive if pt´1 ´ ξqrptq is symmetric and changes sign from positive to negative when
crossing the value ξ, as in Definition 2.9. This extension is used in Section 3.3.
For later use, we record the following characterisation of ξ-positivity.
Lemma 2.12. Let rptq be a ξ-positive function (a polynomial or an analytic function) and
rpξq ‰ 0. Set r0 “ rest“ξ rptqt´ξ P C. Then Repξr0q “ 0 and Impξr0q ă 0.
The proof is elementary but technical and it is deferred to Section A.3.
We can now list the basic linking forms in the complex case.
Example 2.13. Fix a complex number ξ P S1, a positive integer n, a non-negative integer k ď n.
Define Cξptq “ t´ ξ and consider the linking form epn, k, , ξ,Cq:
Crt˘1s{Cξptqn ˆ Crt˘1s{Cξptqn Ñ Cptq{Crt˘1s,
px, yq ÞÑ xy
#
Cξptqn´k2 Cξ¯pt´1qn´k2
, if n´ k is even,(2.5)
px, yq ÞÑ rptqxy
#
Cξptqn´k`12 Cξ¯pt´1qn´k´12
, if n´ k is odd,(2.6)
where the polynomial rptq appearing in the numerator of (2.6) is linear and ξ-positive (note that
the existence of such polynomials follows from Example 2.10). In the odd case, it will be shown
in Lemma A.14 below that the isometry class of epn, k, , ξ,Cq does not depend on the particular
choice of the linear ξ-positive polynomial rptq.
Regardless of the parity of n´k, these pairings are Hermitian: the case n´k even is obvious while
the case n´k odd follows from the definition of ξ-positivity; for this, note that Cξpt´1q “ Cξptq#.
Following the same steps as in the real case, we easily show that these pairings are non-singular if
and only if k “ 0.
As in the real case, we conclude with the case where ξ does not belong to S1.
Example 2.14. For a complex number ξ such that |ξ| P p0, 1q, set Cξptq “ Cξ`ptqCξ´ptq, where
Cξ`ptq “ pt´ ξq and Cξ´ptq “ pt´1 ´ ξ¯q. Fix non-negative integers pa, bq such that a` b ą 0 and
a non-negative integer k ď minpa, bq and consider the linking form fwppa, bq, k, ξ,Cq:
Crt˘1s{pCξ`ptqaCξ´ptqbq ˆ Crt˘1s{pCξ`ptqaCξ´ptqbq Ñ Cptq{Crt˘1s,
px, yq ÞÑ xy
#
Cξptqminpa,bq´k .
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The pairing is Hermitian and weakly split, but it is split if and only if a “ b. In the latter case we
write it as fpa, k, ξ,Cq:
Crt˘1s{Cξptqa ˆ Crt˘1s{Cξptqa Ñ Cptq{Crt˘1s,
px, yq ÞÑ xy
#
Cξptqa´k(2.7)
Once again this pairing is Hermitian and it is non-singular if and only if k “ 0.
2.3. The classification theorem. The goal of this subsection is to classify weakly split linking
forms over Frt˘1s up to isometry. More precisely, the following theorem is the main result of this
section; its proof will be given in the next three subsections.
Theorem 2.15. Suppose F is either R or C. Every weakly split linking form pM,λq over Frt˘1s
is isometric to one of the type
(2.8)
à
ni,ki,i,ξi
iPI
epni, ki, i, ξi,Fq ‘
à
aj ,bj ,kj ,ξj
jPJ
fwppaj , bjq, kj , ξj ,Fq.
Here I and J are finite sets of indices.
Moreover, if the linking form is non-singular, then the decomposition (2.8) is unique up to
permuting summands.
Remark 2.16. In the decomposition (2.8), there can only be finitely many non-trivial summands.
epn, k, , ξ,Fq enters the decomposition. Note furthermore that since we are working over a PID,
the order of M is equal to the product of the basic polynomials which enter the decomposition.
Remark 2.17. Although we believe that the decomposition (2.8) is unique for all weakly split
linking forms, we do not have a rigorous proof.
The core of proof of the first part of Theorem 2.15 will be given in Subsection 2.5, while the
uniqueness is proved in Subsection 2.6. The proofs of several technical lemmas are deferred to
Subsections A.1 and A.2 in the Appendix.
We now resume the notations Rξptq and Cξptq that were introduced in Section 2.2. Namely, in
the real case, we define
Ξ :“ tξ P Czt0u | Impξq ě 0, |ξ| ď 1u
and, for ξ P Ξ, we shall refer to the following real polynomials as the (real) basic polynomials:
Rξptq :“
$’’’&’’’%
pt´ ξq, for ξ “ ˘1,
pt´ ξqp1´ ξt´1q, for |ξ| “ 1, ξ ‰ ˘1,
pt´ ξqpt´ ξqp1´ ξ´1t´1qp1´ t´1ξ´1q, for |ξ| ă 1, ξ R R,
pt´ ξqp1´ ξ´1t´1q, for ξ P p´1, 1q.
Recall also that for |ξ| ă 1 we have Rξptq “ Rξ`ptqRξ´ptq, where we recall that
Rξ`ptq “ pt´ ξq, Rξ´ptq “ pt´1 ´ ξq if ξ P R,
Rξ`ptq “ pt´ ξqpt´ ξq, Rξ´ptq “ pt´1 ´ ξqpt´1 ´ ξq otherwise.
The purpose of these basic polynomials should be clear: any real symmetric polynomial f can
be decomposed as pn11 ¨ ¨ ¨ pnrr , where the pi are basic. Moreover, a basic module is one of the
form Rrt˘1s{Rξptqn or Rrt˘1s{pRξ`ptqaRξ´ptqbq, where n, a, b are non-negative integers.
Similarly, in the complex case, we define the basic polynomials to be
Cξptq “
#
pt´ ξq, if |ξ| “ 1,
pt´ ξqpt´1 ´ ξq, if |ξ| P p0, 1q.
If |ξ| ă 1 we have Cξptq “ Cξ`ptqCξ´ptq with Cξ`ptq “ pt ´ ξq, Cξ´ptq “ pt´1 ´ ξq. By anal-
ogy with the real case, we define the basic modules to be Crt˘1s{Cξptqn, for some n ą 0 or
Crt˘1s{pCξ`ptqaCξ´ptqbq for a, b ě 0 and a ` b ą 0. If the field F is not specified, then we
sometimes write Fξptq with Fξptq “ Rξptq if F “ R, and Fξptq “ Cξptq if F “ C.
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Remark 2.18. The polynomials Fξptq are characterised as the minimal degree polynomials over Frt˘1s
that vanish on ξ and satisfy Fξ
.“ Fξptq#. The difference between split and weakly split linking
forms lies in the fact that the polynomials Fξptq are decomposable if |ξ| ă 1.
2.4. Four technical lemmas. In order to prove Theorem 2.15, we first focus on the study of
linking forms over modules Frt˘1s{Fξptqn and Frt˘1s{pFξ`ptqaFξ´ptqbq. Namely, we classify these
forms in the following order:
(a) F “ R, ξ P S1zt˘1u;
(b) F “ R, ξ “ ˘1;
(c) F “ C, ξ P S1;
(d) F “ R, or F “ C and |ξ| ă 1.
The first two cases correspond to the basic pairing epn, k, , ξ,Rq, the third case corresponds to the
basic pairing epn, k, , ξ,Cq and the last case comprises both the basic pairings fwppa, bq, k, ξ,Rq
and fwppa, bq, k, ξ,Cq.
The following lemma deals with case (a).
Lemma 2.19. Fix a complex number ξ in S1zt˘1u and a positive integer n. Any nontrivial
linking form pRrt˘1s{Rξptqn, λq is isometric to epn, k, , ξ,Rq for some  “ ˘1 and some k ă n.
Proof. Set ζ “ λp1, 1q. Formally, ζ belongs to Rptq{Rrt˘1s, but we will think of ζ as an element
in Rptq defined up to an element in Rrt˘1s. As λpRξptqn, 1q “ 0 we can assume that λp1, 1q “ qRξptqn
for some q in Rrt˘1s that is well defined modulo Rξptqn. Since Rξptqn is symmetric and λ is Her-
mitian, q must be symmetric. Given x, y in Rrt˘1s{Rξptqn, since λ is sesquilinear, we deduce that
(2.9) λpx, yq “ qxy
#
Rξptqn .
Write q “ rRξptqk, where r is coprime with Rξptq. Since both q and Rξptqk are symmetric, so
is r. Furthermore, note that if k is greater or equal to n, then λ is zero. Consequently, we can
assume that k ă n. To conclude the proof of the lemma, we apply an isometry of the basic
module Rrt˘1s{Rξptqn to change r into  “ ˘1. More precisely, we use Proposition A.2(c) to show
that if  is the sign of rpξq, then r “ gg# mod Rξptqn for some g P Rrt˘1s. Multiplication by g
now induces an isometry between epn, k, , ξ,Rq and the pairing displayed in (2.9). 
The next result covers case (b).
Lemma 2.20. Let ξ “ ˘1 and fix a integer n ą 0. Any nontrivial linking form pRrt˘1s{pt´ ξqn, λq
is isometric to epn, k, ,˘1,Rq for some  “ ˘1 and some k such that n´ k is even.
Proof. Proceeding as in the proof of the previous lemma, we have λp1, 1q “ qpt´ξqn for some
polynomial q. Writing q “ pt´ ξqkr, where r is coprime with Rξptq, we deduce that
λp1, 1q “ rpt´ ξqn´k .
We will first show that n´ k is even. Suppose on the contrary that n´ k is odd. Consider the
polynomial r“ rt´pn´k´1q{2 and observe that
r
pt´ ξqn´k “
r
pt´ ξqppt´ ξqpt´1 ´ ξqqpn´k´1q{2 .
Since both λp1, 1q and ppt´ ξqpt´1´ ξqqpn´k´1q{2 are symmetric, it follows that r{pt´ ξq must also
be symmetric. From this, we deduce that ´ξtrpt´1q “ rptq. Putting t “ ξ in the latter equality
yields rpξq “ ´rpξq. Thus ξ is a root of r, contradicting the assumption that r is coprime to Rξptq.
Since we now know that n´ k is even, we set r“ rt´pn´kq{2. It follows that
λp1, 1q “ rppt´ ξqpt´1 ´ ξqqpn´kq{2 .
Since it is easy to check that r is symmetric, Lemma A.3 implies that there exists  “ ˘1 and
some g P Rrt˘1s such that r “ gg# mod Rξptqn. Multiplication by g now induces an isometry
between λ and epn, k, ,˘1,Rq. This concludes the proof of the lemma. 
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The following result takes care of case (c).
Lemma 2.21. Let ξ P S1 and let n be a positive integer. Any nontrivial linking form pCrt˘1s{Cξptqn, λq
is isometric to epn, k, ,˘1,Cq for some  “ ˘1 and some k ď n.
Proof. Proceed as in the previous lemmas to obtain polynomials rq, q P Crt˘1s coprime with Cξptq
and an integer 1 ď k ă n which satisfy
(2.10) λp1, 1q “ rqpt´ ξqn´k “
#
q
ppt´ξqpt´1´ξqqpn´kq{2 , if n´ k is even,
q
pt´ξqpn´k`1q{2pt´1´ξqpn´k´1q{2 , if n´ k is odd.
If n ´ k is even, then q is complex symmetric. Since q is coprime to Cξptq, Lemma A.12
guarantees that there exists  “ ˘1 and g P Crt˘1s such that q “ gg# mod Cξptqn. A suitable
change of basis then transforms λ to epk, n, , ξ,Cq.
If n´k is odd, then Lemma A.13 guarantees the existence of a degree one Laurent polynomial q0
which is coprime with pt ´ ξq, such that pt´1 ´ ξqq0 is complex symmetric and such that q “
q0gg
# mod pt´ ξqn for some g P Crt˘1s. It follows that λ is isometric to the linking form
λ1 : px, yq ÞÑ q0xy
#
pt´ ξqpn´k`1q{2pt´1 ´ ξqpn´k´1q{2 .
Using Lemma A.14, we can then find an isometry between λ1 and epn, k, , ξ,Cq, for some  “ ˘1.
The sign  is `1 if q0 is ξ-positive and ´1 if ´q0 is ξ-positive. 
The following lemma deals with case (d).
Lemma 2.22. Let a, b be positive integers and fix a nonzero complex number ξ satisfying |ξ| P
p0, 1q. Any nontrivial linking form pFrt˘1s{pFξ`ptqaFξ´ptqbq, λq is isometric to fwppa, bq, k, ξ,Fq
for some k ď minpa, bq.
Proof. We write 1ξ for the image of 1 under the quotient map Frt˘1s Ñ Frt˘1s{pFξ`ptqaFξ´ptqbq.
Write R “ Fξ`ptqaFξ´ptqb. As λpR ¨ 1ξ, 1ξq “ 0 we infer that λp1ξ, 1ξq “ rqR for some q P Frt˘1s.
Write the last fraction as
λp1ξ, 1ξq “ q
Fξ`ptqcFξ´ptqd ,
where q is coprime with Fξ`ptq,Fξ´ptq. Note that c ď a and d ď b. Since the pairing is Hermitian,
we have λp1ξ, 1ξq “ λp1ξ, 1ξq# and it follows that
(2.11)
q#
Fξ´ptqcFξ`ptqd “
q
Fξ`ptqcFξ´ptqd P Fptq{Frt
˘1s.
From the fact that q# is also coprime with Fξ`ptq,Fξ´ptq we infer that c “ d. A possible way to
see this is to multiply both sides of (2.11) by Fξ`ptqcFξ´ptqd. Then the right hand side becomes
zero in Fptq{Frt˘1s, but the left hand side is not, unless c “ d. This shows that c “ d. The
conditions c ď a and d ď b imply that c ď minpa, bq. Set k “ minpa, bq ´ c. We have shown that
the pairing is given by
λp1ξ, 1ξq “ q
Fξptqminpa,bq´k .
It follows that q “ q#. Next, we relate this pairing to fwppa, bq, k, ξ,Fq. Note that Fξptq, by
definition, is positive on S1. Therefore, by the second point of Proposition A.2 or Lemma A.11
(depending on whether F “ R or F “ C), we can find P,Q P Frt˘1s taking positive values on S1
such that
PFξptqminpa,bq `Qq “ 1.
Note that the first point of Proposition A.2 or Lemma A.10 (once more depending on the field)
imply that Q “ gg# for g P Frt˘1s. Thus, we deduce that q “ qpPFξptqminpa,bq`Qqq ” q2gg# mod
Fξptqminpa,bq. Since g is coprime with Fξptq, we infer that λ is isometric to the linking form
λ1px, yq “ q
2xy#
Fξptqminpa,bq´k .
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Recalling that q satisfies q “ q#, we can replace the q2 in the numerator by qq#. From this, it
follows that λ1 (and thus λ) is isometric to the pairing fwppa, bq, k, ξ,Fq. 
We can now prove Theorem 2.15 which states that every weakly split linking form is isometric
to some linking form of the type (2.8).
2.5. Proof of Theorem 2.15. Let pM,λq be a split linking form. We can write M as a direct
sum M “M1‘ . . .‘Mm for some m in such a way that each of the modules Mi is cyclic and the
decomposition is orthogonal.
We now claim that each cyclic module Mi decomposes into an orthogonal sum of basic modules
(that is, modules of form Frt˘1s{Fξptqn or Frt˘1s{pFξ`ptqaFξ´ptqbq). To see this, suppose that Mi
is cyclic with f as an annihilator. Next, factor f as a product of polynomials: f “ up1 . . . pr,
where pi is either F
ni
ξi
or pi “ Faiξi`Fbiξi´.
Now for each i, set qi “ f{pi. By the Chinese Remainder Theorem, there are units ui
in Frt˘1s{pi such that the following map is a ring isomorphism
ν : Frt˘1s{p1 ‘ Frt˘1s{p2 ‘ . . .‘ Frt˘1s{pr –ÝÑ Frt˘1s{f
pa1, a2, . . . , arq ÞÑ a1q1u1 ` a2q2u2 ` . . .` arqrur.(2.12)
Use λi to denote the restriction of λ to Mi. To conclude the proof of the claim, we must show
that (2.12) is orthogonal with respect to the pairing λi. Since f annihilates Mi, we deduce that
λip1, 1q “ Q{f for some Q in Frt˘1s. Next, use 1k to denote the class of 1 in Frt˘1s{pk. Using
this notation, we compute that
λipνp1kq, νp1mqq “ λipqk, qmq “ Qqkq
#
m
f
“ Qq
#
m
pk
.
But since, for i ‰ j, we know that pi divides qj , we deduce that λipνp1kq, νp1mqq vanishes.
Identifying the left hand side cyclic terms in (2.12) with their isomorphic image in Mi, we see that
the decomposition is orthogonal. This concludes the proof of the claim.
Using the claim, we can decompose each summand of M –M1 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘Mm into an orthogonal
sum of basic modules. The theorem now follows from Lemmas 2.19, 2.20, 2.21, and 2.22 which
classify the basic pairings.
Remark 2.23. Using the notations of Example 2.8, we note that if the linking form pM,λq is split,
then the decomposition (2.8) simplifies to the decomposition
(2.13)
à
ni,ki,i,ξi
iPI
epni, ki, i, ξi,Fq ‘
à
nj ,kj ,ξj
jPJ
fpnj , kj , ξj ,Fq.
2.6. Uniqueness of the decomposition. We now prove the uniqueness statement of Theo-
rem 2.15. In the proofs we mostly focus on the case F “ C, because the case F “ R is known to
the experts, however the methods we present can also be used if F “ R.
We start by presenting the key lemma of the proof of uniqueness. We state it for forms that
are possibly degenerate, but later we use it only in the non-singular case.
Lemma 2.24. For any n, k, ξ P S1, and for any two sequences 1, . . . , `, 11, . . . , 1` of integers
i, 
1
i “ ˘1 the existence of an isomorphism
(2.14)
à`
i“1
epn, k, i, ξ,Fq »
à`
i“1
epn, k, 1i, ξ,Fq
implies that the sequences i and 
1
i differ by a permutation.
Proof of Lemma 2.24. We will first show that in the form (2.15) below, the term
ř`
i“1 i can be
computed as a signature of a certain Hermitian form λres. First of all, we set
(2.15) pM,λq “ à`
i“1
epn, k, i, ξ,Fq.
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We only prove the case F “ C and p “ t ´ ξ for |ξ| “ 1, leaving the other cases to the reader.
Note that M has a structure of a finite dimensional vector space over C with dimCM “ n`.
To describe a C-basis of M , note that the i-th summand of M is isomorphic to Crt˘1s{pn and
for j “ 0, 1, . . . , n ´ 1, we define νij to be the class of pj in this quotient (note in particular
that pt ´ ξqνij “ νi,j`1 for j ă n ´ 1). A C-basis for M is now given by the νij for i “ 1, . . . , `
and j “ 0, 1, . . . , n´1. Still considering M as C-vector space, we consider the following sesquilinear
form on M :rλres : M ˆM Ñ C
px, yq ÞÑ
#
ppt´ ξqpt´1 ´ ξqqpn´kq{2λpx, yq|t“ξ if n´ k is even,
iξ rest“ξppt´ ξqpt´1 ´ ξqqpn´k´1q{2λpx, yq if n´ k is odd.
The form rλres is obviously Hermitian if n´ k is even. If n´ k is odd, then rλres is also Hermitian:
the proof of this fact follows essentially the same pattern as the proof of Lemma 2.12. Let M0
be the subspace pt ´ ξqM which is equal to the linear subspace of M spanned by the νij with
i “ 1, . . . , ` and j ą 0. Set Mres :“ M{M0. As the form rλres vanishes on M0, it descends to a
Hermitian form λres : Mres ˆMres Ñ C.
We claim that the signature of λres is equal to
ř`
i“1 i. First, observe that the vectors νi0,
i “ 1, . . . , ` give rise to a basis of Mres. Therefore, using δ for the Kronecker delta, the claim will
follow if we manage to show that for each i “ 1, . . . , `, there is a real positive constant ci such that
(2.16) λrespνi0, νi10q “ ciiδii1 .
To see this, we start by observing that if i ‰ i1, then λrespνi0, νi10q “ 0: indeed νi0 and νi10 belong
to different orthogonal components of the sum (2.15). The announced value of λrespνi0, νi10q for
i “ i1 follows from the definition of λ (recall (2.15) and Example 2.13). In more details, if n ´ k
is even, then (2.5) implies that ci “ 1, while if n´ k is odd, (2.6) implies that
λrespνi0, νi0q “ iξ rest“ξ
ˆ
rptq
pt´ ξq
˙
i,
where rptq is a ξ-positive linear polynomial. By Lemma 2.12, we know that ξ rest“ξ
´
rptq
pt´ξq
¯
is
a real negative multiple of i. As a consequence, iξ rest“ξ
´
rptq
pt´ξq
¯
is positive. This concludes the
proof of the claim.
The pairing λres and its signature were defined intrinsically, without referring to any choice
of a presentation, so they are invariants of the isometry type of pM,λq. Using this fact and our
hypothesis (recall (2.14)), we deduce that
ř
i “ ř 1i. Thus the sequences i and 1i differ by a
permutation, concluding the proof of the proposition. 
We can now prove the uniqueness of the decomposition (2.8).
Proposition 2.25. If pM,λq is a non-singular linking form over Rrt˘1s or Crt˘1s, then the
decomposition (2.8) is unique up to permuting factors.
Proof. Clearly, it is enough to prove the uniqueness of decomposition (2.8) if M is p-primary for
some basic polynomial p. We have yet another simplification, namely if p has roots outside of
unit circle, the linking form is determined up to isometry by the underlying module structure. In
that case, uniqueness of the decomposition of a linking form boils down to the uniqueness of the
underlying module. Therefore the main difficulty arises in the case where p has roots on the unit
circle. In this proof, we focus on the case F “ C (so that p “ t´ ξ) leaving the case F “ R to the
reader.
Assume that φ : pM,λq Ñ pM 1, λ1q is an isometry of non-singular linking forms over Frt˘1s,
with F either R or C. Our goal is to show that the decompositions of M and M 1 described in (2.8)
are the same up to permuting factors. Fix a decomposition (2.8) of M and let m “ maxni be the
maximal order of an element in M . Note that since the pairings are non-singular, we have ki “ 0
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for all i. Write M “M1 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘Mm, where
Ms “
à
ni“s
epni, 0, i, ξ,Fq,
and decompose M 1 in an analogous way. For each s, pick a Crt˘1s-basis pxs1, . . . , xslsq (resp.
ys1, . . . , ysls) for Ms (resp. M
1
s) such that on each of the generators, the pairing λ (resp. λ
1) has
the form (2.5) or (2.6). We insist that in the latter case, the ξ-positive polynomial rptq is common
for all the xsi and ysj . Reformulating, each of the xsi (resp. ysj) is a generator of one of the basic
modules entering the decomposition of Ms (resp.M
1
s). Note furthermore that the bases of Ms
and M 1s have the same length because the ranks of Ms and M 1s are equal.
Using these bases, the isometry φ is represented by a block matrix of maps φqs : Mq Ñ M 1s.
The map φqq is then written as
φqq “ Cq ` . . . ,
where Cq is a constant matrix and the dots denote higher order terms in pt´ ξq.
It now suffices to show that Cq is an isometry between Mq and M
1
q: indeed the proof of
Proposition 2.25 would then be concluded by invoking Lemma 2.24. To see that Cq is an isometry,
we use Uq (resp. Vq) to denote Mq{pMq (resp. M 1q{pM 1q) and let pi : Mq Ñ Uq (resp. pi1 : M 1q Ñ Vq)
denote the corresponding projection. Observe that Uq and Vq can be regarded as C-vector spaces
with respective bases given by the eqi “ pipxqiq and fqi “ pi1pyqiq for i “ 1, . . . , lq. Define a C-valued
Hermitian pairing on Uq by xeqi, eqjy “ δij , where  is the sign of the summand of epni, 0, ξ, ,Cq
generated by xqi. We define a Hermitian pairing on Vq in the exact same way and note that these
Hermitian pairings can be regarded as approximations of λ and λ1 in Uq and Vq. More precisely,
assuming that q is even, using the definition of λ and of the basic pairings (recall (2.5) and (2.6)),
we have
(2.17) λpxqi, xqjq “ xeqi, eqjyUqpt´ ξqq{2pt´1 ´ ξqq{2 ` . . . ,
where the dots denote higher order terms in t´ ξ. Analogously, for q odd, we have
λpxqi, xqjq “ xeqi, eqjyUqrptqpt´ ξqpq`1q{2pt´1 ´ ξqpq´1q{2 ` . . . .
Using the yqi and fqi instead of the xqi and eqi, the Hermitian pairing on Vq has the same property.
We claim that if s ‰ q, then the largest possible order of a pole of λ1pφqsxqi, φqsxqjq at t “ ξ
is q ´ 1, i.e. the pt´ ξqj terms in the Laurent expansion of λ1pφqsxqi, φqsxqjq satisfy j ě 1´ q.
If s ă q, the claim is obvious, because the pairing of any two elements on Ms has a pole of
order at most s at ξ; reformulating, for any µ1, µ2 P M 1s, the expansion of λ1pµ1, µ2q in Laurent
series in pt´ ξq has terms pt´ ξqj with j ě ´s.
Suppose that s ą q. Observe that since φqsxqi and φqsxqj are annihilated by pt ´ ξqq in M 1s,
each of these elements is a ps´q multiple of some νsi, νsj PM 1s, i.e. φqsxqi “ ps´qνsi and φqsxqj “
ps´qνsj . This means that λ1pφqsxqi, φqsxqjq “ p2ps´qqλ1pνsi, νsjq. Now the order of the pole
of λ1pνsi, νsjq is smaller or equal to s (i.e. its expansion in Laurent power series at t “ ξ contains
terms pt´ξqj with j ě ´s). Thus, the terms pt´ξqj in the Laurent expansion of λ1pφqsxqi, φqsxqjq
satisfy j ě 2ps´ qq ´ s “ ps´ qq ´ q ą ´q. This proves the claim.
We now return to the proof that Cq is an isometry. Using the definition of the φqs and the
orthogonality of λ1 on the decomposition of M 1, we have
λ1pφxqi, φxqjq “
ÿ
s
λ1pφqsxqi, φqsxqjq.
For s ‰ q, the claim implies that the terms in this sum have poles of order less than q. Assume q
is even (the odd case is completely analogous). Using dots to denote higher order terms in pt´ ξq
(terms with pt´ ξqj for j ą ´q), we have
(2.18) λ1pφxqi, φxqjq “ λ1pφqqxqi, φqqxqjq ` . . . “ xCqeqi, CqeqjyVqpt´ ξqq{2pt´1 ´ ξqq{2 ` . . . ,
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where the second equality follows from the definition of Cq as the linearization of φqq and (2.17)
applied for λ1. As λ1pφxqi, φxqjq “ λpxqi, xqjq, applying (2.17) to (2.18) shows that Cq is an
isometry between Uq and Vq. We can now extend Cq to a Crt˘1s-linear map Φ: Mq Ñ M 1q by
putting Φpxqiq “ ř cqijxqi on the generators and extending Crt˘1s-linearly to the whole of Mp,
where Cq “ tcqijulqi,j“1. This map is an isometry, because Cq : Uq Ñ Vq was an isometry. In
particular, Mq and M
1
q are isometric and Lemma 2.24 concludes the proof. 
Given the uniqueness result we can make the following definition.
Definition 2.26. Let n be a positive integer, and let  be ˘1. If |ξ| “ 1 (resp. |ξ| P p0, 1q), the
Hodge number Ppn, , ξq (resp. Qpn, ξq) of a non-singular linking form pM,λq is the number of
times epn, 0, , ξ,Fq (resp. fpn, 0, ξ,Fq) enters the sum (2.8).
From Proposition 2.25 we deduce the following result.
Corollary 2.27. The Hodge numbers are invariants of non-singular linking forms.
The definition of the Hodge numbers is essentially the same as in [52] (in that paper, one takes
F “ R) with one exception, namely ξ “ 1. The definition in [52] of the Hodge numbers for ξ “ 1
is different and, with Ne´methi’s definition, it might happen that Ppn, , 1,Rq ‰ 0 even if n is odd.
The calculation of Ne´methi’s Hodge numbers for ξ “ 1 is usually more involved. Often the value
ξ “ 1 deserves a special treatment both in singularity theory and in knot theory.
3. Further properties of linking forms
In this section, we gather some additional results on linking forms. First, in Subsection 3.1 we
provide an example of a non weakly split linking form. Subsection 3.2 contains an explicit way
of finding a decomposition of a linking form over a cyclic module into basic forms. Applications
of this result appear in Section 9.3: it it is used to calculate twisted signatures of some linear
combinations of torus knots. Subsection 3.3 proves a classification of forms over the local ring Oξ.
Together with results of Subsection 3.6, theses techniques are a key tool to prove Proposition 5.11
relating two types of signature invariants. Finally, Sections 3.4 and 3.5 introduce and discuss the
notion of a representable linking form.
3.1. An example of a non weakly split linking form. As we stated in Theorem 2.5, non-
singular linking forms are split. The case of singular pairings is more subtle. In this subsection,
we give an example indicating that not all singular linking forms are weakly split.
Example 3.1. Consider Frt˘1s for F “ R or C and let p be an irreducible symmetric polynomial,
for instance, one could take F “ R and p “ Rξptq for ξ P S1 with Impξq ą 0. We let M “
Frt˘1s{p5Frt˘1s ‘ Frt˘1s{p4Frt˘1s, use α and β to denote the generators of the two summands
and consider the linking form given by
(3.1) λpα, αq “ 1
p
, λpβ, βq “ 1
p2
, λpα, βq “ 1
p3
.
The remainder of this example is devoted to showing that λ is not split. First, observe that
p3 λpx, yq “ 0 for all x, y PM . Next, note that taking x “ α, y “ β guarantees the existence of a
pair of elements x, y PM such that
(3.2) p2 λpx, yq ‰ 0.
Assume that the pairing is weakly split. Then we can find a presentation M “ Frt˘1s{p5Frt˘1s ‘
Frt˘1s{p4Frt˘1s with generators α1 and β1 such that λpα1, β1q “ 0. By Theorem 2.15 we may
assume that λpα1, α1q “ 1
pk
and λpβ1, β1q “ 2
pk1 for some k and k
1 and 1, 2 “ ˘1. Clearly k, k1 ď 3.
Write the elements x and y satisfying (3.2) in the basis α1, β1, so that x “ x1` x2, y “ y1` y2,
where x1, y1 are multiples of α
1 and x2, y2 are multiples of β1. By orthogonality of α1 and β1, we
have λpx, yq “ λpx1, y1q ` λpx2, y2q. Since (3.2) holds for x and y, it must either hold for the
pair x1, y1, or for the pair x2, y2. Then at least one of the k, k
1 must be equal to 3. Without losing
generality we assume that k “ 3.
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Consequently writing α1 “ aα` bβ and β1 “ a1α` b1β, we obtain
(3.3) λpα1, β1q “ aa
1#
p
` bb
1#
p2
` ab
1# ` a1#b
p3
.
We now claim that p divides a1 and p does not divide a, b, b1. Before proving this claim, observe
that this implies that p does not divide the sum ab1#`a1#b. In particular, using (3.3), we deduce
that λpα1, β1q cannot be zero, contradicting the orthogonality of α1 and β1.
We now prove the claim. First, observe that since we showed that k “ 3, we have p2 λpα1, α1q ‰ 0.
Via (3.1), this translates into p - pab# ` a#bq. In particular, p divides neither a nor b. Next, we
show that p|a1. As p4α ‰ 0 and p - a, we have p4α1 ‰ 0. Observe that p4β1 “ 0: by the definition
of M , we have p4M “ Frt˘1s{pFrt˘1s, so if p4β1 ‰ 0, then it would be linearly dependent with
p4α1, contradicting the fact that α1 and β1 are generators of M . Consequently, since p4α ‰ 0,
while p4β “ 0 and p4β1 “ 0, the definition of β1 implies that p|a1. Finally, we show that p - b1. If
we had p|b1, the fact that p|a1 and the definition of β1 would imply that β1 “ pz for some z P M .
This contradicts the fact that β1 is a generator. We have therefore shown that λ is not a weakly
split linking form.
3.2. Forms over cyclic modules. In this subsection, we state a consequence of Theorem 2.15
which has practical applications in finding the decomposition (2.8).
Suppose M is a cyclic Frt˘1s-module, that is M “ Frt˘1s{f for some polynomial f . We use 1M
to denote the generator of M which is obtained as the image of 1 P Frt˘1s under the projection
map Frt˘1s Ñ Frt˘1s{f . Given a linking form λ : M ˆM Ñ Fptq{Frt˘1s, we observe that
λp1M , 1M q “ h
f
P Fptq{Frt˘1s
for some h. It is convenient to think of h as an element in Frt˘1s defined modulo f . Also, note
that hf is a symmetric rational function.
The following result gives a precise description of the isometry type of λ in terms of h and f .
Proposition 3.2. Let ξ P S1 be a root of f of order n ą 0 and let Fξptq be a basic polynomial
having root at ξ. Consider the restriction λξ of λ to the direct summand Mξ “ Frt˘1s{Fξptqn
of M . Then pMξ, λξq is isometric to epn, k, ξ, ,Fq, where k is the order of h at t´ ξ and
‚ if n ´ k is even, then  is equal to `1 if q “ hpFξptqFξptq#qpn´kq{2{f is positive near ξ,
 “ ´1 if q is negative near ξ;
‚ if n ´ k is odd and F “ R, then  “ `1 if q1 “ hFξptqn{f is positive near ξ, otherwise
 “ ´1;
‚ if n ´ k is odd and F “ C, then  “ `1 if q2 “ hpt ´ ξqpn´k`1q{2pt´1 ´ ξqpn´k´1q{2{f is
ξ-positive, otherwise  “ ´1.
Proof. Since the three items are proved in a very similar way, we only give the proof of the first
one in the case where F “ R (so that Fξptq# “ Fξptq). Write q “ hFξptq
n´k
f . So that qpξq ‰ 0 and
we have λp1M , 1M q “ qFξptqn´k .
The natural injection Mξ Ñ M is given by 1ξ ÞÑ g ¨ 1M , where g “ f{Fξptqn. Let 1ξ be the
image of 1 under the projection Frt˘1s Ñ Mξ. The restricted pairing λξ is now isometric to the
following pairing:
p1ξ, 1ξq ÞÑ gg# h
f
“ qgg
#
Fξptqn´k .
Now g is invertible in Frt˘1s{Fξptqn´k, so the pairing λξ is isometric to the pairing
p1ξ, 1ξq ÞÑ q
Fξptqn´k .
It follows from the classification results in Subsection 2.4 that pMξ, λξq is isometric to epn, k, ξ, ,Fq
where  is the sign of qpξq. But this is precisely the statement of the proposition. 
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3.3. Localization. The techniques used in the proof of Theorem 2.15 can also be applied to study
forms on the local ring of germs of holomorphic functions near ξ, that is, forms over the ring Oξ
of analytic functions near ξ for ξ P C, i.e. over the ring of convergent power series řiě0 aipt´ ξqi.
Throughout this subsection, we assume that F “ C and ξ P S1. Write Ωξ for the field of fractions
of Oξ. As alluded to in Remark 2.11, the ring Oξ (and therefore Ωξ) has an involution r ÞÑ r#.
Proposition 3.3. If xM is a cyclic Oξ–module, then any linking form pλ : xM ˆ xM Ñ Ωξ{Oξ is
isometric to
Oξ{pt´ ξqn ˆOξ{pt´ ξqn Ñ Ωξ{Oξ
x, y ÞÑ rptqxy
#
pt´ ξqn´k ,
where n, k are non-negative integers,  “ ˘1 and rptq is such that
(a) if n´ k is even, then rptqpt´ξqn´k “ 1ppt´ξqpt´1´ξqqpn´kq{2 ;
(b) if n ´ k is odd, then rptqpt´ξqn´k “ rptqpt´ξqppt´ξqpt´1´ξqqpn´k´1q{2 , where rptq is linear and ξ-
positive.
Proof. The statement resembles Lemma 2.21, but the proof is simpler, because Oξ is a local ring.
We invoke the following well known fact from algebra. We include a short proof for completeness.
Lemma 3.4. Any torsion cyclic module over Oξ is of the form Oξ{pt´ ξqn for some n ą 0.
Proof. If f is an annihilator of a cyclic module N over Oξ, then we write f “ pt´ ξqn rf , where rf
is an analytic function such that rfpξq ‰ 0. Then rf is invertible in Oξ and so the module is
isomorphic to Oξ{pt´ ξqn. 
Continuing with the proof of Proposition 3.3, we suppose that n ´ k is odd (the even case is
analogous). Identifying xM with Oξ{pt´ ξqn, there are polynomials q (with qpξq ‰ 0) and rq which
satisfy pλp1, 1q “ qpt´ ξqn´k “ rqpt´ ξqppt´ ξqpt´1 ´ ξqqpn´k´1q{2 .
Arguing as in the proof of Lemma A.14, we can choose a ξ-positive linear polynomial r such that
p :“ rqr# is symmetric and ppξq ‰ 0. Using this fact, we pick  “ ˘1 such that ppξq ą 0.
We claim that there is a rational function g such that p “ gg#. As p is an analytic function
which is positive at ξ, there exists a rational function g P Oξ such that p “ g2. As p “ ppq#,
we also have p “ g#2, and so g “ ˘g#. But since gpξq “ g#pξq, we deduce that g “ g# and
hence p “ gg#, concluding the proof of the claim.
Using the claim, we see that rqr#r “ pr “ gg#r. It follows that multiplication by g and r
in xM induces an isometry between pλ and the pairing px, yq ÞÑ rpt´ξqppt´ξqpt´1´ξqqpn´k´1q{2 (note
that r and g are invertible in xM). This concludes the proof of the proposition. 
From now on, we use pepn, k, , ξ,Cq to denote the linking form described in Proposition 3.3.
Furthemore, given a linking form pM,λq over Crt˘1s, we let pxMξ, pλξq denote the linking form
pxMξ, pλξq “ pM,λq bCrt˘1s Oξ.
In other words, the linking form pλ takes values in Ωξ{Oξ. We conclude this subsection with the
following observation which we shall use in Subsection 5.4.
Proposition 3.5. Suppose that pM,λq is a split linking form over Crt˘1s and choose ξ P S1.
The pt´ ξq-primary summand of pM,λq is isometric to ‘iPIepni, ki, ξ, i,Cq if and only if we have
the following isometry:
(3.4) pxMξ, pλξq –à
iPI
pepni, ki, ξ, i,Cq.
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Proof. The proposition follows from the following observation: if η ‰ ξ, then multiplication by t´η
is an isomorphism of Oξ and, consequently, tensoring by Oξ kills the p-primary part of M for any
basic polynomial p coprime with t´ ξ. 
3.4. Representable linking forms. A special class of linking forms is formed by so-called rep-
resentable linking forms. These linking forms will be frequently used in Section 5.
Definition 3.6. A non-singular linking form pM,λq over R is representable if there exists a non-
degenerate Hermitian matrix A over R such that pM,λq is isometric to pRn{ATRn, λAq, where
the latter linking form is defined by
λA : R
n{ATRn ˆRn{ATRn Ñ Q{R
prxs, rysq ÞÑ xTA´1y#.
In this case, we say that the Hermitian matrix A represents the linking form pM,λq.
While the terminology appears to be novel, we observe that the concept of representability
has already frequently appeared in the literature [4–6, 16, 17, 19]. However since the conventions
sometimes vary, we take a moment for some remarks on the pairing λA.
Remark 3.7. The pairing λA is well defined since we used A
T in the presentation of the module,
since our pairings are anti-linear in the second variable and since, by definition, a matrix A is
Hermitian if A#T “ A, see also [16, Proposition 4.2]. Note that different conventions were used
in [6], the module was given by M “ Rn{ARn, but the pairing was anti-linear in the first variable.
We will now address the question of which linking forms are representable. First of all, note
that there is a significant difference between representability of real and complex linking forms.
Indeed, while in the real case it is known that any non-singular linking form is representable [5],
we shall see that this does not hold in the complex case. Before expanding on the latter case, we
state the former result for future reference.
Proposition 3.8. For every non-singular linking form over Rrt˘1s, there exists a diagonal Her-
mitian matrix A over Rrt˘1s representing this form.
Remark 3.9. Proposition 3.8 is proved in [5] with an extra assumption: the multiplication by t˘1 is
required to be an isomorphism i.e. the modules have no pt˘1q-torsion. However, this assumption is
easily overcome because the form epn, 0,˘1, ,Rq is representable by a 1ˆ1 matrix ppt¯2`t´1qn{2q;
here note that n must be even by Lemma 2.20.
In order to build some intuition in the complex case, let us start with some examples of repre-
sentable linking forms.
Proposition 3.10. The following linking forms are representable:
(1) the basic linking form epn, 0, , ξ,Cq for n even,
(2) the basic linking form fpn, 0, ξ,Cq,
(3) the direct sum epn, 0, , ξ,Cq ‘ epn1, 0,´, ξ1,Cq, for n, n1 odd and distinct ξ, ξ1 P S1.
Proof. We begin with the representability of the first two linking forms. For n even, the linking
form epn, 0, , ξ,Cq is represented by a 1ˆ 1 matrix ppt´ ξqpt´1 ´ ξqqn{2. The pairing fpn, 0, ξ,Cq
is represented by ppt´ ξqpt´1 ´ ξqqn.
We now prove the representability of the third linking form. Without loss of generality, suppose
that n ą n1. Let p be an elementary symmetric polynomial (see Definition A.6) with roots at ξ
and ξ1. Set rp “ ppt´ξqpt´1´ξqqpn´n1q{2pn1 . The 1ˆ1 matrix prpq represents a non-singular pairing
over the module M “ Crt˘1s{pt´ ξqnCrt˘1s ‘ Crt˘1s{pt´ ξ1qn1Crt˘1s. Using Proposition 3.2 (or
Proposition 5.14 below), we see that the pairing is isometric to epn, 0,r, ξq ‘ epn1, 0,´r, ξ1q for
some r “ ˘1. If  ‰ r, then we replace the matrix prpq by p´rpq. 
Next, we give an example of non-representable linking form.
Proposition 3.11. Let ξ be a complex number satisfying |ξ| “ 1. For each positive n, the basic
linking form ep2n` 1, 0, , ξ,Cq is not representable.
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Proof. Suppose Aptq is a matrix representing ep2n` 1, 0, , ξ,Cq. Then the determinant of Aptq is
the order of the module Crt˘1s{pt ´ ξq2n`1, so detAptq “ upt ´ ξq2n`1 for some unit u P Crt˘1s.
On the other hand, since Aptq is Hermitian, its determinant is symmetric. The result follows by
noting that there is no symmetric polynomial in Crt˘1s that is equal to pt ´ ξq2n`1u for some
unit u P Crt˘1s. 
We end this section with an example which will be used in the proof of Proposition 3.13 below.
Proposition 3.12. Given ξ P S1, the linking form ep1, 0,`1, ξ,Cq ‘ ep1, 0,´1, ξ,Cq is repre-
sentable, but not by a diagonal matrix.
Proof. First of all, if a diagonal matrix A represents a form pM,λq, and A has b1ptq, . . . , bnptq on
its diagonal, then the underlying module structure is M “ Crt˘1s{b1ptq ‘ . . . ‘ Crt˘1s{bnptq and
each of the biptq is a symmetric polynomial.
Assume by way of contradiction that ep1, 0,`1, ξ,Cq ‘ ep1, 0,´1, ξ,Cq is representable by a
diagonal matrix and let M be its underlying module. We know that M – Crt˘1s{pt ´ ξq ‘
Crt˘1s{pt´ξq. This indicates that two of the biptq must be divisible by pt´ξq. Suppose that pt´ξq
divides b1ptq. Since b1ptq is symmetric, Proposition A.9 implies that b1ptq is also divisible by pt´ηq
for some η P S1. But then, either M has a summand Crt˘1s{pt ´ ηqk for some k ą 0 (if η ‰ ξ),
or M has a summand Crt˘1s{pt´ ξqk, k ą 2 (if η “ ξ). Both cases yield a contradiction.
Next, we show that ep1, 0,`1, ξ,Cq ‘ ep1, 0,´1, ξ,Cq is representable. Choose four complex
numbers a, b, c, d and consider the matrix
(3.5) A “
ˆ
at´1 ´ aξ dt´1 ` c
´cξt´1 ´ dξ bt´1 ´ bξ
˙
.
A direct computation shows that pt´ ξqA is Hermitian. Now we calculate the determinant of A:
detA “ pat´1 ´ aξqpbt´1 ´ bξq ` pdt´1 ` cqpcξt´1 ` dξq
“ t´2pab` dcξq ´ t´1ξpab` ba´ dd´ ccq ` pabξ2 ` cdξq.
Suppose a, b, c, d are such that
(3.6) ab “ ´dcξ and 2 Repabq ‰ |c|2 ` |d|2.
It is clear that such a, b, c, d P C exist. With these conditions, the determinant of A is equal to the
non-zero complex number ξp2 Repabq ´ |c|2´ |d|2qt´1. Since this is a unit in Crt˘1s, the matrix A
is invertible, and we now set
B “ pt´ ξqA.
We claim that B represents ep1, 0,`1, ξ,Cq ‘ ep1, 0,´1, ξ,Cq. To see this, we first note that the
Smith normal form of B is a diagonal matrix with ppt´ ξq, pt´ ξqq on the diagonal. In fact, as A
is invertible, the Smith normal form of A is the identity matrix, and multiplying a matrix by a
polynomial amounts to multiplying the Smith Normal Form by the same polynomial. Given this
observation, we deduce that Crt˘1s2{BCrt˘1s2 is isomorphic Crt˘1s{pt´ξq‘Crt˘1s{pt´ξq. Using
Lemma 2.21, the form represented by B is therefore isometric to ep1, 0, 1, ξ,Cq ‘ ep1, 0, 2, ξ,Cq
for some 1, 2 “ ˘1. Although the signs 1, 2 can be explicitly calculated, Proposition 5.14 below
immediately implies that 1 ` 2 “ 0. This concludes the proof of the proposition. 
3.5. Representability over Crt˘1s. Generalizing the example given in Proposition 3.12, we can
show the following result (whose converse will be proved in Proposition 5.14).
Proposition 3.13. A non-singular linking form pM,λq over Crt˘1s with decomposition as in (2.8)
is representable if it is a sum of epni, 0, i, ξi,Cq and fpnj , 0, ξj ,Cq, where the signs i satisfy
(3.7)
ÿ
i : ni odd
i “ 0.
Proof. Decompose pM,λq into basic summands as in (2.8). We proceed by induction over the
number of summands in this decomposition. Suppose that pM,λq has N summands and that the
result is proved for all forms with fewer than N summands, that satisfy (3.7).
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First, suppose pM,λq contains a basic summand pM 1, λ1q of the type epn, 0, , ξ,Cq for n even,
or fpn, 0, ,Cq. In this case, pM 1, λ1q is representable by the first two items of Proposition 3.10 and
we can write
pM,λq “ pM 1, λ1q ‘ pM2, λ2q
where pM2, λ2q is the sum of other summands. Since both pM,λq and pM 1, λ1q satisfy (3.7), so
does pM2, λ2q. We now conclude this case by applying the induction hypothesis to pM2, λ2q.
Next, suppose there is a form ep2n` 1, 0, ξ,`1,Cq entering the decomposition (2.8) of pM,λq.
By (3.7), there must be another form ep2n1 ` 1, 0, ξ1,´1,Cq entering the decomposition. Write
pM 1, λ1q “ ep2n` 1, 0, ξ,`1,Cq ‘ ep2n1 ` 1, 0, ξ1,´1,Cq
and decompose once again pM,λq as pM 1, λ1q ‘ pM2, λ2q. Since both pM 1, λ1q and pM,λq sat-
isfy (3.7), so does pM2, λ2q. As pM2, λ2q has N ´ 2 basic summands, the induction assumption
applies. Therefore, in order to apply the induction hypothesis, we need only argue that pM 1, λ1q
is representable. If ξ ‰ ξ1, then the third item of Proposition 3.10 ensures that pM 1, λ1q is repre-
sentable. We can therefore assume that ξ “ ξ1.
If n “ n1 we take the matrix A of (3.5) and multiply it by pt ´ ξqppt ´ ξqpt´1 ´ ξqqn and it
represents the desired pairing by the same arguments as in the proof of Proposition 3.12.
Suppose n ą n1 (the other case is analogous). Set k “ n´ n1 and consider the matrix
(3.8) A1 “
ˆppt´ ξqpt´1 ´ ξqqkpat´1 ´ aξq pt´ ξqkpdt´1 ` cq
´pcξt´1 ` dξqpt´1 ´ ξqk bt´1 ´ bξ,
˙
,
where a, b, c, d are as in (3.6) and, additionally, b is not a real number (so that ξ is not a root
of pbt´1 ´ bξq). The matrix A1 is such that pt ´ ξqA1 is Hermitian and the determinant of A1 is
equal to the product of ppt´ξqpt´1´ξqqk with a unit of Crt˘1s. We compute the module presented
by A1. The Smith normal form algorithm allows us to write A1 as
(3.9) A1 “ X
ˆ
b1ptq 0
0 b2ptq
˙
Y,
where X and Y are invertible matrices over Crt˘1s, and b1ptqb2ptq “ detA1 up to a unit of Crt˘1s.
As a shorthand, we write
.“ for equality up to multiplication by a unit of Crt˘1s. Since we have
detA1 .“ ppt ´ ξqpt´1 ´ ξqqk, we see that b1 .“ pt ´ ξqk1 and b2 .“ pt ´ ξqk2 with k1 ` k2 “ 2k.
From (3.9) we deduce that pt´ ξqminpk1,k2q divides vTA1w for any two vectors v, w P Crt˘1s2. But
if v “ w “ p0, 1q, then (3.8) implies that vTA1w “ bt´1´ bξ, and the latter is coprime with pt´ ξq
by our choice of b. It follows that minpk1, k2q “ 0. Thus, we may readjust X and Y in such a way
that b1 “ pt´ ξq2k and b2 “ 1.
Since pt´ξqA1 is Hermitian, A2 “ pt´ξqppt´ξqpt´1´ξqqn1A1 is also Hermitian. Thus, using (3.9)
and the same arguments as in the proof of Proposition 3.12, we obtain the following isomorphism
of Crt˘1s-modules:
Crt˘1s2{A2Crt˘1s2 – Crt˘1s{pt´ ξq2n`1 ‘ Crt˘1s{pt´ ξq2n1`1.
It follows from our classification Theorem 2.15 that A2 represents the linking form
ep2n` 1, 0, 1, ξ,Cq ‘ ep2n1 ` 1, 0, 2, ξ,Cq,
where 1, 2 “ ˘1. By a direct calculation (or using Proposition 5.14 below), we deduce that
1 ` 2 “ 0. If 1 “ ´1, we replace A2 by ´A2, which changes the sign of 1 and 2. We conclude
that A2 represents pM 1, λ1q, so the induction step is accomplished and the proof is concluded. 
3.6. Diagonalization over local rings. Suppose that pM,λq is a form represented by a ma-
trix Aptq. It is often much easier to deduce information about the pairing if Aptq is diagonal.
While all non-singular forms over Rrt˘1s are representable by a diagonal matrix (Proposition 3.8),
this is not the case in general: over Crt˘1s not all representable forms are represented by a diagonal
matrix (Proposition 3.12). This subsection shows that diagonalizability can be achieved if we pass
to a local ring.
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The following lemma bears a strong resemblance to classical results [1,64], but since the precise
formulation is slightly different in our paper, we provide a proof.
Lemma 3.14. Let Aptq be a Hermitian matrix over Crt˘1s and let ξ P S1. There exists a
matrix P ptq with entries analytic functions near ξ such that Bptq “ P ptqAptqP ptq#T is diagonal.
Proof. It is not a surprise that the proof relies on the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization process.
There is an extra difficulty stemming from the fact that we perform the process over the ring Oξ
and not over a field. This fact adds some more technicalities. We rely on the fact that Oξ is a
discrete valuation ring.
To give the proof of Lemma 3.14, it is convenient to think about the matrix Aptq as of an
intersection matrix of a Hermitian pairing on Onξ given by xe, fy “ eApf#qT . Write Aptq “
taijptquni,j“1 and let e1, . . . , en be a basis of Onξ . Write αij for the order of aij at t “ ξ.
Definition 3.15. A basis e1, . . . , en for Onξ is adapted if αij ě αjj for all i ą j and if we
additionally have α11 ě α22 ě . . . ě αnn.
Lemma 3.16. There is a base change pe1, . . . , enq Ñ pre1, . . . , renq such that pre1, . . . , renq is adapted.
We temporarily postpone the proof of Lemma 3.16 in order to see how it implies Lemma 3.14.
We argue by induction, where the induction assumption is that e1, . . . , ek are pairwise orthogonal.
Since the case k “ 1 is trivial, we assume k ě 2. First, we replace ek`1 by
(3.10) rek`1 “ ek`1 ´ kÿ
j“1
ak`1,j
ajj
ej .
If the basis e1, . . . , en is adapted, then, as k ` 1 ą j, the function ak`1,jajj is analytic near ξ,
so the base change is legitimate in Oξ. As in the classical Gram–Schmidt process, we have
that xrek`1, ejy “ 0 for j ď k. To complete the induction step we need to show that the basis
e1, . . . , ek, rek`1, ek`2, . . . , en is still adapted. Write rak`1,j “ xrek`1, e`y and let rαk`1,` be the order
at t “ ξ of rak`1,`. We aim to show that for ` ą k ` 1, we haverαk`1,` ě αk`1,k`1,(3.11) rαk`1,k`1 “ αk`1,k`1.(3.12)
The first of the two equations holds on the nose, while the second might require an additional base
change from the basis e1, . . . , ek, rek`1, ek`2, . . . , en to a basis e1, . . . , ek´1, e1k, e1k`1, ek`2, . . . , en
(which still satisfies 3.11).
We first show (3.11). By (3.10) we have rak`1,` “ ak`1,` ´ řkj“1 ak`1,jajj aj,`. We compare the
orders. Since the basis e1, . . . , en is adapted, we have αj,` ě αjj ě αk`1,k`1 and the order
of
ak`1,j
ajj
is non-negative. Thus all the summands have order at least αk`1,k`1. Since adaptedness
also implies that αk`1,` ě αk`1,k`1, we conclude that rαk`1,` ě αk`1,k`1, proving (3.11).
To prove (3.12), we use the definition of rak`1,k`1, the definition of rek`1 and orthogonality to get
rak`1,k`1 “ xrek`1, rek`1y “ xrek`1, ek`1 ´ kÿ
j“1
ak`1,j
ajj
ejy
“ xrek`1, ek`1y “ xek`1 ´ kÿ
j“1
ak`1,j
ajj
ej , ek`1y “ ak`1,k`1 ´
kÿ
j“1
ak`1,j
ajj
aj,k`1.
(3.13)
In the latter formula, all terms have order at least αk`1,k`1, so as in the proof of (3.11) we conclude
that rαk`1,k`1 ě αk`1,k`1. If we have an equality, we are done with the induction step.
Unfortunately it might happen that the order of rak`1,k`1 becomes strictly greater than the
order of ak`1,k`1, so (3.12) does not hold. This can only be the case if in the last sum of (3.13)
there appears a term of order αk`1,k`1, cancelling the term of ak`1,k`1. We claim that if this
happens, then αk,k “ αk`1,k`1. Note that for j ď k we have αj,k`1 ě αjj ě αk`1,k`1 and, if at
least one of the inequalities is strict, then the order of
ak`1,j
ajj
aj,k`1 is strictly greater than αk`1,k`1.
Thus, if the terms of order αk`1,k`1 cancel out in right-hand side of (3.13), then some term in
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the sum on the right-hand side of (3.13) has order equal to αk`1,k`1, and therefore we must have
αjj “ αk`1,k`1 for some j. As αjj ě αkk ě αk`1,k`1, we infer that αkk “ αk`1,k`1. This
concludes the proof of the claim.
Replace now ek and rek`1 by e1k “ 12 pek ` rek`1q and e1k`1 “ 12 pek ´ rek`1q. This is an orthog-
onal base change that, by the claim, makes the order of xe1k, e1ky and xe1k`1,k`1, e1k`1,k`1y equal
to αk`1,k`1. Moreover, for m “ k, k ` 1, ` ą k ` 1, the order of xe1m, e`y is greater or equal than
the minimum of the orders of xek, e`y and xek`1, e`y, so it is at least αk`1,k`1 by (3.11).
Summarizing, we replace the basis e1, . . . , en with either e1, . . . , ek, rek`1, ek`2, . . . , en (if rαk`1,k`1 “
αk`1,k`1 from the beginning) or e1, . . . , ek´1, e1k, e1k`1, ek`2, . . . , en otherwise, and proceed with the
induction step. This concludes the proof of the lemma. 
Proof of Lemma 3.16. We will show that there is a base change such that all the αij are equal. To
this end, let m ě 0 be the minimum of all the αij for 1 ď i, j ď m. Let C “ tciju be the complex
matrix such that cij is the term at pt ´ ξqm of aij , that is, cij “ aijptqpt´ξqm |t“ξ. By definition of m,
note that C is not a zero matrix.
We claim that there exist a complex n ˆ n matrix B, such that detB ‰ 0 and BCBT has all
terms different than zero. Writing B “ tbiju, the k`-entry of BCBT is given by
Fk` “
ÿ
i,j
bkicijb`j ,
and Fk`, regarded as a map from Cnˆn Ñ C is a non-trivial polynomial in bij , bij , because some
of the cij are non-zero by the assumption. The set of zeros of Fk` is a codimension one subset
of Cnˆn, in particular it is a boundary closed set, that is, a set whose complement is open and
dense. The union
U “
nď
k,`“1
tbij | Fk` “ 0u Y tB | detB “ 0u
is again a boundary closed set. It is enough to take the matrix B in CnˆnzU .
Given such a B, we replace Aptq by rAptq “ BAptqBT (as B is a constant matrix, we have
B “ B#). In the expansion of BABT , the lowest order terms are given by BCBT . Using the
claim, we deduce that each entry of rAptq has non-zero coefficient at pt ´ ξqm. Clearly, none of
the entries has non-zero term at pt ´ ξqm1 for any m1 ă m. This shows that all the orders of the
entries of rAptq are equal to m. In particular rAptq is adapted. 
4. Classification of forms up to Witt equivalence
While Section 2 dealt with the classification of linking forms over Frt˘1s up to isometry, this
section is concerned with the classification up to Witt equivalence. Namely, given a PID with
involution, we recall the definition of the Witt group of linking forms over R (Subsection 4.1),
deal with polynomial rings (Subsection 4.2) and then specialize to the real and complex cases
(Subsections 4.3 and 4.4) all of which are fairly well known. Finally we study morphisms of
linking forms in Subsection 4.6. The main result of that section, Theorem 4.16, is used in the
proof of the satellite formula in Section 7.3.
4.1. Witt groups of rings with involution. In this subsection, we review some generalities
about Witt groups on rings with involution. References include [2, 41,44,47,55,58].
Let R be a PID with involution and let Q denote its field of fractions. Given a non-degenerate
linking form pM,λq over R, a submodule L Ă M is isotropic (or sublagrangian) if L Ă LK and
metabolic if L “ LK.
Definition 4.1. The Witt group of linking forms, denoted W pQ,Rq, consists of the monoid of non-
degenerate linking forms modulo the submonoid of metabolic linking forms. Two non-degenerate
linking forms pM,λq and pM 1, λ1q are called Witt equivalent if they represent the same element
in W pQ,Rq.
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The Witt group of linking forms is known to be an abelian group under direct sum, where the
inverse of the class rpM,λqs is represented by pM,´λq. Recall that since the ring R is a PID,
non-degenerate linking forms over a torsion R-module are in fact non-singular [31, Lemma 3.24].
Regarding the notation W pQ,Rq we chose to follow [2, Appendix A.1]. Given a non-singular
linking form pM,λq and an isotropic submodule L Ă M , we define a form λL on LK{L by the
formula λLprxs, rysq “ λpx, yq, where rxs, rys P LK{L are classes of elements x, y P LK. It can be
checked that λL is well-defined and in fact, gives a non-singular linking form pLK{L, λLq.
Definition 4.2. The non-singular linking form pLK{L, λLq is said to be obtained by sublagrangian
reduction on L.
We refer to [2, Corollary A.12] and [47, Section II.A.4] for the proof of the following proposition.
Proposition 4.3. Given an isotropic subspace L of a non-singular linking form pM,λq, the non-
singular linking forms pM,λq and pLK{L, λLq are Witt equivalent.
From now on, we shall restrict ourselves to our ring of interest, namely to the ring Frt˘1s of
Laurent polynomials, where F is either R or C.
4.2. Witt group of Laurent polynomial rings and de´vissage. This subsection has two goals.
Firstly, we recall how the computation of Witt groups is simplified by considering the primary
decomposition. Secondly, we recall the process known as de´vissage. References for this section
include [37,41,47,51,55].
We start by introducing some additional terminology. A Laurent polynomial p is weakly sym-
metric if p
.“ p#. Given an irreducible polynomial p in Frt˘1s, we denote by Mp the p-primary part
of M and by W pFptq,Frt˘1s, pq the Witt group of linking forms defined over p-primary modules.
Proposition 4.4. Let S denote the set of irreducible polynomials over Frt˘1s. The primary
decomposition theorem induces a canonical isomorphism
W pFptq,Frt˘1sq –à
pPS
W pFptq,Frt˘1s, pq.
Proof. It follows immediately from the definition that if p is not equivalent to q#, then Mp and Mq
are orthogonal. Likewise, if p is not weakly symmetric, then the linking form restricted toMp‘Mp#
is metabolic, in fact Mp and Mp# are two metabolizers. 
In order to describe de´vissage, we recall some generalities on Witt groups of Hermitian forms.
Let R be a ring with involution and let u be an element of R which satisfies uu# “ 1. Given a
projective R-module H, a sesquilinear form α : HˆH Ñ R is u-Hermitian if αpy, xq “ uαpx, yq#.
We use WupRq to denote the Witt group of non-singular u-Hermitian forms. If u “ 1, then we
write W pRq instead of W1pRq.
Remark 4.5. Assume that F is a field whose characteristic is different from 2. It can be checked
that WupFq is trivial if u “ ´1 and the involution is trivial, and is isomorphic to W pFq other-
wise [44, Proposition A.1] and [47, Chapter II.A.3]. Nevertheless, as we shall see below, keeping
track of this extra unit often proves useful.
The next proposition (which is mentioned in [44, top of page 349]) is an instance of de´vissage;
a proof can be found in [47, Chapter II.B.2] or [55, Proposition 2.3.14].
Proposition 4.6. Given an irreducible weakly symmetric polynomial p, there is an isomorphism
W pFptq,Frt˘1s, pq –WrupFrt˘1s{pq,
where ru P Frt˘1s{p is the reduction mod p of the element u P Frt˘1s such that p “ up#.
Next, we specialize our study to the case where F is either R or C.
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4.3. Real linking forms up to Witt equivalence. This subsection has two goals: firstly to
discuss the structure of the group W pRptq,Rrt˘1sq and secondly to prove the following result.
Theorem 4.7. Set S1` “ tz P S1 | Impzq ą 0u. Any real non-singular linking form is Witt
equivalent to a direct sum of the type à
ni odd, i“˘1
ξiPS1`, iPI
epni, 0, i, ξi,Rq.
Here recall that epni, 0, i, ξi,Rq denotes the basic linking form described in Example 2.6. The
proof of Theorem 4.7 is based on the two following lemmas which show that the basic linking
forms which do not appear in the statement of Theorem 4.7 are metabolic.
Lemma 4.8. Given ξ P Ξ, the following statements holds:
(1) if |ξ| P p0, 1q, then the Witt group W pRptq,Rrt˘1s,Rξptqq vanishes;
(2) if ξ “ ˘1, then the Witt group W pRptq,Rrt˘1s,Rξptqq vanishes.
Note that we separate the lemma into two assertions since the definition of the basic polynomial
corresponding to ξ “ ˘1 differs from the one associated to ξ with |ξ| lying in p0, 1q.
Proof. We start with the first assertion. If |ξ| ă 1, then Rξptq decomposes as a product of two
weakly symmetric polynomials: Rξptq “ pp# where p “ pt ´ ξqpt ´ ξq. If M is a Rξptq-torsion
module then Mp and Mp# are two metabolizers for the linking form.
To prove the second assertion, we use ξ to denote ˘1 and we claim that if the basic pairing
epn, k, , ξ,Rq is non-singular, then it must be metabolic. First, as we mentioned in Example 2.7,
the basic linking form epn, k, , ξ,Rq is non-singular if and only if k “ 0 (recall that in this case, n
must be even). Since ξ “ ˘1, assuming that the aforementioned conditions hold, one can check
that the submodule generated by pt ´ ξqj ¨ r1s (where j “ n{2 ` 1, . . . , n and r1s is the class of 1
in Rrt˘1s{pt´ ξqn) is a metabolizer for epn, 0, , ξ,Rq. This concludes the proof of the claim. The
second assertion of the lemma now follows: indeed, by Theorem 2.5, non-singular forms are split
and by Theorem 2.15, any split pairing over a pt ´ ξq-primary module decomposes into a direct
sum of epn, 0, , ξ,Rq’s. 
From a more abstract point of view, the second point of Lemma 4.8 can be proved as follows:
Thanks to Proposition 4.6, we know thatW pRptq,Rrt˘1s,Rξptqq is isomorphic toW´1pRrt˘1s{Rξptqq.
Since the latter group is isomorphic to W´1pRq (with the trivial involution), the result follows from
Remark 4.5.
Lemma 4.9. If |ξ| “ 1 and ξ ‰ ˘1, then there is an isomorphism W pRptq,Rrt˘1s,Rξptqq – Z
under which the basic pairing epn, 0, , ξ,Rq is mapped to  if n is odd and to 0 if n is even.
Proof. As ξ is not real, we deduce that Rrt˘1s{Rξptq is isomorphic to C. Using Proposition 4.6
and Remark 4.5, it follows that W pRptq,Rrt˘1s,Rξptqq is isomorphic to W pCq – Z (where this
latter isomorphism is given by the signature).
We now move on to the second statement. First, we assume that n “ 2m is even and we
set H :“ Rrt˘1s{Rξptq2m. Considering L “ RξptqmH, using the symmetry of Rξptq and the non-
singularity of the pairing, we observe that L “ LK is a metabolizer for ep2m, 0, , ξ,Rq. Next assume
that n “ 2m` 1 is odd, set H :“ Rrt˘1s{Rξptq2m`1 and λ “ ep2m` 1, 0, , ξ,Rq. Considering L “
Rξptqm`1H, one sees that LK is equal to RξptqmH. It follows that multiplication by Rξptqm induces
an isometry between the sublagrangian reduction pLK{L, λLq and ep1, 0, , ξ,Rq. Proposition 4.3
now implies that ep2m` 1, 0, , ξ,Rq is Witt equivalent to ep1, 0, , ξ,Rq.
To conclude the proof, it only remains to show that the basic linking form ep1, 0, , ξ,Rq is
mapped to  under the aforementioned isomorphism. This is fairly immediate since under the
isomorphisms W pRptq,Rrt˘1s,Rξptqq – WrupRrt˘1s{Rξptqq – W pCq, the image of the linking
form ep1, 0, , ξ,Rq is congruent to the Hermitian form px, yq ÞÑ xy#. 
Combining the previous lemmas, we can prove Theorem 4.7 which states that any real non-
singular linking form is Witt equivalent to a direct sum of epni, 0, i, ξi,Rq, where each ni is odd
and each ξi lies in S
1`.
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Proof of Theorem 4.7. Let pM,λq be a real non-singular linking form. Using Theorem 2.5, we
deduce that pM,λq is split and thus Theorem 2.15 implies that pM,λq must be isometric to a
direct sum of basic forms: à
ni,i,ξi
iPI
epni, 0, i, ξi,Rq ‘
à
nj ,ξj
jPJ
fpnj , 0, ξj ,Rq.
Using Lemma 4.8, we know that the basic forms fpn, 0, ξ,Rq and epn, 0, ,˘1,Rq are Witt trivial
Furthermore, Lemma 4.9 implies that epn, 0, , ξ,Rq is metabolic if n is even. This concludes the
proof of the theorem. 
We conclude this subsection by discussing the structure of the group W pRptq,Rrt˘1sq, see [50,
Section 5], [31, Section 2.10] and [55, Example 2.3.24] for closely related discussions. Combining
the decomposition described in Proposition 4.4 with the results of Lemmas 4.8 and 4.9, we obtain
(4.1) W pRptq,Rrt˘1sq – à
ξPS1`
W pRptq,Rrt˘1s,Rξptqq –
à
ξPS1`
Z.
In more detail, Proposition 4.4 implies that W pRptq,Rrt˘1sq is isomorphic to the direct sum of
the W pRptq,Rrt˘1s,Rξptqq, where Rξptq ranges over the basic polynomials. Lemmas 4.8 and 4.9
compute each of these groups, whence the announced isomorphism.
4.4. Complex linking forms up to Witt equivalence. Just as in the real case, this subsection
has two goals: firstly to discuss the structure of the group W pCptq,Crt˘1sq and secondly to prove
the following result:
Theorem 4.10. Any complex non-singular linking form is Witt equivalent to a direct of the type:à
ni odd, i“˘1
ξiPS1, iPI
epni, 0, i, ξi,Cq.
The proof of Theorem 4.10 proceeds as in the real case. Namely, we deal with one basic linking
form at a time.
Lemma 4.11. The following statements hold:
(1) If |ξ| P p0, 1q, then the Witt group W pCptq,Crt˘1s, pt´ ξqpt´1 ´ ξqq vanishes.
(2) If ξ lies in S1, then there is an isomorphism W pCptq,Crt˘1s, pt ´ ξqq – Z. Furthermore,
this isomorphism maps the basic pairing epn, 0, , ξ,Cq to  if n is odd and to 0 if n is even.
Proof. The proof of the first assertion is the same as in the real case, see Lemma 4.8. The
proof the second assertion is analogous to the proof of Lemma 4.9. Namely, using de´vissage (recall
Proposition 4.6), we see that W pCptq,Crt˘1s, t´ξq is isomorphic to W´ξ2pCrt˘1s{pt´ξqq. But now,
since Crt˘1s{pt ´ ξq is isomorphic to C, Remark 4.5 implies that the latter group is isomorphic
to Z, as desired. Finally, as in the proof of Lemma 4.9 we show that under this isomorphism
epn, 0, , ξ,Cq is mapped to 0 if n is even and to  if n is odd. 
Proof of Theorem 4.10. Let pM,λq be a complex non-singular linking form. Using Theorem 2.5,
we deduce that pM,λq is split and thus Theorem 2.15 implies that pM,λq form must be isometric
to a direct sum of basic forms:à
ni,i,ξi
iPI
epni, 0, i, ξi,Cq ‘
à
nj ,ξj
jPJ
fpnj , 0, ξj ,Cq.
Using the first point of Lemma 4.11, we know that the basic forms fpn, 0, ξ,Cq are metabolic. The
second point of Lemma 4.11 implies that epn, 0, , ξ,Cq is metabolic if n is even. This concludes
the proof of the theorem. 
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We conclude this subsection by discussing the structure of the group W pCptq,Crt˘1sq (note
that this result has appeared in [44, Appendix A], [47, Chapter II.C] and [55, Example 2.3.24]).
Namely, combining the decomposition described in Proposition 4.4 with Lemma 4.11, we obtain
(4.2) W pCptq,Crt˘1sq – à
ξPS1
W pCptq,Crt˘1s, t´ ξq – à
ξPS1
Z.
In more details, Proposition 4.4 implies that W pCptq,Crt˘1sq is isomorphic to the direct sum
of the W pCptq,Crt˘1s, t´ ξq, where ξ ranges over S1. Lemma 4.11 computes each of these groups,
whence the announced isomorphism.
4.5. Witt equivalence and representability. In this subsection, we briefly outline how rep-
resentability (see Section 3.4) fits into the general framework of Witt groups.
Instead of describing the integrality of the localization exact sequence of Witt groups/symmetric
L-groups (see e.g. [58, 59]), we focus on the part of the theory that is relevant to representability.
Namely, we describe the map
B : W pFptqq ÑW pFptq,Frt˘1sq.
A lattice for a Fptq-Hermitian form pE,αq is a free Frt˘1s-submodule P Ă E which satisfies
αpx, yq P Frt˘1s for all x, y in P , i.e. such that α restricts to a well defined Frt˘1s-homomorphism
P Ñ HomFrt˘1spP,Frt˘1sq#. Given such a lattice, one can consider the dual lattice
Pd :“ tx P E | αpx, pq P P for all p P P u.
Observe that the Fptq-isomorphism x ÞÑ αpx,´q restricts to a well defined Frt˘1s-isomorphism
Pd Ñ HomFrt˘1spP,Frt˘1sq#. Since P is free, HomFrt˘1spP,Frt˘1sq# is torsion-free. Since Frt˘1s
is a PID, this implies that Pd is in fact free. Since P is a lattice, the canonical inclusion P Ă E
induces a well defined inclusion P Ă Pd, and it can be checked that Pd{P is Frt˘1s-torsion. One
can then verify that the following assignment gives rise to a well defined linking form on Pd{P :
Bαprxs, rysq :“ αpx, yq.
It can also be checked that B descends to a well defined map on the level of Witt groups. In fact,
as a Witt class α in W pFptqq can always be represented by a Hermitian matrix A with coefficients
in Frt˘1s and non-zero determinant, a computation shows that Bα is isometric to the linking form
represented by A. In particular, a linking form pM,λq is Witt equivalent to a representable linking
form if and only if rpM,λqs lies in the image of B.
Remark 4.12. Using Proposition 4.4, one can decompose W pFptq,Frt˘1sq into the direct sum of
W 0pFptq,Frt˘1sq :“ÀpPSztt´1uW pFptq,Frt˘1s, pq and W pFptq,Frt˘1s, t´ 1q. It has been claimed
that the map B restricts a surjection W pFptqq Ñ W 0pFptq,Frt˘1sq [44, Theorem A.2]. While this
result is correct for F “ R (since linking forms over Rrt˘1s are always representable) it is incorrect
over Crt˘1s since for any ξ P C, the basic linking form ep1, 0, 1, ξ,Cq is not Witt equivalent to a
representable form. This can either be seen by reasoning as in Proposition 3.11 (and using that
if pM,λq is metabolic, then the order of M is a norm) or by using Proposition 5.14 below.
4.6. Forms restricted to submodules and Witt equivalence. In this subsection, we study
submodules of basic forms as well as the restriction of morphisms of linking forms to such submod-
ules. Some of the results in this section might appear technical, but they are used in Subsection 7.3
while studying cabling formulae.
As a warm-up to more complicated results, we prove the following proposition.
Proposition 4.13. Suppose that pM,λq is a non-singular linking form over Frt˘1s and let pM 1, λ1q
be another linking form. Let ι : M Ñ M 1 be a morphism of linking forms. Then M 1 splits as an
orthogonal sum M 1im ‘M 1ort and ι : M ÑM 1im is an isometry.
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Proof. We shall first prove the result when pM,λq is a basic form. We will then deduce the general
statement by induction on the number of summands of pM,λq in the decomposition (2.8).
Suppose that pM,λq “ epn, 0, ξ, ,Fq (the case of f-forms is analogous). Choose a generator x
of M and note that we have λpx, xq “ qFξptqn for some q P Frt˘1s coprime with Fξptq. Set x1 “ ιpxq.
Since ι is a morphism of linking forms, we have λpx, xq “ λ1px1, x1q. Consequently, since the
pairing λ1 is non-singular, we infer that the order of x1 is Fξptqn, i.e. no smaller power of Fξptq
annihilates x1.
We claim that M 1 “ ιpMq ‘M 10 for some M 10. Suppose that y1 P M 1 satisfies Fξptqsy1 “ x1 for
some s ě 0. Write M 1y1 for the submodule of M 1 generated by y1 and let λ1y1 be the pairing λ1
restricted to M 1y1 . Using the definition of y1 and the symmetry of Fξptq, we obtain
λ1y1px1, x1q “ λ1y1pFξptqsy1,Fξptqsy1q “ Fξptq2sλ1y1py1, y1q.
On the other hand, using the first paragraph of the proof, we know that λ1y1px1, x1q “ qFξptqn .
Combining these observations, we deduce that
(4.3) λ1y1py1, y1q “ qFξptqn`2s .
Since Fξptqnx1 “ 0, we know that Fξptqn`sy1 “ 0. This shows that s “ 0 (multiply both sides
of (4.3) by Fξptqn`s and use that q is coprime with Fξptq). In particular, x1 is not a multiple
by Fξptq of any element y1. That is, ιpMq splits off as a direct summand in M 1. This concludes
the proof of the claim. Next, we modifiy the summand M 10 from the claim in order to obtain a
summand that is orthogonal with respect to the linking form. To do this, we set
(4.4) M 1ort “
"
u´ λ
1pu, x1q
λ1px1, x1qx
1 |u PM 10
*
.
To show that the definition of M 1ort makes sense, we must show that
λ1pu,x1q
λ1px1,x1qx
1 is a well defined
element of M 1. Recall that λ1px1, x1q “ qFξptqn , where q is coprime with Fξptq. Since q coprime
with Fξptq, we can write qz1 “ x1 for some z1 in M 1. Note that the order of z1 is also Fξptqn.
Furthermore λ1pu, x1q can be written as r
Fξptqk for some r P Frt˘1s. Since λ1 is non-singular, n ě k.
Combining these observations, we obtain
(4.5)
λ1pu, x1q
λ1px1, x1qx
1 “ pFξptqn´kptq ¨ rq ¨ z1 PM 1.
Now r (resp. q) is only defined up to a multiple of Fξptqk (resp. Fξptqn), so we must show that (4.5)
is independent of these choices. As the order of z1 is Fξptqn, we deduce (4.5) is independent of the
choice of r and that z1 is independent of the choice of q. Thus the definition of Mort makes sense.
Now M 1ort is a submodule of M 1, and using the claim, we see that M 1ort X ιpMq “ 0 and
M 1 “ ιpMq`M 1ort. By construction, M 1ort is orthogonal to ιpMq with respect to the linking form.
Having proved the proposition for basic forms, we pass to the general statement. We pro-
ceed by induction. Use the decomposition Theorem 2.15 to write pM,λq as pM0, λ0q ‘ pM1, λ1q,
where pM0, λ0q is basic and pM1, λ1q is non-singular and has fewer summands in its decomposi-
tion into basic forms. From the first part of the proof applied to pM0, λ0q, we conclude that M 1
splits as an orthogonal sum ιpM0q ‘M 1ort. As M1 is orthogonal to M0, we have that ιpM1q is
orthogonal to ιpM0q. Consequently, ι maps M1 into M 1ort. Since M1 has few basic summands
than M , we can apply the induction hypothesis to ι|M1 : M1 ÑM 1ort. This concludes the proof of
the proposition. 
Before moving on to next result, we make some remarks.
Remark 4.14.
(a) In the statement of Proposition 4.13, we make no assumpotions on pM 1, λ1q: this form need
not even be weakly split. Furthermore, the proof essentially shows that the non-degenerate
part of a linking form splits off as a direct summand.
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(b) Proposition 4.13 is false if we do not assume that pM,λq is non-degenerate. A counterex-
ample is given by the form in Subsection 3.1: for pM 1, λ1q, take the form described in
Example 3.1 and for pM,λq, take one of its summands.
Next, we study morphisms between basic linking forms where neither the source nor the target
is assumed to be non-singular.
Lemma 4.15. Let pM 1, λ1q be a basic linking form over Frt˘1s and let M be an Frt˘1s-module.
Suppose there exists a monomorphism ι : M ÑM 1 and define a sesquilinear pairing λ : M ˆM Ñ
Fptq{Frt˘1s by setting λpx, yq :“ λ1pιpxq, ιpyqq.
(a) If pM 1, λ1q “ epn1, k1, , ξ,Fq, then for some ` P t0, 1, . . . , n1 ´ 1u we have pM,λq “
epn, k, , ξ,Fq, where n “ n1 ´ ` and k “ minpk1 ` `, n1 ´ `q.
(b) If pM 1, λ1q “ fpn1, k1, ξ,Fq, then pM,λq “ fwppn1´ a, n1´ bq, n1´ k1´ a´ b, ξ,Fq. Here a, b
are integers such that 0 ď a, b ď n1.
Proof. Item (a). For simplicity, we restrict ourselves to the case F “ R. The case F “ C leads
to slightly different formulae, depending on the parity of n1 ´ k1, but the proof is completely
analogous. Let x1 be a generator of M 1 such that
λ1px1, x1q “ 
Fξptqn1´k1 .
As ιpMq is a submodule of M 1 and Frt˘1s is a PID, we infer that M is a cyclic module, which is
Fξptq-primary. Let x0 be a generator of M . We have ιpx0q “ g0x1 for some g0 P Frt˘1s. As Fξptq is
irreducible over Frt˘1s, we can write g0 “ gFξptq` for some ` ě 0 and some g coprime with Fξptq.
Choose g1 P Frt˘1s such that g1g ” 1 mod Fξptqn1 and set x “ g1x0. It follows that ιpxq “ Fξptq`x1.
Moreover x is a generator of M . By definition of the sesquilinear form λ, we deduce that
λpx, xq “ λ1pιpxq, ιpxqq “ 
Fξptqn1´k1´2` .
Note that if n1´k1´2` ď 0, then the pairing λ is trivial. Combining these observations, we obtain
that pM,λq “ epn1 ´ `,minpk1 ` `, n1 ´ `q, , ξ,Fq.
Item (b). As above, we choose a generator x1 of M 1 such that
λ1px1, x1q “ 1
Fξptqn1´k1 .
Again, we also choose a generator x0 of M and write ιpx0q “ g0x. The difference is that since
Fξptq “ Fξ`ptqFξ´ptq is not irreducible over Frt˘1s, we have g0 “ gFξ`ptqaFξ´ptqb for some a, b ě 0,
a, b ď n1 and g coprime with Fξptq. Take g1 P Frt˘1s such that gg1 ” 1 mod Fξptqn1 and set x “ g1x0.
Then x is a generator of M and
λpx, xq “ λpιpxq, ιpxqq “ 1
Fξptqn1´k1´a´b .
This concludes the proof of the lemma. 
Note that Lemma 4.15 also holds when pM 1, λ1q is a fw-form although the proof requires a
few additional few lines. The following result is the main result of this section; it will play an
important role in the proof of the satellite formula of Theorem 7.11.
Theorem 4.16. Let pM 1, λ1q and pM2, λ2q be two non-singular linking forms over Frt˘1s, let M
be a Frt˘1s-module and let ι : M ÑM 1 be a monomorphism. Write λ for the form on M induced
by ι as in Lemma 4.15. Suppose that pi : pM,λq Ñ pM2, λ2q is a surjective morphism of linking
forms and set L :“ kerppiq and L1 :“ ιpLq. Then ordpMq ordpMq# divides ordpM 1q ordpM2q.
Moreover, if
(4.6) ordpMq ordpMq# .“ ordpM2q ordpM 1q,
then the following statements hold:
(1) ιpMq “ L1K;
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(2) The linking form pM2, λ2q is isometric to the sublagrangian reduction of M 1 with respect
to L1. In particular pM 1, λ1q and pM2, λ2q are Witt equivalent.
The proof of Theorem 4.16 relies on the following special case.
Proposition 4.17. Let pM 1, λ1q be a basic form, let M be a Frt˘1s-module and let ι : M Ñ M 1
be a monomorphism. Write λ for the pairing induced on M by ι. Let pM2, λ2q be a non-trivial
linking form and suppose that pi : pM,λq Ñ pM2, λ2q is a surjective morphism of linking forms.
If pM 1, λ1q and pM2, λ2q are non-singular, then the following statements hold:
(a) We have the equality ordpMq ordpMq# “ ordpM 1q ordpM2q.
(b) The module L1 “ ιpkerppiqq is sublagrangian. We have ιpMq “ L1K and M2 – L1K{L1.
Moreover pM2, λ2q is isometric to the sublagrangian reduction of M 1 with respect to L1.
Proof. Case I: M 1 is a type e-form. We first consider the case when pM 1, λ1q “ epn1, 0, ξ, ,Fq (we
have k1 “ 0, because pM 1, λ1q is non-singular).
We start with item (a). As in the proof of Lemma 4.15, we restrict ourselves to the case
F “ R. By Lemma 4.15(a), we have pM,λq “ epn1 ´ `,minp`, n1 ´ `q, ξ, ,Fq. Let x P M be a
generator as in Lemma 4.15. As pi is surjective, the image x20 :“ pipxq is a generator of M2, and
in particular M2 is a cyclic module. Since we assumed that pM2, λ2q is non-singular, it follows
that pM2, λ2q “ epn2, 0, ξ, ,Fq for some n2. On the other hand, since pi is a morphism of linking
forms, we get
λ2ppipxq, pipxqq “ λpx, xq “ 
Fξptqn1´2` .
Since we saw that pM2, λ2q “ epn2, 0, ξ, ,Fq, we infer that n2 “ n1´ 2`. In particular n1´ 2` ą 0.
We now have ordpMq “ Fξptqn1´`, ordpM 1q “ Fξptqn1 and ordpM2q “ Fξptqn1´2`1 . But since
Fξptq .“ Fξptq#, we obtain item (a) of the proposition.
To prove (b), write L “ kerppiq and L1 :“ ιpLq. To check that L1 is a sublagrangian, pick y, z P L
and observe that by definition of λ and since pi is a morphism of linking forms, we have
λ1pιpyq, ιpzqq “ λpy, zq “ λ2ppipyq, pipzqq “ 0.
We first show that ιpMq “ L1K. Keeping the same notations as in Lemma 4.15, we can pick
generators x and x1 of M and M 1 such that ιpxq “ Fξptq`x1. Note that L “ kerppiq is generated
by Fξptqn1´2`x, so L1 “ ιpLq is generated by Fξptqn1´`x1. As M is generated by x, the image ιpMq
is generated by Fξptq`x1, and it follows that ιpMq “ L1K, as desired.
Next, we study the sublagrangian reduction of M 1 with respect to L1. Note that M2 – M{L
(here we used that pi is surjective and L “ kerppiq) can be identified with L1K{L1 via the map
induced by ι. Let λL1 be the form on L
1K{L1 obtained by the sublagrangian reduction. It remains
to see that the forms pL1K{L1, λL1q is isometric to pM2, λ2q. The modules L1K{L1 and M2 are
isomorphic to Frt˘1s{Fξptqn1´2`, so using the classification theorem (Theorem 2.15) it is enough
to show that there are elements xL1 P L1K{L1 and x2 PM 1 such that
λL1pxL1 , xL1q “ λ2px2, x2q “ 
Fξptqn1´2` .
For this, we take xL1 to be the class of ιpxq P L1K in the quotient L1K{L1 and x2 “ pipxq.
Case II, M 1 is a type f-form. We now pass to the case when pM 1, λ1q “ fpn1, 0, ξ,Fq. The
strategy is analogous, but additional difficulties arise because Fξptq is not irreducible in Frt˘1s.
We start with item (a) and write Fξptq “ Fξ`ptqFξ´ptq. Let x1 be a generator of pM 1, λ1q such
that λ1px1, x1q “ 1
Fξptqn1 . As in the proof of Lemma 4.15(b), we choose a generator x of M in such
a way that ιpxq “ Fξ`ptqaFξ´ptqbx1. By definition of λ, we therefore obtain
λpx, xq “ λ1pιpxq, ιpxqq “ 1
Fξptqn1´a´b .
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The map pi is a surjection, so it takes a generator of M to a generator of M2. Thus, if we
set x2 “ pipxq, then λ2px2, x2q “ 1
Fξptqn1´a´b and so pM2, λ2q “ fpn1 ´ a ´ b, 0, ξ,Fq. In partic-
ular we have a ` b ă n1. We now have ordpM 1q “ Fξptqn1 , ordpMq “ Fξ`ptqn1´aFξ´ptqn1´b as
well as ordpM2q “ Fξptqn1´a´b, so item (a) of the proposition follows readily.
We now prove item pbq. We first show that ιpMq “ L1K. Using (a), note that pipFξptqn1´a´bxq “ 0
and it follows that L “ kerppiq is generated by Fξptqn1´a´bx. This implies that L1 “ ιpLq is gener-
ated by z :“ Fξ`ptqn1´bFξ´ptqn1´ax1. To calculate L1K, we observe that if y :“ Fξ`ptqcFξ´ptqdx1, then
λ1pz, yq “ Fξ`ptq
n1´b`dFξ´ptqn1´a`c
Fξptqn1 .
In particular λ1pz, yq “ 0 if and only if c ě a and d ě b. This shows that L1K is generated
by Fξ`ptqaFξ´ptqbx1. It follows that is ιpMq “ L1K, as desired.
We conclude by studying the sublagrangian reduction of M 1 with respect to L1. Write λL1
for the form on L1K{L1 obtained by the sublagrangian reduction. The linking forms pM2, λ2q
and pL1K{L1, λ1Lq have the same underlying module and are non-singular f-type forms, hence they
are isometric. This concludes the proof of the lemma. 
We now deduce Theorem 4.16 from Proposition 4.17.
Proof of Theorem 4.16. As pM 1, λ1q is non-singular, Theorem 2.5 implies that it is split. We can
therefore write pM 1, λ1q as a direct sum
pM 1, λ1q “à
iPI
pM 1i , λ1iq,
where the summands pM 1i , λ1iq are basic and I is a finite set of indices. Take i P I, set Mi “ ι´1pM 1iq
and M2i “ pipMiq. We have the following three cases:
(i) Mi is trivial;
(ii) Mi is non-trivial, but M
2
i is trivial;
(iii) M2i is non-trivial.
Lemma 4.18. The product ordpMiq ordpMiq# divides ordpM2i q ordpM 1iq. The equality
ordpMiq ordpMiq# .“ ordpM2i q ordpM 1iq
never holds in case (i), always holds in case (iii), and holds in case (ii) if and only if ιpMiq is a
lagrangian in M 1i .
Proof of Lemma 4.18. In case (i), we have ordpMiq “ ordpM2i q “ 1 and ordpM 1iq ‰ 1, so the
conclusion is immediate. Case (iii) follows from Proposition 4.17(a). In order to treat case (ii), first
note that since pi is a morphism of linking forms, λ must be trivial. We will now use Lemma 4.15.
Suppose that M 1i “ fpn1, 0, ξ,Fq (that is, case (b) of Lemma 4.15, case (a) is analogous). As λ is
trivial, we must have a` b ě n1 and we can write
ordpMiq ordpMiq# “ Fξ`ptq2n1´a´bFξ´ptq2n1´a´b “ Fξptq2n1´a´b.
On the other hand, ordpM2i q “ 1 and ordpM 1iq “ Fξptqn1 . Thus ordpMiq ordpMiq# always divides
ordpM 1iq ordpM2i q and the equality holds if and only if a` b “ n1. Looking carefully at the proof
of Case II item (b) of Proposition 4.17, the latter condition means that ιpMiq is equal to its
orthogonal complement in M 1i . 
Corollary 4.19. The product ordpMq ordpMq# divides ordpM 1q ordpM2q and (4.6) holds if and
only if case (i) is excluded (i.e. none of the Mi is trivial) and, if for some i P I the module
M2i “ pipMiq is trivial, then ιpMiq is lagrangian in M 1i .
Proof. We have M 1 “ ‘M 1i and, since Mi :“ ι´1pM 1iq and ι is injective, we also have M “ ‘Mi.
As pi is a surjection we infer that M2 “ ‘M2i . The corollary follows from Lemma 4.18 and the
multiplicativity of the orders. 
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Conclusion of the proof of Theorem 4.16. We first show that ιpMq “ LK. Equation (4.6) and
Corollary 4.19 imply that for any i P I, the summand Mi is non-trivial and, if for some i P I
the module M2i “ pipMiq is trivial, then ιpMiq is trivial. Set Li :“ kerppi|Miq and L1i :“ ιpLiq,
and note that Proposition 4.17 gives ιpMiq “ L1iKi , where Ki means that we take the orthogonal
complement only in M 1i and not in the whole of M 1. Recalling that L “ kerppiq, we have now
L “ÀLi and L1 “ ιpLq “ÀL1i. We can now conclude the proof of the first assertion:
ιpMq “ ιpàMiq “à ιpMiq “àL1iKi “ LK.
We must now show that pM2, λ2q is isometric to the sublagrangian reduction of M 1 along L1. First
note that this assumptions holds for the summands M2i ,M 1i and L1i: in case (ii), M2i is trivial,
and since we saw above that ιpMiq “ LKii , we deduce that LKii {Li is also trivial. In case (iii), this
follows from the second statement in Proposition 4.17. The statement on M2 now follows since
we have M2 “ pipMq “ÀpipMiq “ÀM2i (by definition of M2i ) as well as L1K{L1 “ÀL1iKi{L1i
(where the sum is orthogonal). This concludes the proof of the theorem. 
5. Signatures of linking forms
One of the most important invariants of a linking form are signature invariants. Since there are
several non-equivalent definitions of such invariants, our aim is to gather the different definitions
and to explain the relation between them. In Subsection 5.1 we give a definition of the local signa-
ture jump, which echoes Milnor’s definition [50]. These signature jumps are used in Subsection 5.2
to define the signature function. This function is reminiscent of the classical Levine–Tristram sig-
nature of a knot [41,61]: it is locally constant and only becomes Witt invariant after replacing its
value at discontinuity points by the average of the one-side limits. In Subsection 5.3 we study the
signatures of forms that are representable and give a formula for the signature function of a repre-
sentable form in terms of the signatures of a matrix that represents it. As a consequence, we give
an explicit obstruction to representability. Subsection 5.4 contains the proof of Proposition 5.11,
which is the main technical result in this section.
5.1. Signature jumps. In this subsection, we introduce signature jumps and explain how they
obstruct a linking form from being metabolic.
Recall from Definition 2.26 that the Hodge number Ppn, 0, , ξ,Fq of a non-singular linking form
pM,λq is the number of times epn, 0, , ξ,Fq enters its decomposition. Recall furthermore from
Theorems 4.7 and 4.10 that every non-singular linking form is Witt equivalent to a direct sum
of the forms epn, 0, , ξ,Fq in which each n is odd. Motivated by this result, we introduce the
following terminology.
Definition 5.1. Let pM,λq be a non-singular linking form over Frt˘1s. If the linking form is real,
then the signature jump of pM,λq at ξ P S1` is defined as
δσpM,λqpξq “
ÿ
n odd
“˘1
Ppn, , ξ,Rq.
The signature jump at ξ P S1´ is defined as δσpM,λqpξq “ ´δσpM,λqpξq. If the linking form is
complex, then the signature jump of pM,λq at ξ P S1 is defined as
δσpM,λqpξq “ ´
ÿ
n odd
“˘1
Ppn, , ξ,Cq.
Note that a linking form only admits a finite number of non-zero signature jumps. On the other
hand, the appearance of the minus sign in Definition 5.1 will become clear in Proposition 5.11.
Here is an example of Definition 5.1. We refer to Subsection 9.3 for more involved computations.
Example 5.2. Consider the non-singular linking form given by px, yq ÞÑ xy#t´1`t´1 . Observe
that ω “ e2pii{6 and its complex conjugate are the only roots of t ´ 1 ` t´1. It follows that,
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as a real linking form, pM,λq is isometric to ep1, 0, 1, ω,Rq. We therefore deduce that
δσpM,λqpξq “
$’&’%
´1 if ξ “ ω,
1 if ξ “ ω,
0 otherwise.
Next, we observe that the signature jumps obstruct a linking form from being metabolic.
Theorem 5.3. When F “ R,C, the signature jumps define homomorphisms from W pFptq,Frt˘1sq
to Z. Moreover, a linking form over Frt˘1s is metabolic if and only if all its signature jumps
vanish.
Proof. The first assertion follows by combining Definition 5.1 with Theorems 4.7 and 4.10: these
results show that a basic linking form contributes to the signature jump if and only if it is not
Witt trivial. To prove the second assertion, we use Theorems 4.7 and 4.10 to assume without loss
of generality that the linking form is (Witt equivalent to) a direct sum of epn, 0, , ξ,Fq, where
each n is odd. Under the isomorphism
(5.1) W pFptq,Frt˘1s,Rξptqq – Z
described in Lemmas 4.8 and 4.11, Definition 5.1 implies that the aforementioned direct sum of
basic forms is Witt trivial if and only if the corresponding signature jumps vanish. 
5.2. The signature function and the average signature function. In this subsection, we
use the signature jumps in order to define the signature function of a non-singular linking form.
In a nutshell, a signature function of a linking form pM,λq can be defined as follows: fix the
value of the function at a point ξ0 P S1 and define the function at ξ P S1ztξ0u by adding up the
signature jumps between ξ0 and ξ (going anticlockwise). For reasons discussed below, we shall fix
the value of the signature function to be δσpM,λqp1q as ξ approaches 1 going clockwise along S1.
With this intuition in mind, we now give the precise definition of the signature function.
Definition 5.4. Suppose pM,λq is a non-singular linking form. The signature function of pM,λq
is the map σpM,λq : S1 Ñ Z whose value at ξ1 “ e2piiθ1 is defined as
(5.2) σpM,λqpξ1q “
ÿ
τPp0,θ1q
2δσpM,λqpe2piiτ q ´
ÿ
“˘1
n even
Ppn, , ξ1,Fq ` δσpM,λqpξ1q ` δσpM,λqp1q.
Note that this signature function differs from the fomula in [8, Proposition 4.14] by an overall
constant. In our case, we have limθÑ0` σpM,λqpeiθq “ δσpM,λqp1q while in [8], this is not always
the case. We now describe some basic properties of the signature function.
Proposition 5.5. Let pM,λq be a non-singular linking form over Frt˘1s and let ∆M ptq denote
the order of the Frt˘1s-module M .
(1) The signature function is constant on S1ztξ P S1 | ∆M pξq “ 0u.
(2) If pM,λq is a real linking form, then we have σpM,λqpξq “ σpM,λqpξq.
Proof. By Remark 2.16, the zeros of ∆M ptq are precisely the values of ξ which enter the de-
composition of pM,λq into basic forms. The first property now follows from the definition
of σpM,λq. The second assertion is an immediate consequence of the definition of the signature
jump over Rrt˘1s. 
Next, we move on to the behavior of the signature function under Witt equivalence. Clearly σpM,λq
is not well defined on Witt groups: for instance, ep2, 0, 1, ξ,Fq is metabolic (see Lemmas 4.9
and 4.11) but its signature function at ξ is equal to 1. More generally, this behavior of the
signature function can be traced back to the following quantity which is not Witt invariant:
(5.3) σlocpM,λqpξq :“ ´
ÿ
“˘1
n even
Ppn, , ξ,Fq.
Since we saw in Theorem 5.3 that the signature jumps δσpM,λq are invariant under Witt equiv-
alence, we deduce that the signature function defines a function on the Witt group for all but
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finitely many values of ξ. In order to obtain a function which is Witt invariant on the whole circle,
we use a well known construction which consists in taking averages at each point.
Definition 5.6. The averaged signature σavpM,λqpξq is defined as
(5.4) σavpM,λqpξq “
1
2
ˆ
lim
θÑ0`
σpM,λqpeiθξq ` lim
θÑ0´
σpM,λqpeiθξq
˙
.
The next lemma relates the averaged signature to the signature jumps and proves its invariance
under Witt equivalence. Briefly, averaging gets rid of the σlocpM,λq term in the definition of σpM,λq.
Proposition 5.7. Let pM,λq be a non-singular linking form. The averaged signature function
of pM,λq at ξ1 “ e2piiθ1 can be described as follows:
(5.5) σavpM,λqpξ1q “
$&%σpM,λqpξ1q ´ σ
loc
pM,λqpξ1q if ξ1 ‰ 1,ř
ξPS1
δσpM,λqpξq if ξ1 “ 1.
In particular, the averaged signature function σavpM,λq is invariant under Witt equivalence. In the
real case, we have σavpM,λqp1q “ δσpM,λqp1q.
Proof. We first assume that ξ1 ‰ 1. Let θ0 ă 1 be small enough so that for all θ P r´θ0, θ0szt0u
and all n, , one has Ppn, , e2piiθξ,Fq “ 0. Note that such a θ0 always exists, because Ppn, , ξ1,Fq
can only be non-zero only for finitely many ξ1. Using successively the definition of the averaged
signature function and of the signature function (and assuming that θ P p0, θ0q at each of these
two steps), we obtain
σavpM,λqpξ1q “
1
2
pσpM,λqpe2piiθξq ` σpM,λqpe´2piiθξqq
“ 1
2
ÿ
τPp0,θ1`θ0q
2δσpM,λqpe2piiτ q ` 12
ÿ
τPp0,θ1´θ0q
2δσpM,λqpe2piiτ q ` δσpM,λqp1q.
Next, grouping part of the second sum into the first, using once again our particular choice of θ
and recalling the definitions of σpM,λqpξ1q and σlocpM,λqpξ1q, we get the desired equation:
σavpM,λqpξ1q “
ÿ
τPp0,θ1´θ0q
2δσpM,λqpe2piiτ q ` 12
ÿ
τPpθ1´θ0,θ1`θ0q
2δσpM,λqpe2piiτ q ` δσpM,λqp1q
“
ÿ
τPp0,θ1q
2δσpM,λqpe2piiτ q ` δσpM,λqpξ1q ` δσpM,λqp1q
“ σpM,λqpξ1q ´ σlocpM,λqpξ1q.
Next, we assume that ξ1 “ 1. Using the definition of the averaged signature function and the
definition of the signature function, we immediately see that
(5.6)
σavpM,λqp1q “
1
2
ˆ
lim
θÑ0`
σpM,λqpe2piiθq ` lim
θÑ1´
σpM,λqpe2piiθq
˙
“ 1
2
ˆ
δσpM,λqp1q ` lim
θÑ1´
σpM,λqpe2piiθq
˙
.
It therefore only remains to deal with the limθÑ1´ σpM,λqpe2piiθq term. Since the signature function
is obtained by summing the signature jumps along the circle, we deduce that limθÑ1´ σpM,λqpe2piiθq “ř
τPp0,1q 2δσpM,λqpe2piiτ q ` δσpM,λqp1q. Plugging this back into (5.6) immediately concludes the
proof of (5.5).
The Witt invariance of the averaged signature now follows from Theorem 5.3: the signature
jumps are already known to be invariant under Witt equivalence. Finally, the last statement is im-
mediate: in the real case, the definition of the signature jump implies that
ř
ξPS1zt1u δσpM,λqpξq “ 0
and therefore the equation σavpM,λqp1q “ δσpM,λqp1q follows from (5.5). 
The statement of Theorem 5.3 can now be rephrased in terms of the signature function.
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Corollary 5.8. Given a non-singular linking form pM,λq over Frt˘1s, the following assertions
are equivalent:
(1) The linking form pM,λq is metabolic.
(2) The signature function σpM,λq is zero for all but finitely many values of ξ.
(3) The averaged signature function σavpM,λq is zero.
5.3. Signatures of representable forms. We study the signature function of representable
linking forms. Namely, if pM,λq is a linking form represented by a matrix Aptq, then we will relate
the signatures of (evaluations of) Aptq to the signatures of the pairing.
Given a Hermitian matrix Aptq over Frt˘1s and ξ P S1, we write signApξq for the signa-
ture of the complex Hermitian matrix Apξq. If Aptq represents a linking form pM,λq, then the
signature signApξq is not an invariant of the linking form: for instance Aptq ‘ p1q also repre-
sents pM,λq but signpAptq‘p1qqpξq “ signApξq`1. On the other hand, the following result shows
that signApξq ´ signApξ1q is an invariant of pM,λq for any ξ, ξ1 P S1 (see also [6, Lemma 3.2]).
Proposition 5.9. Let pM,λq be a non-singular linking form over Frt˘1s. If pM,λq is represented
by Aptq, then for any ξ, ξ1 in S1, the difference signApξq ´ signApξ1q does not depend on Aptq.
Proof. We begin the proof by recalling a result which is implicit in [59] and which is stated
in [5, Proposition 2.2] (see also [6, Proposition 3.1]).
Proposition 5.10. Let A and B be Hermitian matrices over Frt˘1s with non-zero determinant.
The linking forms λA and λB are isometric if and only if A and B are related by a sequence of
the three following moves:
(1) Replace C by PCP#
T
, where P is a matrix over Frt˘1s with detpP q a unit of Frt˘1s.
(2) Replace C by C ‘D, where D is a Hermitian matrix over Frt˘1s with detpDq a unit.
(3) The inverse of p2q.
From Proposition 5.10, we quicky conclude the proof of Proposition 5.9 because the opera-
tion (1) does not change the signature of Apξq and Apξ1q, while the operation (2) changes both
signatures by the same number, compare [6, proof of Lemma 3.2]. 
The goal of the next few results is to show how the signature function of a representable
linking form can be computed from the (difference of) signatures of its representing matrices. The
following proposition takes the first step in this process by studying signature jumps.
Proposition 5.11. Let ξ P S1. If a non-singular linking form pM,λq is representable by a
matrix Aptq, then the following equation holds:
(5.7) lim
θÑ0`
signApeiθξq ´ lim
θÑ0´
signApeiθξq “ 2δσpM,λqpξq.
Moreover, one also has
(5.8) signApξq ´ lim
θÑ0´
signApeiθξq “ δσpM,λqpξq ` σlocpM,λqpξq.
We delay the proof of Proposition 5.11 to Section 5.4 in order to describe its consequences. The
first corollary shows that, up to the signature jump of pM,λq at 1, one can compute the signature
function of pM,λq from the signature of a representing matrix.
Corollary 5.12. If pM,λq is represented by a matrix Aptq, then for any ξ0 P S1 one has
(5.9) σpM,λqpξ0q “ signApξ0q ´ lim
θÑ0`
signApeiθq ` δσpM,λqp1q.
Proof. First, suppose that detApξ0q ‰ 0. Let θ0 P p0, 1s be such that e2piiθ0 “ ξ0 and let ξ1, . . . , ξn
be the elements in S1 for which detApξjq “ 0 and ξj “ e2piiθj for some θj P p0, θ0q. Assuming that
ξ1, . . . , ξn are ordered by increasing arguments, we claim that both sides of (5.9) are equal to
2
nÿ
j“1
δσpM,λqpξjq ` δσpM,λqp1q.
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For the left-hand side of (5.9), this is the definition of the signature, and so we deal with the right-
hand side. As the signature function ξ ÞÑ signApξq is constant on the subset of S1 on which Aptq
is invertible, the definition of the ξj implies that
signApξ0q ´ lim
θÑ0`
signApeiθq “
nÿ
j“1
ˆ
lim
θÑ0`
signApeiθξjq ´ lim
θÑ0´
signApeiθξjq
˙
.
By the first point of Proposition 5.11, i.e by applying (5.7) n times, we obtain
nÿ
j“1
ˆ
lim
θÑ0`
signApeiθξjq ´ lim
θÑ0´
signApeiθξjq
˙
“ 2
nÿ
j“1
δσpM,λqpξjq.
Hence
signApξ0q ´ lim
θÑ0`
signApeiθq “
nÿ
j“1
2δσpM,λqpξjq.
This concludes the proof of the corollary in the case where detApξ0q ‰ 0.
Next, we suppose that detApξ0q “ 0. Choose θ ą 0 so that if 0 ă |θ1| ă θ, then we have
detApeiθ1ξ0q ‰ 0. Using this condition, we apply the first part of the proof to ξ1 “ eiθ1 and obtain
σpM,λqpξ1q “ signApξ1q ´ lim
θÑ0`
signApeiθq ` δσpM,λqp1q.
In order to deduce the corresponding equality for ξ0, note that since ξ
1 is close to ξ0, the definition
of the signature function implies that σpM,λqpξ0q´σpM,λqpξ1q “ δσpM,λqpξ0q`σlocpM,λqpξ0q. Combining
these two observations, we see that
σpM,λqpξ0q “ δσpM,λqpξ0q ` σlocpM,λqpξ0q ` signApξ1q ´ lim
θÑ0`
signApeiθq ` δσpM,λqp1q.
Consequently, to conclude the proof, it suffices to show that δσpM,λqpξ0q ` σlocpM,λqpξ0q ` signApξ1q
is equal to signApξ0q. Now this follows immediately from (5.8) by noting that since Apeiθq is
non-singular for θ P rθ1, θ0q, we have signApξ1q “ limθÑ0´ signApeiθξ0q. 
The second consequence of Proposition 5.11 is the analogue of Corollary 5.12 for the averaged
signature. Before stating this result, we introduce some notation. Namely, for ξ P S1, we write
signav Apξq “ 1
2
ˆ
lim
θÑ0`
signApeiθξq ` lim
θÑ0´
signApeiθξq
˙
and refer to it as the averaged signature of Aptq at ξ. The averaged signature of pM,λq can now
be described in terms of the averaged signature of Aptq, without the extra δσpM,λqp1q term.
Corollary 5.13. If pM,λq is represented by a matrix Aptq, then for any ξ P S1 one has
(5.10) σavpM,λqpξq “ signav Apξq ´ signav Ap1q.
Proof. Combining Corollary 5.12 with the definition of the averaged signature, we obtain that
(5.11) σavpM,λqpξq “ signav Apξq ´ lim
θÑ0`
signav Apeiθq ` δσpM,λqp1q.
Consequently, to conclude the proof of the corollary, it only remains to show that
(5.12) lim
θÑ0`
signav Apeiθq ´ δσpM,λqp1q “ signav Ap1q.
Choose θ0 ą 0 in such a way that for any θ P p´θ0, θ0q, θ ‰ 0, we have detApeiθq ‰ 0. Assuming
that θ1 and θ2 lie in p0, θ0q, we obtain
lim
θÑ0`
signApeiθq “ lim
θÑ0`
signav Apeiθq “ signApeiθ1q “ signav Apeiθ1q,
lim
θÑ0´
signApeiθq “ lim
θÑ0´
signav Apeiθq “ signApe´iθ2q “ signav Ape´iθ2q.
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This allows us to deduce that
signav Ap1q “ 1
2
´
signApeiθ1q ` signApe´iθ2q
¯
,
δσpM,λqp1q “ 12
´
signApeiθ1q ´ signApe´iθ2q
¯
.
Equation (5.12) follows immediately, concluding the proof of the corollary. 
We can now prove the converse of Proposition 3.13
Proposition 5.14. If pM,λq is a representable linking form over Frt˘1s, then
(5.13)
ÿ
ξPS1
δσpM,λqpξq “ 0.
Proof. By Corollary 5.13 applied to ξ “ 1, we infer that σavpM,λqp1q “ 0. Using Proposition 5.7,
we also know that σavpM,λqp1q “
ř
ξPS1 δσpM,λqpξq. Combining these two observations immediately
leads to the desired result. 
Observe that Proposition 5.14 provides a second proof that ep2n ` 1, 0, , ξ,Cq is not repre-
sentable, recall Proposition 3.11. In fact, since Theorem 5.3 ensures that the signature jumps are
Witt invariants, Proposition 5.14 shows that this linking form is not even Witt equivalent to a
representable one, recall Remark 4.12.
Combining Proposition 3.13 and Proposition 5.14, we obtain the following result.
Corollary 5.15. Over Crt˘1s, metabolic forms are representable, representability is invariant
under Witt equivalence and the following statements are equivalent:
(1) A linking form is representable.
(2) A linking form is Witt equivalent to a representable one.
(3) The total signature jump (5.13) of a linking form vanishes.
Proof. Using Theorem 5.3, metabolic forms have vanishing total signature jump and therefore
Proposition 3.13 guarantees representability. The second assertion follows immediately, while the
three equivalences are consequences of Propositions 5.14 and Proposition 3.13. 
We conclude this subsection with two remarks. First observe that Proposition 5.15 contrasts
strongly with the real case in which all linking forms are representable. Secondly, using Re-
mark 4.12, Corollary 5.15 can be understood as providing a computation of the image of the
boundary map W pCptqq ÑW pCptq,Crt˘1sq.
5.4. Proof of Proposition 5.11. Suppose that Aptq is a matrix over Frt˘1s which represents
the non-singular linking form pM,λq. Our strategy is to start with a particular case to which the
general case will later be reduced.
Case 1. We first suppose thatAptq is a diagonal matrix with Laurent polynomials a1ptq, . . . , anptq
on its diagonal. This assumption implies both that the module M splits as the direct sum of the
cyclic submodules Mj “ Frt˘1s{ajptq and that the restriction of λ to each of the Mj is given by
(5.14) λj : Mj ˆMj Ñ Fptq{Frt˘1s, px, yq ÞÑ xy
#
ajptq .
Therefore, when Aptq is diagonal, it is sufficient to check (5.7) and (5.8) for each pMj , λjq. From
now on, we fix a j and write nj for the order of aj at t “ ξ. Depending on the sign of ajpeiθξq
near ξ, we consider four cases (here θ is a small real number):
‚ Case (I): ajpeiθξq changes sign from positive to negative as θ goes from negative to positive;
‚ Case (II): ajpeiθξq changes sign from negative to positive as θ goes from negative to
positive;
‚ Case (III): ajpeiθξq is negative for θ ‰ 0 and ajpξq “ 0;
‚ Case (IV): ajpeiθξq is positive for θ ‰ 0 and ajpξq “ 0.
We calculate the jumps of the signatures and put them in a table:
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Case I II III IV
parity of nj odd odd even even
value of j `1 ´1 ´1 `1
δσpM,λqpξq ´1 1 0 0
σlocpM,λq 0 0 1 ´1
l.h.s. of (5.7) ´2 2 0 0
l.h.s. of (5.8) ´1 1 1 ´1
The sign of j is calculated using Proposition 3.2 above. The left-hand sides of (5.7) and (5.8)
are easily calculated using the 1 ˆ 1 matrix Aj “ pajq. From the table it immediately follows
that (5.7) and (5.8) hold for 1 ˆ 1 matrices, and hence, also in the case when the matrix Aptq is
diagonal of arbitrary size.
Case 2. We want to reduce the general case to the diagonal case. In the real case, this is
possible thanks to Proposition 3.8. Therefore, from now on, we will assume that F “ C. Since the
proofs of (5.7) and of (5.8) are very similar, we focus on the proof the former, leaving the proof
the latter to the reader.
In order to avoid dealing with the delicate task of deciding whether Aptq is diagonalizable
over Crt˘1s, we instead pass to a local ring Oξ. More precisely, recall from Subsection 3.3 that Oξ
denotes the local ring of analytic functions near ξ and that by Lemma 3.14, we can find size n
matrices P ptq and Bptq over Oξ such that Bptq “ P ptqAptqP ptq#T is diagonal for all t close to ξ
and P ptq is invertible for all t close to ξ. In particular, the signature jump of Bptq at ξ is equal to
the jump of the signature of Aptq:
(5.15) lim
θÑ0`
signApeiθξq ´ lim
θÑ0´
signApeiθξq “ lim
θÑ0`
signBpeiθξq ´ lim
θÑ0´
signBpeiθξq.
We cannot immediately deduce (5.7) since Bptq might not represent pM,λq over Crt˘1s: Bptq is
not even a matrix over Crt˘1s. On the other hand, Bptq does represents the linking form pxM, pλq
over Oξ, where xM “ Onξ {BTOnξ pλpx, yq “ xB´1y# P Ωξ{Oξ.
Use b1ptq, . . . , bnptq to denote the diagonal elements of Bptq. As Bptq is diagonal, the linking
form pxM, pλq splits as a direct sum of linking forms pxMj , pλjq, where xMj :“ Oξ{bjptqOξ and
pλj : xMj ˆ xMj Ñ Ωξ{Oξ, px, yq ÞÑ xy#
bjptq .
Since xMj is a cyclic Oξ-module, Proposition 3.3 guarantees that pxMj , pλjq is isometric to the linking
form pepnj , 0, ξ, j ,Cq, where nj is the order of zero of bjptq at t “ ξ (note that nj might be zero,
if bjpξq ‰ 0) and j is described as follows:
‚ if nj is even, then j is the sign of bjptq{ppt´ ξqpt´1 ´ ξqqnj{2 at t “ ξ;
‚ if nj is odd then if bjptq{ppt´ ξqppt´ ξqpt´1´ ξqqnj{2q is ξ-positive, we set  “ 1, otherwise
we set  “ ´1.
Note that when nj is odd, the first possibility corresponds precisely to the situation where θ ÞÑ
bjpeiθq changes sign from positive to negative, when θ crosses θ0. Next, we definexδσBpξq :“ ÿ
j“1,...,n
ni odd
j .
The same arguments as in Case 1 (that is, essentially the table) imply that
2xδσBpξq “ lim
θÑ0`
signBpeiθξq ´ lim
θÑ0´
signBpeiθξq.
By (5.15), it only remains to show that xδσBpξq “ δσpM,λqpξq.
Note thatAptq andBptq represent the same pairing overOξ. That is, Aptq represents Ànj“1pepni, 0, ξ, iq
over Oξ. On the other hand, Aptq represents the pairing pM,λq over Crt˘1s. By Proposition 3.5,
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we infer that the pt ´ ξq–primary part of pM,λq is precisely Àni“1 epni, 0, ξ, i,Cq. Therefore, by
definition of the signature jump, we obtain
δσpM,λqpξq “
ÿ
j“1,...,n
niodd
j .
As this is the definition of δpσBpξq, Case 2 is concluded and so is the proof of the proposition.
6. Twisted homology and twisted Blanchfield pairings
This section is organized as follows: in Subection 6.1, we review twisted (co)homology, in
Subsection 6.2, we discuss twisted Blanchfield forms, and in Subsection 6.3, we relate twisted
Blanchfield forms to their non-commutative counterparts.
6.1. Twisted homology and cohomology. In this subsection, we briefly review twisted (co)ho-
mology and twisted intersection forms. Standard references include [23,34].
Let X be a CW complex and let Y Ă X be a possibly empty subcomplex. Use p : rX Ñ X to
denote the universal cover of X and set rY :“ p´1pY q. The left action of pi1pXq on rX endows the
chain complex C˚p rX, rY q with the structure of a left Zrpi1pXqs-module. Moreover, let R be a ring
and let M be a pR,Zrpi1pXqsq-module. The chain complexes
C˚pX,Y ;Mq :“M bZrpi1pXqs C˚p rX, rY q
C˚pX,Y ;Mq :“ Homright-Zrpi1pXqspC˚p rX, rY q#,Mq
of left R-modules will be called the twisted (co)chain complex of pX,Y q with coefficients in M .
The corresponding homology left R-modules H˚pX,Y ;Mq and H˚pX,Y ;Mq will be called the
twisted (co)homology modules of pX,Y q with coefficients in M .
Assume that R is endowed with an involution x ÞÑ x#. Let M,M 1 be pR,Zrpi1pXqsq-bimodules
and let S be a pR,Rq-bimodule. Furthermore, let x´,´y : M ˆM 1 Ñ S be a non-singular pi1pXq-
invariant sesquilinear pairing, in the sense that xmγ, nγy “ xm,ny and xrm, sny “ rxm,nys# for
all γ P pi1pXq, all r, s P R and all m P M,n P M 1. Non-singularity means that the induced map
M Ñ Homleft-RpM 1, Sq# is an isomorphism. In this setting, as explained in [49, Section 4.2] (see
also [23,34]), there is an evaluation map
ev : HipX,Y ;Mq Ñ Homleft-RpHipX,Y ;M 1q, Sq#.
This evaluation map need not be an isomorphism. If R is a principal ideal domain, then the univer-
sal coefficient theorem implies thatHipX,Y ;Mq decomposes as the direct sum of Homleft-RpHipX,Y ;M 1q, Sq#
and Ext1left-RpHipX,Y ;M 1q, Sq#. In general, the evaluation map can be studied using the univer-
sal coefficient spectral sequence [40, Theorem 2.3]. Returning to pi1pXq-invariant pairings, we now
discuss two examples which we shall use throughout this section.
Example 6.1. Let R be an integral domain with field of fractions Q. Given a positive integer d,
let β : pi1pXq Ñ GLdpRq be a representation and use Rdβ to denote the pR,Zrpi1pXqsq-module
whose right Zrpi1pXqs-module structure is given by right multiplication by βpγq on row vectors
for γ P pi1pXq. Use qβ : pi1pXq Ñ GLdpRq to denote the representation defined by qβpγq “ βpγ´1q#T
and consider the pairings`
Q{RbR Rdβ
˘ˆRdqβ Ñ Q{R Rdβ ˆRdqβ Ñ R
pq b v, wq ÞÑ vw#T ¨ q pv, wq ÞÑ vw#T .
Note that the use of the representation qβ guarantees that these pairings are indeed pi1pXq-invariant.
In particular, if β is a unitary representation (so that qβ “ β), then the two pairings displayed
above give rise to evaluation maps HipX,Y ;Q{RbR Rdβq Ñ Homleft-RpHipX,Y ;Rdβq, Q{Rq# and
HipX,Y ;Rdβq Ñ Homleft-RpHipX,Y ;Rdβq, Rq#.
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Next, we briefly review the definition of twisted intersection forms. Let W be a compact oriented
n-manifold and let M be a pR,Zrpi1pW qsq-bimodule. It is known at the very least since Wall [63]
that there are Poincare´ duality isomorphisms
HkpW, BW ;Mq – Hn´kpW ;Mq HkpW ;Mq – Hn´kpW, BW ;Mq,
both of which we denote by PD. In order to describe twisted intersection pairings, fix an pR,Rq-
bimodule S and a non-singular pi1pW q-invariant sesquilinear pairing M ˆ M Ñ S. Compose
the homomorphism induced by the inclusion pW,Hq Ñ pW, BW q with Poincare´ duality and the
evaluation homomorphism described above. The result is the following homomorphism of left
R-modules.
Φ: HkpW ;Mq Ñ HkpW, BW ;Mq PDÝÝÑ Hn´kpW ;Mq evÝÑ Homleft-RpHn´kpW ;Mq, Sq#.
Restricting to the case where W is 2n-dimensional, the twisted intersection pairing
λM,W : HnpW ;Mq ˆHnpW ;Mq Ñ S
is defined by λM,W px, yq “ Φpyqpxq. Note that while λM,W is p´1qn-Hermitian, it may be singular:
the submodule impHnpBW ;Mq Ñ HnpW ;Mqq is annihilated by λM,W and the evaluation map
need not be an isomorphism.
6.2. The twisted Blanchfield pairing. In this subsection, we review twisted Blanchfield pair-
ings. While the construction can be performed over non-commutative rings [12, 15, 57], we focus
first on the case R “ Frt˘1s. References on twisted Blanchfield pairings include [49,57].
Let N be a closed 3-manifold. Just as in Example 6.1, let β : pi1pNq Ñ GLdpFrt˘1sq be a unitary
representation and use Frt˘1sdβ to denote the pFrt˘1s,Zrpi1pXqsq-bimodule whose right Zrpi1pNqs-
module structure is given by right multiplication by βpγq on row vectors. In what follows, we shall
think of Frt˘1s,Fptq and Fptq{Frt˘1s as pFrt˘1s,Frt˘1sq-bimodules. Since Frt˘1s bFrt˘1s Frt˘1sdβ
and Fptq{Frt˘1s bFrt˘1s Frt˘1sdβ are pFrt˘1s,Zrpi1pNqsq-bimodules, there is a short exact sequence
0 Ñ C˚pN ;Frt˘1sdβq Ñ C˚pN,Fptq bFrt˘1s Frt˘1sdβq Ñ C˚pN ;Fptq{Frt˘1s bFrt˘1s Frt˘1sdβq Ñ 0
of cochain complexes of left Frt˘1s-modules, where we identified Frt˘1sdβ with Frt˘1sbFrt˘1sFrt˘1sdβ .
Passing to cohomology, we obtain a long exact sequence in which the connecting map
BS: HkpN ;Fptq{Frt˘1s bFrt˘1s Frt˘1sdβq Ñ Hk`1pN ;Frt˘1sdβq
is called the Bockstein homomorphism. We say that β is H1-null if H1pN ;FptqbFrt˘1sFrt˘1sdβ van-
ishes, i.e. if the Frt˘1s-module H1pN ;Frt˘1sdβq is torsion. Observe that if β is H1-null, then the cor-
responding Bockstein homomorphism is an isomorphim: indeed Poincare´ duality and the universal
coefficient theorem respectively imply thatH2pN ;FptqbFrt˘1sFrt˘1sdβq andH1pN ;FptqbFrt˘1s Frt˘1sdβq
vanish. Consider the composition
Θ: H1pN ;Frt˘1sdβq PDÝÝÑ H2pN ;Frt˘1sdβq
BS´1ÝÝÝÝÑ H1pN ;Fptq{Frt˘1s bFrt˘1s Frt˘1sdβq
evÝÑ HomFrt˘1spH1pN ;Frt˘1sdβq,Fptq{Frt˘1sq#
of the three following Frt˘1s-homomorphisms: Poincare´ duality, the inverse Bocktein and the
evaluation map described in Example 6.1. The main definition of this section is the following.
Definition 6.2. Let N be a closed oriented 3-manifold and let β : pi1pNq Ñ GLdpFrt˘1sq be a
unitary H1-null representation. The twisted Blanchfield pairing associated to β
BlβpNq : H1pN ;Frt˘1sdβq ˆH1pN ;Frt˘1sdβq Ñ Fptq{Frt˘1s
is defined as BlβpNqpx, yq “ Θpyqpxq. If N “ MK is the 0-framed surgery along a knot K, then
we write BlβpKq instead of BlβpMKq.
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We refer to [57] for a more general treatment of twisted Blanchfield pairings, but make two
remarks nonetheless. Firstly, Powell proved that BlβpNq is Hermitian [57]. Secondly, since Frt˘1s
is a PID, it follows that BlβpNq is non-singular: indeed Fptq{Frt˘1s is an injective Frt˘1s-module
and thus the evaluation map is an isomorphism.
Finally, although we mostly focus on closed 3-manifolds, we conclude this subsection with
a remark on manifolds with boundary. To describe this case, we say that a representation
β : pi1pNq Ñ GLdpFrt˘1sq is acyclic if HipN ;Frt˘1sdβq is a torsion Frt˘1s-module for each i.
Remark 6.3. If N is a 3-manifold with boundary and β : pi1pNq Ñ GLdpFrt˘1sq is a unitary acyclic
representation, then one also obtains a twisted Blanchfield pairing BlβpNq. Indeed, one starts from
the map i : H1pN ;Frt˘1sdβq Ñ H1pN, BN ;Frt˘1sdβq induced by the inclusion pN,Hq Ñ pN, BNq
and then proceeds as in the closed case, using duality, the inverse of the Bockstein homorphism
and evalutation. The acyclicity assumption is used to guarantee that the Bockstein homomor-
phism is an isomorphism: H1-nullity is not enough when the boundary is non-empty, although an
alternative is to work on the torsion submodule of H1pN ;Frt˘1sdβq and to proceed as in [31, 57]
or [16, Subsection 2.2]. Finally, note that when BN is non-empty, BlβpNq may be singular: the
map i need not be an isomorphism.
6.3. Relation to Blanchfield pairings over noncommutative rings. Twisted Blanchfield
pairing are also defined in the non-commutative setting, using Ore rings [15, 24, 57]. In this sub-
section, after briefly reviewing some basics on these rings, we relate the resulting non-commutative
Blanchfield pairings to the twisted Blanchfield pairings of Subsection 6.2.
We start with some brief recollections on Ore rings, referring to [36, Chapter 4, Section 10]
for further details. Let R be a ring. A multiplicative subset S Ă R is right permutable if, for
any r P R and s P S, we have rSX sR ‰ H. An element r P R is regular if it is neither a left zero
divisor nor a right zero divisor. We say that R is a right Ore ring if the set S of regular elements
is right permutable. In this case, R can be localized at S and RS´1 is called the right ring of
quotients of R. The left analogues of these notions are defined similarly. If R is both a left Ore
ring and a right Ore ring, then R is called an Ore ring. In this case, the right and left rings of
quotients agree, and we simply write Q.
Commutative rings are Ore rings [36, Chapter 4, Section 10, 10.18]. In what follows however,
we shall mostly be concerned with rings of matrices.
Example 6.4. If R is a commutative ring, then the matrix ring MdpRq is an Ore ring [36,
Example 11.21(1)]. For concreteness, we focus on the case where R “ Frt˘1s. In this case,
by [36, Example 11.21(1)] and [36, Proposition 10.21] the ring of quotients of MdpFrt˘1sq is
isomorphic to MdpFptqq.
Next, suppose that R is a commutative ring with unit. Right multiplication on row vectors
endows Rd with a right MdpRq-module structure and we write RdM for emphasis. An alternate
description of RdM is obtained by considering the elementary matrix Ei,j whose only nonzero
coefficient is a 1 in its pi, jq-entry. Indeed, one has the isomorphim Ei,iMdpRq – RdM of right
MdpRq-modules.
The next lemma shows that MdpRq decomposes as a direct sum of d copies of RdM.
Lemma 6.5. If R is a commutative ring with unit, then RdM is a projective right MdpRq-module.
In fact, we have the following isomorphism of right MdpRq-modules:
(6.1) MdpRq –
dà
i“1
Ei,iMdpRq –
dà
i“1
RdM.
Proof. First, notice that the Ei,i are orthogonal idempotents: one has Ei,iEj,j “ δijEi,j . The
conclusion of the lemma now follows since id “ E1,1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` Ed,d. 
Next, assume that X is a CW complex together with a homomorphism γ : Zrpi1pXqs Ñ R to an
Ore ringR. Just as in Subsection 6.1, this endowsR with a right Zrpi1pXqs-module structure which
we denote byRγ for emphasis. Given a commutative ring R with unit, note that any representation
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γ : pi1pXq Ñ GLdpRq canonically extends to a ring homomorphism γ : Zrpi1pXqs Ñ MdpRq. In
particular γ endows Rd and R “MdpRq with right Zrpi1pXqs-module structures.
The following proposition is a topological application of Lemma 6.5.
Proposition 6.6. Let R be a commutative ring with unit. If γ : pi1pXq Ñ GLdpRq is a represen-
tation, then we have the following chain isomorphisms of chain complexes of left R-modules:
C˚pX;MdpRqγq –
dà
i“1
C˚pX;Rdγq,
C˚pX;MdpRqγq –
dà
i“1
C˚pX;Rdγq.
Furthermore, one also has the following isomorphisms of left R-modules:
H˚pX;Rdγq – RdM bMdpRq H˚pX;MdpRqγq,
H˚pX;Rdγq – RdM bMdpRq H˚pX;MdpRqγq.
Proof. The chain isomorphisms follow from the decomposition of MdpRq displayed in (6.1). To
deal with the second assertion, we once again use Lemma 6.5 to deduce that MdpRq is a projective
(and thus flat) RdM-module. We therefore obtain the following isomorphisms:
H˚pX;Rdγq – H˚pX;RdM bMdpRqMdpRqγq – RdM bMdpRq H˚pX;MdpRqγq.
The proof for cohomology is analogous. This concludes the proof of the lemma. 
Next, we deal with non-commutative Blanchfield pairings. Let N be a closed oriented 3-
manifold. Let R be an Ore ring with involution and use Q to denote its ring of quotients. Given
a homomorphism γ : Zrpi1pNqs Ñ R, we can view R,Q and Q{R as right Zrpi1pNqs-modules. In
particular, as in Subsections 6.1 and 6.2, there are Poincare´ duality isomorphisms and a Bockstein
homomorphism on cohomology. Thus, if H1pN ;Qγq “ 0, then one can consider the composition
Φ: H1pN ;Rγq PDÑ H2pN ;Rγq BS
´1Ñ H1pN ;Q{Rγq ev ˝κÑ HomRpH1pN ;Rγq;Q{Rq#.
We refer to [24, Section 2] for further details, but the upshot is that there is a Blanchfield pairing
in the non-commutative setting which is defined exactly as in Subsection 6.2.
Definition 6.7. Let N be a closed oriented 3-manifold together with a map γ : Zrpi1pNqs Ñ R
to an Ore ring with involution. Assuming that H1pN ;Qγq “ 0, there is a non-commutative
Blanchfield pairing
BlR,γpNq : H1pN ;Rγq ˆH1pN ;Rγq Ñ Q{R
which is defined by setting BlR,γpNqpx, yq “ Φpyqpxq.
Note that in the litterature R, is usually assumed to be an Ore domain, however the definition
extends verbatim to the case of Ore rings. The next proposition relates the non-commutative
Blanchfield pairing to the twisted Blanchfield pairing.
Proposition 6.8. Let N be a closed oriented 3-manifold, and let γ : pi1pNq Ñ GLdpFrt˘1sq be a
representation. The following assertions hold:
(1) We have H˚pN ;Fptq bFrt˘1s Frt˘1sdγq “ 0 if and only if H˚pN ;MdpFptqqγq “ 0.
(2) The following Frt˘1s-linking forms are canonically isometric:
Frt˘1sdM bMdpFrt˘1sq BlMdpFrt˘1sq,γpNq – BlγpNq.
Proof. The first assertion follows immediately from the first assertion of Proposition 6.6. Next, we
deal with the second assertion. Using once again the first assertion of Proposition 6.6, the linking
form BlMdpFrt˘1sq,γpNq can canonically be thought of as a linking form
BlMdpFrt˘1sq,γpNq :
dà
i“1
H1pN ;Frt˘1sdγq ˆ
dà
i“1
H1pN ;Frt˘1sdγq ÑMdpFptqq{MdpFrt˘1sq,
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where the above decomposition is obtained by using the matrices Ei,i, for 1 ď i ď d. The result now
follows by tensoring with Frt˘1sdM and using the second assertion of Proposition 6.6. Indeed both
Blanchfield pairings are defined by composing Poincare´ duality isomorphisms, inverse Bockstein
isomorphisms and evaluation maps. The first two maps preserve the direct sum decomposition
displayed above. After applying the adjoint of evaluation map, and using the identification from
Proposition 6.6, BlMdpFrt˘1sq is given by
pEi,i ¨ x,Ej,j ¨ yq ÞÑ Blγpx, yqEi,j PMdpFptq{Frt˘1s,
for x, y P H1pN ;Frt˘1sdγq. This concludes the proof of the proposition. 
Informally, Proposition 6.8 implies that several statements that hold for non-commutative
Blanchfield pairings also hold for twisted Blanchfield pairings. This will be used in Theorem 7.11.
7. Twisted signatures of 3-manifolds and knots
This section is organized as follows. In Subsection 7.1, we introduce our twisted signature
function and describe its basic properties, in Subsection 7.2, we provide conditions for its bordism
invariance and in Subsection 7.3, we investigate its behavior under satellite operations.
7.1. Definition of the twisted signatures. In this short subsection, we define our twisted
signature invariants for knots and 3-manifolds. In a nutshell, we apply Definitions 5.4 and 5.6 to
the twisted Blanchfield pairings which were discussed in Section 6.2.
Definition 7.1. LetN be a closed connected oriented 3-manifold and let β : pi1pNq Ñ GLdpFrt˘1sq
be a unitaryH1-null representation. The twisted signature function σN,β : S
1 Ñ Z of the pair pN, βq
is the signature function of the non-singular linking form BlβpNq. The averaged signature func-
tion σavN,β is the averaged signature function of BlβpNq.
The corresponding invariants for a knot K are obtained by applying Definition 7.1 to the
0-framed surgery MK .
Definition 7.2. Let K be an oriented knot and let β : pi1pMKq Ñ GLdpFrt˘1sq be a unitary H1-
null representation. The twisted signature function σK,β : S
1 Ñ Z of K is the twisted signature
function of MK and similarly for the averaged signature function σ
av
K,β .
Before proving properties, we show how Definition 7.2 recovers the Levine-Tristram signature.
Remark 7.3. If β is the abelianization map φK , then BlβpKq coincides with the untwisted Blanch-
field pairing BlpKq and the corresponding signature function recovers the Levine-Tristram signa-
ture σK thanks to [6, Lemma 3.2]. Note that BlpKq is usually defined on the Alexander mod-
ule H1pXK ;Frt˘1sq, where XK “ S3zN pKq is the complement of a tubular neighborhood N pKq
of K in S3. It is however well known that H1pXK ;Frt˘1sq and H1pMK ;Frt˘1sq are isomorphic
and that the corresponding Blanchfield pairings are isometric.
Contrarily to σK , the twisted signature function σK,β need not be symmetric (i.e. σK,βpωq need
not equal σK,βpωq). Despite this difference, the next proposition shows that the twisted signature
shares several properties with its classical counterpart.
Proposition 7.4. Let K be an oriented knot and let β : pi1pMKq Ñ GLdpFrt˘1sq be a unitary
H1-null representation.
(1) The twisted signature σK,β is constant on the complement in S
1 of the zero set of the
twisted Alexander polynomial ∆βMK ptq :“ OrdpH1pMK ;Frt˘1sdβqq.
(2) Let K denote the mirror image of K. The representation β canonically defines a repre-
sentation on pi1pMKq (which we also denote by β) and, for all ω P S1, we have
BlβpKq “ ´BlβpKq,
σK,β “ ´σK,β .
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(3) Let Kr denote K with its orientation reversed. Assume that βpgq “ φKpgqρpgq, where
ρ : pi1pMKq Ñ GLnpFq is a unitary representation. The representation β canonically
defines a representation on pi1pMKr q (which we also denote by β) and, for all ω P S1,
we have
BlβpKrqptq “ BlβpKrqpt´1q,
σKr,βpωq “ σK,βpωq.
Proof. The proof of the first property follows by applying Proposition 5.5 to the twisted Blanchfield
pairing. To prove the second assertion, let h : S3 Ñ S3 be an orientation reversing homeomorphism
such that hpKq “ K. Note that h induces an orientation reversion homeomorphism h : MK ÑMK .
A diagram chase involving the definition of the Blanchfield pairing now shows that h induces an
isometry BlβpKq – ´BlβpKq, the key point being that the square involving Poincare´ duality
anti-commutes thanks to the identity h˚ph˚pξq X rMKsq “ ξ X h˚prMKsq “ ´ξ X rMKs for
any ξ P H2pMK ;Frt˘1snβq. The result on the signature now follows from the definition. The
third assertion is a consequence of the identity φKpµKr q “ φKpµKq´1. 
The order of H1pMK ;Frt˘1sdβq can be related to the twisted Alexander polynomial of K which
is usually defined on the exterior XK of K; see [34, Lemma 6.3] and [27, Lemma 3]. In the abelian
case, since H1pMK ;Frt˘1sq – H1pXK ;Frt˘1sq, the first item of Proposition 7.4 (and Remark 7.3)
recovers the well known fact that the Levine-Tristram signature function σK is constant on the
complement of the zero set of the Alexander polynomial ∆Kptq. The second item of Proposition 7.4
is also a direct generalization of the corresponding property for the Levine-Tristram signature.
Remark 7.5. Since the Levine-Tristram is symmetric, it satisfies σKr pωq “ σKpωq. This does not
appear to be the case in general since the signature function of a general complex linking form
need not be symmetric.
Motivated by Remark 7.3 and Proposition 7.4, the next subsections investigate to what extent
the properties of the Levine-Tristram signature generalize to our twisted signatures.
7.2. Bordism and concordance invariance. In this subsection, we give conditions under which
the signatures of 3-manifolds (resp. knots) are bordism (resp. concordance) invariants.
The proof of the next lemma can be found in [39, Proposition 2.8] or [15, Theorem 4.4].
Lemma 7.6. Let N1, . . . , Nk be closed connected oriented 3-manifolds. Let βi : pi1pNiq Ñ GLdpFrt˘1sq
be a unitary acyclic representation for i “ 1, . . . , k. Assume that W is a 4-manifold such that
BW “ N1 \ . . .\Nk and the two following conditions are satisfied:
(a) for i “ 1, . . . , k, there exists a unitary representation γ : pi1pW q Ñ GLdpFrt˘1sq extending
the representations βi;
(b) the following sequence is exact:
(7.1) TH2pW, BW ;Frt˘1sdγq BÝÑ H1pBW ;Frt˘1sdγq ι˚ÝÑ H1pW ;Frt˘1sdγq.
Then the linking form ‘ki“1 BlβipNiq is metabolic.
The following result uses Lemma 7.6 to provide (slightly less restrictive) assumptions under
which the twisted Blanchfield pairing is metabolic.
Proposition 7.7. Let N “ N1 \ . . . \ Nk be a disjoint union of closed 3-manifolds and let
βi : pi1pNiq Ñ GLdpFrt˘1sq be a unitary acyclic representation for i “ 1, . . . , k. If N bounds a com-
pact 4-manifold W and if the βi extend to a unitary acyclic representation γ : pi1pW q Ñ GLdpFrt˘1sq,
then ‘ki“1 BlβipNiq is metabolic and, in particular, the sum
řk
i“1 σavN,βi of averaged signature func-
tions is zero.
Proof. Since γ is acyclic, H˚pW ;Fptqdγq vanishes. Poincare´ duality and the universal coefficient
theorem now imply that H˚pW,N ;Fptqdγq also vanishes. Since the βi are acyclic, the homol-
ogy Frt˘1s-modules of N,W and pW,Nq are Frt˘1s-torsion and therefore the sequence (7.1) is
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exact. The proposition now follows by applying Lemma 7.6 (to deduce that ‘ki“1 BlβipNiq is
metabolic) and Corollary 5.8 (to obtain that the sum of the signature functions is zero). 
Next, suppose that K and K 1 are two concordant knots in S3 and let MK and MK1 denote their
respective 0-framed surgeries. Given a concordance Σ Ă S3 ˆ I from K to K 1, we can construct
a cobordism WΣ from MK to MK1 . Indeed, using N pΣq to denote a tubular neighborhood of Σ
(which can be identified with N pΣq – S1 ˆD2 ˆ I), the desired cobordism is obtained by setting
WΣ “ ppS3 ˆ IqzN pΣqq Yh S1 ˆD2 ˆ I,
where h : S1 ˆ S1 ˆ I Ñ S1 ˆ S1 ˆ I is the homeomorphism defined by hpx, y, zq “ py, x, zq. The
next result shows that the averaged twisted signature is a concordance invariant as long as the
corresponding representations extend through the complement of the concordance to an acyclic
representation.
Proposition 7.8. Let K1,K2 be two concordant knots in S
3, and let βi : pi1pMKiq Ñ GLdpFrt˘1sq
be a unitary acyclic representation for i “ 1, 2. Assume there is a concordance Σ Ă S3ˆI from K1
to K2 and a unitary representation γ : pi1pWΣq Ñ GLdpFrt˘1sq such that
(a) the representations βi factor as γ˝pιiq˚, where ιi : MKi ãÑWΣ is the inclusion for i “ 1, 2;
(b) the representation γ is acyclic.
Then the twisted Blanchfield pairings Blβ1pK1q and Blβ2pK2q are Witt equivalent and, in particu-
lar, the averaged signature functions σavK1,β1 and σ
av
K2,β2
agree.
Proof. Set N “ MK1 \ ´MK2 . By our assumptions, WΣ is a null-bordism for N and satis-
fies the conditions of Proposition 7.7. Therefore, Blβ1pMK1q ‘ Blβ2p´MK2q is metabolic. Since
Blβ2p´MK2q “ ´Blβ2pMK2q (use the same reasoning as in the proof of Proposition 7.4), it fol-
lows that Blβ1pK1q and Blβ2pK2q are Witt equivalent and, consequently the averaged signature
functions agree: σavK1,β1 “ σavK2,β2 . 
The same proof yields a result for slice knots with a representation which extends to an acylic
representation over the slice disk exterior. We record this result for completeness.
Proposition 7.9. Let K be a slice knot and let β : pi1pMKq Ñ GLdpFrt˘1sq be a unitary acyclic
representation. If D Ă D4 is a slice disk for K and there is a unitary acyclic representation
γ : pi1pD4zN pDqq Ñ GLdpFrt˘1sq extending β, then the twisted Blanchfield pairings BlβpKq is
metabolic and, in particular, the averaged signature function σavK,β is zero.
7.3. Satellite formulas for twisted signatures. In this subsection, we use a result of Friedl-
Leidy-Nagel-Powell [24] to understand the behavior of the twisted Blanchfield pairings and signa-
tures under various satellite operations. In particular, these results provide twisted generalizations
of well known theorems for the classical Blanchfield pairing and Levine-Tristram signature.
Let Y be a 3-manifold with empty or toroidal boundary. Suppose that we are given a simple
closed curve η in Y . If K Ă S3 is a knot, then an infection of Y by K is a 3-manifold YK
obtained by gluing YK “ pY zN pηqq YB S3zN pKq, where we glue a zero-framed longitude of K to
the meridian of η and some longitude of η to the meridian of K. Notice that the ambiguity in
the choice of the longitude of η may lead to different outcomes, however, as pointed out in [24],
the resulting twisted Blanchfield pairing does not depend on this choice. Note that if Y has a
boundary, then so does YK . In this case, we use Remark 6.3 which describes twisted Blanchfield
pairings for 3-manifolds with boundary.
Let P Ă S3 be a knot and let MP be the zero-surgery on P . If K Ă S3 is another knot
and η is a simple closed curve in the complement of P , we can form the satellite knot P pK, ηq
with pattern P , companion C and infection curve η by looking at the image of P under the
diffeomorphism pS3zN pηqq YB pS3zN pKqq – S3, where the gluing of the exteriors of η and K
identifies the meridian of η with the zero-framed longitude of K and vice-versa.
From this description, it is easy to see that the zero-surgery on the satellite knot P pK, ηq can
be obtained by infection of MP by K along η Ă S3zP ĂMP :
(7.2) MP pK,ηq “MP zN pηq YB S3zN pKq.
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Let µη denote a meridian of η. Our goal in this section is to express the Blanchfield form BlγpMP pK,ηqq
in terms of the twisted Blanchfield forms on MP and MK . Using (7.2), notice that given a repre-
sentation γ : pi1pMP pK,ηqq Ñ GLdpFrt˘1sq, there are induced representations
γP : pi1pMP zN pηqq Ñ GLdpFrt˘1sq, γK : pi1pS3zN pKqq Ñ GLdpFrt˘1sq.
In general however, there is no guarantee that these representations can be extended to represen-
tations of the fundamental groups of MP and MK .
Remark 7.10. In fact, γP and γK extend to representations of the respective zero-surgeries if and
only if γpµηq “ 1. This follows from the following two observations. Firstly, µη is identified with the
zero-framed longitude of K. Secondly, by van Kampen’s theorem, the inclusion MP zN pηq ãÑMP
induces a surjection pi1pMP zN pηqq Ñ pi1pMP q with kernel normally generated by µη.
We say that a representation γ : pi1pMP pK,ηqq Ñ GLdpFrt˘1sq is η-regular if γpµηq “ id and
detpid´γpηqq ‰ 0. As explained in Remark 7.10, if γ is η-regular, then it induces well defined
representations γP and γK on pi1pMP q and pi1pMKq.
The following theorem describes the twisted Blanchfield pairing of satellite knots.
Theorem 7.11. Let K,P be knots and let η be a simple closed curve in S3zP Ă MP . Let
γ : pi1pMP pK,ηqq Ñ GLdpFrt˘1sq be a unitary acyclic η-regular representation. Let T Ă MP pK,ηq
denote the common boundary of MP zN pηq and S3zN pKq. Define
L “ impH1pT ;Frt˘1sdγq Ñ H1pMP pK,ηq;Frt˘1sdγqq.
The following assertions hold:
(1) The representations γP and γK are unitary and acyclic.
(2) The module L is isotropic and ordL divides detp1´ γpηqq.
(3) The sublagrangian reduction of BlγpP pK, ηqq with respect to L is isometric to the direct sum
BlγP pP q‘BlγK pKq. In particular BlγpP pK, ηqq is Witt equivalent to BlγP pP q‘BlγK pKq.
Proof. During this proof, in order to simplify the notation, we will omit coefficients. As we
mentioned in the statement, the torus T can be described either as BpMP zN pηqq or as BpS3zN pKqq.
As a consequence, we have MP pK,ηq “ pMP zN pηqq YT pS3zN pKqq. Applying [24, Theorem 1.1],
we know that if H˚pT q and H˚pMP pK,ηqq are Frt˘1s-torsion modules, then H˚pMP zN pηqq and
H˚pS3zN pKqq are also Frt˘1s-torsion modules and the direct sum of the canonical inclusions
induces the following morphism linking forms:
(7.3) ψ : BlγP pMP zN pηqq ‘ BlγK pS3zN pKqq Ñ BlγpMP pK,ηqq.
Note that although [24, Theorem 1.1] is stated for Ore domain coefficients, Proposition 6.8
implies that it also holds in the twisted setting. The next paragraph is devoted to checking
that H˚pMP pK,ηqq and H˚pT q are indeed Frt˘1s-torsion modules. Since the representation γ was
assumed to be acyclic, H˚pMP pK,ηqq is indeed torsion and we must only show that H˚pT q is
torsion. We assert that
(7.4) HipT q “
#
Frt˘1sd{p1´ γpηqq i “ 0, 1,
0 otherwise.
Indeed, arguing as in [56, Proposition 3.11], we see that the twisted chain complex C˚pT q is chain
homotopy equivalent to Frt˘1sd p1´γpηq γpµηq´1q
T
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Frt˘1s2d p1´γpµηq 1´γpηqqÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Frt˘1sd with a
basis of C1pT q – Frt˘1s2d given by the µη b ei and η b ei for i “ 1, . . . , d. Since γ is η-regular,
γpµηq “ 1 and the assertion follows. For later use, note that this argument also proves that
the Frt˘1s-module H1pT q is generated by the homology classes rei b µηs for i “ 1, . . . , d. Since γ
is η-regular, (7.4) shows that H˚pT q is torsion, concluding our verification of the assumptions
of [24, Theorem 1.1] and thus establishing the existence of the morphism ψ in (7.3).
Our goal is now to relate the Blanchfield pairings on MP ,MK and MP pK,ηq. Observe that the
Frt˘1s-modulesH1pMP pK,ηqq, H1pMP zN pηq, T q andH1pS3zN pKq, T q are torsion: forH1pMP pK,ηqq,
this follows from the η-regularity of γ. For the two latter modules, this can be seen by looking
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at the long exact sequence of the pairs pS3zN pKq, T q and pMP zN pηq, T q together with the fact
that H1pMP zN pηqq, H1pS3zN pKqq and H˚pT q are all Frt˘1s-torsion.
Combining this observation with H0pMP zN pηq, T q “ 0 “ H0pMP zN pηq, T q, Poincare´ duality
and the universal coefficient theorem, we obtain the following isomorphisms:
H2pMP pK,ηqq – H1pMP pK,ηqq – Ext1left-Frt˘1spH0pMP pK,ηqq,Frt˘1sq# – H0pMP pK,ηqq#,(7.5)
H2pMP zN pηqq – H1pMP zN pηq, T q – Ext1Frt˘1spH0pMP zN pηq, T q,Frt˘1sq “ 0,(7.6)
H2pS3zN pKqq – H1pS3zN pKq, T q – Ext1Frt˘1spH0pS3zN pKq, T q,Frt˘1sq “ 0.(7.7)
In more details, in each of the three lines, in our application of the universal coefficient theorem, we
used our observation that the relevant first homology modules are Frt˘1s-torsion. In the third iso-
morphism of (7.5), we also used that for any torsion Frt˘1s-module T , we have Ext1Frt˘1spT,Frt˘1sq – T .
Our strategy to relate the various Blanchfield pairings is to apply Theorem 4.16. We now
introduce the notation necessary to its application as well as verify one of its key assumptions.
Lemma 7.12. The inclusions ιP : MP zN pηq ãÑ MP and ιK : S3zN pKq ãÑ MK induce isomor-
phisms on twisted homology in degree j ‰ 1, 2 and epimorphisms pιP q˚, pιKq˚ in degree one.
Moreover, kerpιP q˚ and kerpιKq˚ are generated by the rei b µηs for i “ 1, . . . , d. Additionally, the
modules H1pMKq and H1pMP q are Frt˘1s-torsion. Finally, we have the following equalities
ordH1pMP zN pηqq .“ ordpH1pMP qq ¨ ordpH1pT qq
ordpH0pMP qq# ,
ordH1pS3zN pKqq .“ ordpH1pMKqq ¨ ordpH1pT qq
ordpH0pMKqq# .
Proof. We only prove the lemma for MP zN pηq: the proof for S3zN pKq is completely analogous.
Using (7.4) and the Mayer-Vietoris sequence of MP “ pMP zN pηqq YT N pηq, we deduce that iP
does indeed induce an isomorphism on twisted homology in degree j ą 2. In degree zero, notice
that the inclusion T ãÑ N pηq induces an isomorphism on H0 and therefore, with the aid of the
Mayer-Vietoris sequence, we obtain an isomorphism H0pMP zN pηqq – H0pMP q.
To get the result in degrees j “ 1, 2, consider the relevant part of the Mayer-Vietoris sequence:
(7.8) 0 ÝÑ H2pMP q ÝÑ H1pT q jPÝÑ H1pMP zN pηqq pιP q˚ÝÝÝÝÑ H1pMP q Ñ 0.
Notice that the leftmost part of (7.8) is exact by (7.6). Since H1pMP zN pηqq is Frt˘1s-torsion, (7.8)
implies that this is also the case for H1pMP q. Next, (7.8) also implies that the map pιP q˚ is an
epimorphism with kernel generated by the reibµηs (or technically by jP preibµηsq, because H1pT q
is generated by these elements. The last assertion of the lemma also follows from (7.8): we use the
multiplicativity of the orders and the same isomorphisms as in (7.5) to establish the isomorphism
H2pMP q – H0pMP q# (this is possible since we now know that H1pMP q is torsion). This concludes
the proof of the lemma. 
We now prove the first assertion of the theorem, namely that γP and γK are acyclic. We
only check this for γP : the proof for γK is identical. Since H˚pMP zN pηqq is Frt˘1s-torsion,
Lemma 7.12 implies that HipMP q is Frt˘1s-torsion for i ‰ 2. For i “ 2, we use the isomorphism
H2pMP q – H0pMP q# (that we established in the proof of Lemma 7.12) and the conclusion follows.
As a next step, consider the decomposition MP pK,ηq “ pMP zN pηqq YT
`
S3zN pKq˘. The asso-
ciated Mayer-Vietoris sequence can be decomposed into the following three exact sequences:
0 ÝÑ H2pMP pK,ηqq ÝÑ H1pT q ÝÑ K ÝÑ 0,(7.9)
0 ÝÑ K ÝÑ H1pMP zN pηqq ‘H1pS3zN pKqq ψÝÑ H1pMP pK,ηqq ÝÑ C ÝÑ 0,(7.10)
0 ÝÑ C ÝÑ H0pT q ÝÑ H0pMP zN pηqq ‘H0pS3zN pKqq ÝÑ H0pMP pK,ηqq ÝÑ 0,(7.11)
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where K “ kerpψq and C “ cokerpψq. Therefore, applying the multiplicativity of the orders, the
use of (7.9) and (7.11) (as well as (7.5)) implies that
ordpCq .“ ordpH0pT qq ¨ ordpH0pMP pK,ηqqq
ordpH0pMP zN pηqqq ¨ ordpH0pS3zN pKqqq
.“ ordpH0pT qq ¨ ordpH0pMP pK,ηqqq
ordpH0pMP qq ¨ ordpH0pMKqq ,
ordpKq .“ ordpH1pT qq
ordpH2pMP pK,ηqqq
.“ ordpH1pT qq
ordpH0pMP pK,ηqqq# .
The key Frt˘1s-module in our application of Theorem 4.16 is defined as
A :“ H1pMP zN pηqq ‘H1pS
3zN pKqq
K .
Combining (7.10) with our computation of ord C, we obtain
ordpAq .“ ordpH1pMP pK,ηqqq
ord C
.“ ordpH1pMP pK,ηqqq ¨ ordpH0pMP qq ¨ ordH0pMKq
ordpH0pT qq ¨ ordpH0pMP pK,ηqqq .
On the other hand, Lemma 7.12 and our computation of ordpKq imply that
ordpAq .“ ordpH1pMP zN pηqqq ¨ ordpH1pS
3zN pKqqq
ordK
.“ ordpH1pMP qq ¨ ordpH1pMKqq ¨ ordpH1pT qq
2 ¨ ordpH0pMP pK,ηqqq#
ordpH0pMP qq# ¨ ordpH0pMKqq# ¨ ordpH1pT qq
.“ ordpH1pMP qq ¨ ordpH1pMKqq ¨ ordpH1pT qq ¨ ordpH0pMP pK,ηqqq
#
ordpH0pMP qq# ¨ ordpH0pMKqq# .
Additionally, observe that ordpH1pT qq “ ordpH0pT qq# (this follows by duality and the universal
coefficient theorem) and ordpH1pMP pK,ηqq “ ordpH1pMP pK,ηqq# (since H1pMP pK,ηqq supports a
non-singular linking form, recall Remark 2.3, or using duality and universal coefficients). Com-
bining these observations with the above formulas for ordpAq, we obtain
(7.12) ordpAq ordpAq# .“ ordpH1pMP qq ¨ ordpH1pMKqq ¨ ordpH1pMP pK,ηqqq,
Observe that pιP q˚‘pιKq˚ and ψ vanish on K. As a consequence, we let pιP q˚‘pιKq˚{K and ψ{K
denote the maps induced on A. Additionally, using rL to denote the kernel of pιP q˚ ‘ pιKq˚{K
and Cok to denote the cokernel of ψ{K, we obtain the following diagram of exact sequences:
(7.13) rL _

A 
 ψ{K //
pιP q˚‘pιKq˚{K 
H1pMP pK,ηqq // Cok .
H1pMP q ‘H1pMKq
To check the second assertion of the theorem, we will show that pψ{KqprLq “ L, where L was defined
as impH1pT q Ñ H1pMP pK,ηqqq. Use jP (resp. jK) to denote the map induced by the inclusion
T Ñ MP zN pηq (resp. T Ñ S3zN pKq). The exact sequence in (7.10) implies that K, treated as
a submodule of H1pMP zN pηqq ‘H1pS3zN pKqq, is generated by pjP prei b µηsq,´jKprei b µηsqq,
for i “ 1, . . . , d. Therefore, for any i, we have pjP preibµηsq, 0q “ p0, jKpreibµηsqq in A. Moreover,rL “ ker ppiP q˚ ‘ piKq˚q “ xpjP rei b µηs, jKrei b µηsq | 1 ď i ď dy{xjP rei b µηs “ jKrei b µηsy,
and thus pψ{KqprLq “ L. Since ψ{K is injective, it follows that L and rL are isomorphic. In order
to prove that L is isotropic, observe that the homology classes rei b µηs belong to the radical
of BlγP pMP zN pηqq and BlγK pS3zN pKqq, because they come from the boundary of the respective
manifolds. Since ψ and ψ{K are morphisms of linking forms, it follows that L is isotropic. The
constraint on the order of L comes from the fact that L is a quotient of H1pT q.
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To prove the third statement, first observe that BlγP pMP zN pηqq ‘ BlγK pS3zN pKqq vanishes
on K: indeed K only contains homology classes which come from the boundary torus T . As a
consequence, BlγP pMP zN pηqq ‘ BlγK pS3zN pKqq descends to A. Next, we check the assumptions
of Theorem 4.16.
First, it is clear that the maps pιP q˚ ‘ pιKq˚{K and ψ{K are morphisms of linking forms.
Next, by definition of K, the map ψ{K is injective, while pιP q˚ ‘ pιKq˚{K is surjective thanks
to (7.8). Since MP ,MK and MP pK,ηq are closed manifolds, the corresponding Blanchfield forms
are non-singular. Finally, we already showed in (7.12) that ordpAq ¨ pordpAqq# .“ ordpH1pMP qq ¨
ordpH1pMKqq ¨ ordpH1pMP pK,ηqqq. We can therefore apply Theorem 4.16 to the above diagram to
obtain the third assertion of the theorem, concluding the proof. 
The next result shows that Blanchfield pairings need not be additive under satellite operations.
Corollary 7.13. Using the same assumptions as in Theorem 7.11, if ordpLq is relatively prime
to ordpH1pMP ;Frt˘1sdγP qq ¨ ordpH1pMK ;Frt˘1sdγK qq, then there is an isometry of linking forms
BlγpP pK, ηqq – BlγP pP q ‘ BlγK pKq ‘ pX,λXq,
where pX,λXq is a metabolic linking form and L Ă X is a metabolizer for λX .
In particular, if the map H1pT ;Frt˘1sdγq Ñ H1pMP pK,ηq;Frt˘1sdγq vanishes, then we obtain the
following isometry of linking forms:
BlγpP pK, ηqq – BlγP pP q ‘ BlγK pKq.
Proof. We first recall some notations from the proof of Theorem 7.11. Recall that we setK “ kerpψq,
where ψ : BlγP pMP zN pηqq ‘ BlγK pS3zN pKqq Ñ BlγpMP pK,ηqq is the morphism of linking forms
described in (7.3). We once again omit coefficients and recall that A :“ pH1pMP zN pηqq ‘
H1pS3zN pKqqq{K. Since we saw that BlγP pP q ‘ BlγK pKq descends to A; we let BlA denote
the resulting pairing.
Claim. There is a linking form pX,λXq such that BlγpP pK, ηqq – BlγP pP q‘BlγK pKq‘ pX,λXq.
Proof. Using the multiplicativity of orders on the vertical exact sequence in (7.13), we see that
ordpAq “ ordprLq¨ordpH1pMP qq¨ordpH1pMKqq.Using the primary decomposition theorem (since Frt˘1s
is a PID), the Chinese remainder theorem and gcdpordprLq, ordpH1pMP qq ¨ ordpH1pMKqqq “ 1, we
obtain an isomorphism A – rL‘ B, where B is isomorphic to H1pMP q ‘H1pMKq. Observe that
the surjectivity of pιP q˚ ‘ pιKq˚{K implies that
(7.14) BlA |B – BlγP pP q ‘ BlγK pKq.
Thus, ψ{K : A Ñ H1pMP pK,ηqq is an injective map of linking forms, BlγpP pK, ηqq is non-singular
(and thus split), and pB,BlA |Bq is non-singular (by (7.14)). We can therefore apply Proposi-
tion 4.13 to the injective morphism of linking forms ψ{K|B : B Ñ H1pMP pK,ηqq. This implies that
for some linking form pX,λXq, we have the isometry BlγpP pK, ηqq – pψ{KqpBlA |Bq ‘ pX,λXq.
This concludes the proof of the claim. 
Since Theorem 7.11 shows that BlγpMP pK,ηqq is Witt equivalent to BlγP pP q ‘ BlγK pKq, the
claim implies that pX,λXq is metabolic. It remains to show that a metabolizer for pX,λXq is in
fact given by L :“ pψ{KqprLq.
As pψ{Kq : A Ñ H1pMP pK,ηqq is an injective morphism of linking forms, the isomorphisms
A – rL ‘ B and H1pMP pK,ηqq – ψ{KpBq ‘ X imply that L “ pψ{KqprLq is an isotropic sub-
module of X. Since Theorem 7.11 shows that BlγP pP q ‘ BlγK pKq is isometric to the isotropic
reduction of BlγpMP pK,ηqq with respect to L, the multiplicativity of orders implies that ordpXq “
ordpLq ordpLq#. As Frt˘1s is a PID, we deduce that L is a metabolizer in X, concluding the proof
of the first assertion.
In order to prove the second assertion, notice that our hypothesis implies that the submodule L
is trivial. Since L is a metabolizer of X, we deduce that X is itself trivial. The conclusion now
follows from the first assertion. 
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The situation simplifies considerably when γK is abelian, i.e. factors through the abelianization
of pi1pMKq. Let Frt˘1K s be the group algebra of the abelianization of pi1pMKq with tK denoting
the generator corresponding to the meridian identified with η. In this case, Frt˘1sdγK becomes a
module over Frt˘1K s via the homomorphism γK : Frt˘1K s Ñ Frt˘1sdγK , i.e. via the action tK ¨v “ vγpηq
with v P Frt˘1sdγK .
In this setting, Theorem 7.11 takes the following form (compare with [24, Theorem 1.3]).
Corollary 7.14. Using the same assumptions as in Theorem 7.11, if γK is an abelian represen-
tation, then there exists an isometry of linking forms
BlγpP pK, ηqq – BlγP pP q ‘ BlγK pKq.
If we denote by Frηs Ă FrpipMP qs the subring generated by η and we assume that detpγP pxqq ‰ 0,
for any x P Frηszt0u, then H1pMK ;Frt˘1sdγq is isomorphic to H1pMK ;Frt˘1K sq bFrt˘1K s Frt˘1sdγK ,
and there is an isometry
BlγK pKq – BlpKq bFrt˘1K s Frt
˘1sdγK .
Proof. Let λ denote the zero-framed longitude of K. If F Ă S3zN pKq is a Seifert surface for K,
then it follows that the image of pi1pF q is contained in the commutator subgroup of pi1pS3zN pKqq,
therefore the inclusion of F lifts to a map to the infinite cyclic cover of S3zN pKq. This means that
for any Frt˘1K s-module M , the homology class of λ is trivial in H1pS3zN pKq;Mq and H1pMK ;Mq.
Thus, the hypothesis of Corollary 7.13 is satisfied and we therefore obtain the desired isometry of
linking forms.
If we have detpγpxqq ‰ 0 for any x P Frηszt0u, then Frt˘1sdγK is a torsion-free Frt˘1K s-module
and hence (since Frt˘1s is a PID) flat Frt˘1K s-module. The last two assertions follow easily from
the flatness of Frt˘1sdγK . 
Next, we discuss the consequences of Theorem 7.11 on signatures of satellite knots.
Corollary 7.15. Let P pK, ηq be a satellite knot with pattern P , companion K and infection
curve η. Let γ : pi1pMP pK,ηqq Ñ GLdpFrt˘1sq be a unitary acyclic η-regular representation. If
the assumptions of Theorem 7.11 hold, then for any ω P S1, the averaged twisted signatures
of P pK, ηq, P and K satisfy
σavP pK,ηq,γpωq “ σavP,γP pωq ` σavK,γK pωq.
In particular, under these assumptions, the averaged twisted signature is additive on connected sums:
σavP#K,γpωq “ σavP,γP pωq ` σavK,γK pωq.
Proof. Applying Theorem 7.11, BlγpP pK, ηqq is Witt equivalent to BlγP pP q ‘BlγK pKq. The first
assertion now follows from the Witt invariance of the averaged signature, recall Proposition 5.7.
The second assertion is immediate since the connected sum is obtained by taking the infection
curve η to be the meridian of P . 
Finally, in the abelian case, we recover results concerning the behavior of the Blanchfield pairing
and Levine-Tristram signature under satellite operations (see [45] and [43,60]).
Corollary 7.16. Let P pK, ηq be a satellite knot with pattern P , companion K, infection curve η
and winding number w “ lkpη, P q. The Blanchfield pairing and Levine-Tristram signature sastify
BlpP pK, ηqqptq “ BlpP qptq ‘ BlpKqptwq,
σP pK,ηqpωq “ σP pωq ` σKpωwq.
Proof. The representation γ is abelianization and the compositionH1pMK ;Zq Ñ H1pMP pK,ηq;Zq – Z
is given by multiplication by w. The result now follows from Remark 7.3 and Corollary 7.14. 
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8. Metabelian Representations and Casson-Gordon invariants
The aim of this section is to study signatures associated to metabelian representations. In
Subsection 8.1, we recall two equivalent constructions of a “metabelian Blanchfield pairing”, in
Subsection 8.2, we review a result due to Miller and Powell, in Subsection 8.3, we recall the
definition of the Casson-Gordon τ -invariant and in Subsection 8.4, we relate it to our twisted
signatures. Throughout this section, we use LnpKq to denote the n-fold cover of S3 branched
along a knot K and fix a character χ : H1pLnpKq;Zq Ñ Zm. We also set ξm “ e 2piim and MK will
always denote the 0-framed surgery along K.
8.1. The metabelian Blanchfield pairing. In this subsection, we review two equivalent def-
initions of a particular twisted Blanchfield pairing associated to MK . The first makes use of
a metabelian representation αpn, χq : pi1pMKq Ñ GLnpCrt˘1sq, while the second uses the n-fold
cover Mn ÑMK . References for this subsection include [20,30,49].
Use φK : pi1pMKq Ñ H1pMK ;Zq – Z “ xtKy to denote the abelianization homomorphism.
Since φK endows Zrt˘1K s with a right pi1pMKq-module structure, it gives rise to the twisted homol-
ogy Zrt˘1K s-module H1pMK ;Zrt˘1K sq. This module is known to coincide with the Alexander module
of K. In what follows, we shall frequently identify H1pLnpKq;Zq with H1pMK ;Zrt˘1K sq{ptnK ´ 1q
as in [26, Corollary 2.4]. We now consider the semidirect product Z nH1pLnpKq;Zq, where the
group law is given by ptiK , vq ¨ ptjK , wq “ pti`jK , t´jK v ` wq. Next, consider the representation
γKpn, χq : Z nH1pLnpKq;Zq Ñ GLnpCrt˘1sq
ptjK , vq ÞÑ
¨˚
˚˝˚0 1 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0... ... . . . ...
0 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 1
t 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0
‹˛‹‹‚
j
¨˚
˚˝˚˚ξ
χpvq
m 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0
0 ξ
χptK ¨vq
m ¨ ¨ ¨ 0
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ ξχptn´1K ¨vqm
‹˛‹‹‹‚.(8.1)
We will now use γKpn, χq to obtain a representation of pi1pMKq. To achieve this, we identify the
Alexander module H1pMK ;Zrt˘1K sq with the derived quotient pi1pMKqp1q{pi1pMKqp2q and consider
the following composition of canonical projections
qK : pi1pMKqp1q Ñ H1pMK ;Zrt˘1K sq Ñ H1pLnpKq;Zq.
Fix an element µK in pi1pMKq such that φKpµKq “ tK . Note that for every g P pi1pMKq, we
have φKpµ´φKpgqK gq “ 1. Since φK is the abelianization map, we deduce that µ´φKpgqK g belongs
to pi1pMKqp1q. As a consequence, we obtain the following map:rρK : pi1pMKq Ñ Z nH1pLnpKq;Zq(8.2)
g ÞÑ pφKpgq, qKpµ´φKpgqK gqq.
Precomposing the representation γKpn, χq with rρK provides the unitary representation
(8.3) αpn, χqK : pi1pMKq rρÑ Z nH1pLnpKq;Zq γKpn,χqÝÑ GLnpCrt˘1sq.
If m is a prime power and χ : H1pLnpKq;Zq Ñ Zm is nontrivial, it is known that the unitary
representation αpn, χq is acyclic [25] (see also [49, Lemma 6.6]). When the knot K is clear from
the context, we drop it from the notation and simply write αpn, χq instead of αKpn, χq.
The next lemma illustrates these notations and will be used to ensure that the hypotheses of
Theorem 7.11 hold.
Lemma 8.1. If χ : H1pLnpKq;Zq Ñ Zm is nontrivial, then H0pMK ;Crt˘1snαpn,χqq “ 0.
Proof. As H0pMK ;Crt˘1snαpn,χqq “ Crt˘1sn{V , with
V “ xpαpn, χqpgq ´ idqv | v P Crt˘1sn, g P pi1pMKqy,
it is enough to find g P pi1pMKq such that αpn, χqpgq ´ id is invertible over Crt˘1s. Since χ is
non-trivial, we can pick g P pi1pMKqp1q “ kerpφKq such that χpqKpgqq ‰ 0. Since φKpgq “ 0,
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the definition of αpn, χq implies that αpn, χq is a diagonal matrix with the ξχptiKqKpgqqm on its main
diagonal. Since χpqKpgqq ‰ 0, we deduce that detpαpn, χqpgq´ idq is a non-zero complex number.
It follows that αpn, χqpgq ´ id is invertible over Crt˘1s and the lemma is proved. 
We now use αpn, χq to endow Crt˘1sn with a right Zrpi1pMKqs-module structure and apply
Definition 6.2 to define a twisted Blanchfield pairing on MK .
Definition 8.2. Let K be an oriented knot, n be an integer, m be a prime power and choose a non-
trivial character χ : H1pLnpKq;Zq Ñ Zm. The metabelian Blanchfield pairing is the Blanchfield
pairing twisted by the unitary acyclic representation αpn, χq:
Blαpn,χqpKq : H1pMK ;Crt˘1snαpn,χqq ˆH1pMK ;Crt˘1snαpn,χqq Ñ Cptq{Crt˘1s.
Next, we provide a description of Blαpn,χqpKq in terms of the n-fold cyclic cover p : Mn ÑMK .
The first step is to consider the abelian subgroup nZ ˆH1pLnpKq;Zq of Z nH1pLnpKq;Zq and
the following 1-dimensional representation:
ρKpn, χq : nZˆH1pLnpKq;Zq Ñ Crt˘1s(8.4)
ptnkK , vq ÞÑ tkξχpvqm .
We now use ρKpn, χq to obtain a representation of pi1pMnq. Consider the composition pi1pMnq p˚Ñ
pi1pMKq Ñ H1pMK ;Zq – Z. Since the image of this map is isomorphic to nZ, mapping to it pro-
duces a surjective map α : pi1pMnq Ñ nZ. Using the decompositionH1pMn;Zq – H1pLnpKq;Zq‘ Z
additionally gives rise to a homomorphism ρ : pi1pMnq Ñ H1pLnpKq;Zq. Consider the Zrpi1pMnqs-
module structure on Crt˘1s given by the following composition:
αˆ χ : pi1pMnq αˆρÑ nZˆH1pLnpKq;Zq ρKpn,χqÑ Crt˘1s.(8.5)
Under the assumption that m is a prime power and that χ is a nontrivial character, Casson and
Gordon show that H˚pMn;Cptqq vanishes [10, Corollary after Lemma 4]. In other words, under
these conditions, the unitary representation αˆ χ is acyclic.
Definition 8.3. Let n be an integer, let m be a prime power and let χ : H1pLnpKq;Zq Ñ Zm be
a nontrivial character. The Blanchfield pairing of the cover BlαˆχpMnq is the Blanchfield pairing
corresponding to the unitary acyclic representation αˆ χ :
(8.6) BlαˆχpMnq : H1pMn;Crt˘1sq ˆH1pMn;Crt˘1sq Ñ Cptq{Crt˘1s.
Up to the end of this subsection, we shall use Crt˘1sαˆχ to denote the Zrpi1pMnqs-module
structure on Crt˘1s given by (8.5) and by Crt˘1snαpn,χq the Zrpi1pMKqs-module structure on Crt˘1sn
given by (8.3). The following result is due to Herald, Kirk and Livingston [30, Theorem 7.1].
Proposition 8.4. Let n be a positive integer. There is a canonical chain isomorphism of left Crt˘1s-
modules between C˚pMn;Crt˘1sαˆχq and C˚pMK ;Crt˘1snαpn,χqq. In particular, one obtains a
canonical isomorphism between the following homology left Crt˘1s-modules:
(8.7) H1pMn;Crt˘1sαˆχq – H1pMK ;Crt˘1snαpn,χqq.
The proof of Proposition 8.4 relies on the relation between the representation γKpn, χq of (8.1)
and the representation ρKpn, χq of (8.4). Since we shall use this relation in Subsection 8.5, we
give some further details.
Remark 8.5. Let H be a subgroup of a group G and let ρ be a representation of H. It is known
that there is an induced representation indGH ρ of G, we refer to [30] for a construction and a
discussion of its properties. Taking G “ Z n H1pLnpKq;Zq and H “ nZ ˆ H1pLnpKq;Zq, the
proof of Proposition 8.4 relies heavily on the isomorphism
γKpn, χq – indGH ρKpn, χq.
As the isomorphism described in (8.7) arises from a canonical chain isomorphism (essentially
Shapiro’s lemma), we obtain the following result which appears to be implicit in [49]:
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Corollary 8.6. The isomorphism described in (8.7) gives rise to an isometry between the twisted
Blanchfield pairings BlαˆχpMnq and Blαpn,χqpKq.
Summarizing the content of this section, we can choose to work alternatively with Blαpn,χqpKq
or with BlαˆχpMnq. The former is used in the paper of Miller-Powell [49] and will be used in
Subsections 8.2 8.5 and Section 9. The latter is closer to the definition of the Casson-Gordon τ
invariant with which we shall work in Subsections 8.3 and 8.4.
8.2. A sliceness obstruction due to Miller and Powell. The aim of this subsection is to
state an obstruction to sliceness which is due to Miller and Powell [49].
Given a integer n, we use λn to denote the non-singular Q{Z-valued linking form on the finite
abelian group H1pLnpKq;Zq. Note that H1pLnpKq;Zq is also a ZrZns-module. A metabolizer of λn
is a ZrZns-submodule P of H1pLnpKq;Zq such that P “ PK, where the orthogonal complement
is defined as PK “ ty P H1pLnpKq;Zq | @x P P, λnpx, yq “ 0u. Finally, given a prime q, integers
b ě a and a character χ : H1pLnpKq;Zq Ñ Zqa , we use χb to denote the composition of χ with
the natural inclusion Zqa Ñ Zqb .
The following obstruction to sliceness is due to Miller and Powell [49, Theorem 6.9].
Theorem 8.7. Let K be a slice knot. Then, for any prime power n, there exists a metabolizer P
of λn such that for any prime power q
a, and any nontrivial character χ : H1pLnpKq;Zq Ñ Zqa
vanishing on P , we have some b ě a such that the metabelian Blanchfield pairing Blαpn,χbqpKq is
metabolic.
Miller and Powell actually prove Theorem 8.7 under the weaker assumption that K is 2-solvable.
We refer to Cochran-Orr-Teichner’s landmark paper [15] for the definition of n-solvability but do
not delve deeper into this issue.
Combining Theorem 8.7 with the earlier sections, we obtain the following result.
Theorem 8.8. Let K be a slice knot. Then, for any prime power n, there exists a metabolizer P
of λn such that for any prime power q
a, and any nontrivial character χ : H1pLnpKq;Zq Ñ Zqa
vanishing on P , we have some b ě a such that the signature function σavK,αpn,χbq is zero.
Proof. Theorem 8.7 implies that Blαpk,χbqpKq is metabolic. Consequently, Corollary 5.8 implies
that the signature function of Blαpn,χbqpKq vanishes. 
The obstruction of Theorem 8.7 will be used in Subsection 9.5 below to prove that a certain
algebraic knot is not slice, thus recovering a result of Hedden-Kirk-Livingston [28].
8.3. The Casson-Gordon τ-invariant. Given an oriented knotK and a prime power order char-
acter χ : H1pLnpKq;Zq Ñ Zm, we recall Casson-Gordon’s construction of the Witt class τpK,χq [10].
Using the isomorphism H1pMn;Zq – H1pLnpKq;Zq ‘ Z, the character χ induces a character
on H1pMn;Zq for which we use the same notation. Recalling that the projection p : Mn Ñ MK
gives rise to a surjection α : pi1pMnq Ñ nZ – Z, we obtain a homomorphism
(8.8) αˆ χ : pi1pMnq Ñ Zˆ Zm.
Since the bordism group Ω3pZˆZmq is finite, there is an integer r such that r copies of pMn, αˆχq
bound pVn, ψq for some 4-manifold Vn and for some homomorphism ψ : pi1pVnq Ñ ZˆZm. Consider
the map CrZˆ Zms Ñ Crt˘1s which sends the generator of Zm to ξm “ e2pii{m and the generator
of Z to t. Endow Cptq with the right Zrpi1pVnqs-module structure which arises from the composition
(8.9) Zrpi1pVnqs ψÝÑ CrZˆ Zms Ñ Crt˘1s Ñ Cptq.
We will denote by Cptqαˆχ the module Cptq equipped with the action of the group ring Zrpi1pVnqs
as described above. Observe that (8.9) also provides a right Zrpi1pVnqs-module structure on Crt˘1s
(we write Crt˘1sαˆχ) which restricts to the one described in (8.5) on each boundary component
of Vn. We will denote the related CrZ ˆ Zms-module by Crt˘1sZˆZm . Next, consider the Cptq-
valued intersection form λCptqαˆχ,Vn on H2pVn;Cptqαˆχq. Casson and Gordon show that if χ is a
character of prime power order, then this Hermitian form is non-singular [10, Corollary following
Lemma 4]. We record this result for later reference.
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Lemma 8.9. Let n be an integer and let m be a prime power. If χ is a nontrivial character,
then H˚pMn;Cptqαˆχq “ 0 and the intersection pairing λCptqαˆχ,Vn is non-singular.
Since λCptqαˆχ,Vn is non-singular, it gives rise to a Witt class rλCptqαˆχ,Vns in W pCptqq. On the
other hand, the standard intersection pairing λQ,Vn may very well be singular. Consequently, we
use λnonsingQ,Vn to denote the form obtained by moding out the radical. The Witt class of λ
nonsing
Q,Vn
provides an element in W pQq. Since the inclusion map QÑ Cptq induces a group homomorphism
i : W pQq ÑW pCptqq, we therefore obtain an element iprλnonsingQ,Vn sq in W pCptqq.
Definition 8.10. Let K be an oriented knot, let n be an integer, let m be a prime power and
let χ : H1pLnpKq;Zq Ñ Zm be a non-trivial character. The Casson-Gordon τ -invariant is the
Witt class
τpK,χq :“ prλCptqαˆχ,Vns ´ iprλnonsingQ,Vn sq b
1
r
PW pCptqq bQ.
Casson and Gordon show that τpK,χq is independent both of the choice of the 4-manifold Vn
and of the extension ψ of α ˆ χ to pi1pVnq [10]. Furthermore, as we shall recall later on, τpK,χq
provides an obstruction to sliceness.
Remark 8.11. Casson and Gordon define their Witt class as an element of W pQpξmqptqq [10].
Since the natural map Qpξmqptq Ñ Cptq induces a map on Witt groups, we also obtain a Witt
class in W pCptqq. Our reason for working with W pCptqq instead of W pQpξmqptqq is the following:
the former Witt group is much simpler than the latter and, in particular, it is more amenable to
the machinery we developed in Sections 4 and 5.
8.4. Casson-Gordon signatures and averaged Blanchfield signatures. In this section, we
investigate the relation between the Casson-Gordon invariant τpK,χq and the twisted Blanchfield
pairing Blαpn,χqpKq. In order to make both these invariants more tractable, we use the averaged
signatures from Section 5.
Let Aptq be a matrix over Cptq. The function signωpAptqq :“ signpApωqq is a step-function
with finitely many discontinuities, and at each discontinuity ω, we can take the average of the
one-sided limits in order to obtain a rational number signavω pAptqq. As explained in [10, discussion
preceding Theorem 3], (see also Proposition 5.7), one now obtains a well defined homomorphism
signavω : W pCptqq Ñ Q by setting
signavω prAptqsq :“ signavω pAptqq.
This map also gives rise to a well defined map on W pCptqq bQ. We now apply this discussion to
extract signatures from the Casson-Gordon invariant τpK,χq which is an element of W pCptqqbQ.
Definition 8.12. The Casson-Gordon signature associated to ω P S1 is signavω pτpK,χqq.
Before returning to Blanchfield pairings, let us make Definition 8.12 somewhat more concrete.
Remark 8.13. Suppose Vn is a 4-manifold whose boundary consists of a disjoint union of r copies
of Mn and over which αˆ χ extends. In other words, we have
τpK,χq “ prλCptqαˆχ,Vns ´ i˚prλnonsingQ,Vn sqq b
1
r
.
Since signavω is a homomorphism, we obtain
signavω pτpK,χqq “ 1r psign
av
ω prλCptqαˆχ,Vnsq ´ signavω prλnonsingQ,Vn sqq.
Clearly the latter term is simply equal to signpVnq, the (untwisted) signature of Vn. Consequently,
if Aptq represents λCptqαˆχ,Vn , then we deduce that
signavω pτpK,χqq “ 1r psign
av
ω pAptqq ´ signpVnqq.
Note that Ap1q does not represent the standard intersection form λQ,Vn . It does however represent
the twisted intersection form λCξm ,Vn which arises from the coefficient system pi1pVnq Ñ Zm Ñ C,
where the latter map sends the generator of Zm to ξm “ expp 2piim q.
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Returning to Blanchfield pairings, recall from Definition 8.2 that Blαpn,χqpKq denotes the
twisted Blanchfield pairing associated to the representation αpn, χq : pi1pMKq Ñ GLnpCrt˘1sq.
Recall furthermore that σK,αpn,χq : S1 Ñ Z denotes the associated twisted signature function.
The following theorem relates our Blanchfield signatures to the Casson-Gordon signatures.
Theorem 8.14. Let K be an oriented knot and n be an integer. Let LnpKq be the n-fold cyclic
cover of S3 branched along K and let Mn be the n-fold cyclic cover of MK . If χ : H1pLnpKq;Zq Ñ Zm
is a nontrivial character of prime power order m, then the following statements hold:
(a) The twisted Blanchfield pairing Blαpn,χqpKq is representable.
(b) For each ω in S1, we have the equality
´σavK,αpn,χqpωq “ signavω pτpK,χqq ´ signav1 pτpK,χqq.
Before moving towards the proof, we start with a remark and a corollary to Theorem 8.14.
Remark 8.15. Although we stated Theorem 8.14 using the metabelian Blanchfield pairing Blαpn,χqpKq,
the proof will use the Blanchfield pairing of the cover BlαˆχpMnq. Indeed since Corollary 8.6 states
that Blαpn,χqpKq and BlαˆχpMnq are isometric, one linking form is representable if and only if the
other one is and, for every ω P S1, the second item of Theorem 8.14 could be have been written
using the signature function of BlαˆχpMnq, since the following equality holds:
(8.10) σavK,αpn,χqpωq “ signavω pBlαˆχpMnqq.
Since τpK,χq is known to provide an obstruction to sliceness [10], a similar conclusion holds
for σK,αpn,χq, thus yielding a second proof of (a variation on) Theorem 8.8. Indeed, recalling
that λn denotes the Q{Z-valued linking form on H1pLnpKq;Zq, the following result is an immediate
corollary of Theorem 8.14 and [10, Theorem 2].
Corollary 8.16. If K is slice, then there is a subgroup G of H1pLnpKq;Zq such that λn vanishes
on G and, for every character χ vanishing on G, the signature function σavK,αpn,χqpωq is zero.
We now move towards the proof of Theorem 8.14. First of all, as we mentioned in Remark 8.15,
we can work with the pairing BlαˆχpMnq instead of Blαpn,χqpKq. Next, as in Subsection 8.3, we
choose a 4-manifold Vn such that the boundary of Vn consists of r copies of Mn and such that the
representation extends. Without loss of generality, we can assume that pi1pVnq “ Zm ˆ Z: indeed
since Zm ˆZ is finitely normally presented, one can perform finitely many surgeries to obtain the
desired fundamental group, while leaving the boundary fixed.
The following lemma collects some algebraic statements which we shall need later on.
Lemma 8.17. The following statements hold:
(a) The Crt˘1s-module H1pVn;Crt˘1sαˆχq vanishes.
(b) The map ev ˝κ : H2pVn;Crt˘1sαˆχq Ñ HomCrt˘1spH2pVn;Crt˘1sαˆχq,Crt˘1sq# is an iso-
morphism.
(c) The Crt˘1s-module H2pVn, BVn;Crt˘1sαˆχq is free.
(d) The inclusion induced map H2pVn, BVn;Cptqαˆχq Ñ H2pVn;Cptqαˆχq is an isomorphism.
Proof. We start by proving (a). Set G :“ Zm ˆ Z for brevity. Recalling the notation introduced
below (8.9), we claim that Crt˘1sG is a projective CrGs-module. To see this, first note that
CrGs “ Crt˘1s bC CrZms and CrZms “Àm´1j“0 Cξjm , where Cξjm denotes the irreducible complex
representation of Zm with the action of the cyclic group given by multiplication by the root of
unity ξjm, for ξm “ exp
`
2pii
m
˘
. Therefore, we have CrGs “Àm´1j“0 Crt˘1s bC Cξjm and Crt˘1sG “
Crt˘1sbC Cξm , concluding the proof of the claim. The claim now implies that H1pVn;Crt˘1sαˆχq
is a summand of H1pVn;CrGsq. Since pi1pVnq “ G, the corresponding G-cover of Vn is simply-
connected and thus H1pVn;CrGsq vanishes. Consequently H1pVn;Crt˘1sαˆχq also vanishes since
it is a direct summand of H1pVn;CrGsq. This concludes the proof of (a).
We now prove (b) according to which the evaluation map
ev ˝κ : H2pVn;Crt˘1sαˆχq Ñ HomCrt˘1spH2pVn;Crt˘1sαˆχq,Crt˘1sq#
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is an isomorphism. SinceH1pVn;Crt˘1sαˆχq “ 0 by the first statement andH0pVn;Crt˘1sαˆχq “ 0
(recall Lemma 8.1), this follows immediately from the universal coefficient theorem.
We move on to (c) which asserts that H2pVn, BVn;Crt˘1sαˆχq is a free Crt˘1s-module. Using
Poincare´ duality and the second statement, we deduce that H2pVn, BVn;Crt˘1sαˆχq is isomorphic
to HomCrt˘1spH2pVn;Crt˘1sαˆχq,Crt˘1sq# which is free, see [4, Lemma 2.1].
Finally, we deal with (d), that is we show that the inclusion induced mapH2pVn, BVn;Cptqαˆχq Ñ
H2pVn;Cptqαˆχq is an isomorphism. Since H˚pMn;Cptqαˆχq vanishes by Lemma 8.9 and BVn con-
sists of r disjoint copies of Mn, we deduce that H˚pBVn;Cptqαˆχq also vanishes. The long exact
sequence of the pair pVn, BVnq implies that H2pVn;Cptqαˆχq Ñ H2pVn, BVn;Cptqαˆχq is an isomor-
phism and the result follows by Poincare´ duality. This concludes the proof of (d) and thus the
proof of the lemma. 
Since Crt˘1s is a PID, we can decompose any Crt˘1s-module H as the direct sum of its free
part LH and its torsion part TH. In particular, it follows that
HomCrt˘1spH2pVn;Crt˘1sαˆχq,Crt˘1sq# “ HomCrt˘1spLH2pVn;Crt˘1sαˆχq,Crt˘1sq#.
Consequently, point (b) of Lemma 8.17 provides the following well defined isomorphism:
(8.11) ev ˝ κ : H2pVn;Crt˘1sαˆχq Ñ HomCrt˘1spLH2pVn;Crt˘1sαˆχq,Crt˘1sq#.
Composing the inclusion LH2pVn;Crt˘1sαˆχq Ñ H2pVn;Crt˘1sαˆχq with the inclusion induced
map H2pVn;Crt˘1sαˆχq Ñ H2pVn, BVn;Crt˘1sαˆχq gives rise to a well defined map
LH2pVn;Crt˘1sαˆχq Ñ H2pVn, BVn;Crt˘1sαˆχq.
Combining these remarks, there is a well defined intersection form
λCrt˘1sαˆχ,Vn : LH2pVn;Crt˘1sαˆχq ˆ LH2pVn;Crt˘1sαˆχq Ñ Crt˘1s.
Next, we describe the Blanchfield BlαˆχpBVnq on H1pBVn;Crt˘1sαˆχq. As BVn consists of r
copies of Mn, we deduce that H1pBVn;Crt˘1sαˆχq is isomorphic to the direct sum of r copies
of H1pMn;Crt˘1sαˆχq. Since the latter Crt˘1s-module is torsion, so is the former. We deduce
that BlαˆχpBVnq decomposes as the direct sum BlαˆχpMnq ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘BlαˆχpMnq, where there are r
direct summands.
The proof of the next result is postponed until the end of the proof of Theorem 8.14.
Proposition 8.18. Any matrix Aptq representing λCrt˘1sαˆχ,Vn also represents λCptqαˆχ,Vn and ´BlαˆχpBVnq.
Proof of Theorem 8.14 assuming Proposition 8.18. We start by proving the second statement,
namely the equality of signatures. Let Aptq be a matrix representing λCrt˘1sαˆχ,Vn . Since Aptq
represents the twisted intersection form λCptqαˆχ,Vn , the definition of the Casson-Gordon signature
and Remark 8.13 imply that
(8.12) signavω pτpK,χqq “ 1r psign
av
ω pAptqq ´ signpVnqq.
Since Proposition 8.18 tells us that Aptq also represents ´BlαˆχpBVnq, Corollary 5.13 implies that
´ signavω pBlαˆχpBVnqq “ signavω pAptqq ´ signav1 pAptqq. On the other hand, since BVn consists of r
disjoint copies of Mn, we observed previously that BlαˆχpBVnq “ BlαˆχpMnq ‘ . . .‘ BlαˆχpMnq
and consequently signavω pBlαˆχpBVnqq “ r ¨signavω pBlαˆχpMnqq. Combining these two observations,
we obtain the following equality:
(8.13) ´ signavω pBlαˆχpMnqq “ 1r psign
av
ω pAptqq ´ signav1 pAptqqq.
Finally, adding and subtracting a signpVnq term in (8.13) and combining the result with (8.12),
we can conclude the proof of the first assertion:
´ signavω pBlαˆχpMnqq “ 1r psign
av
ω pAptqq ´ signpVnqq ´ 1r psign
av
1 pAptqq ´ signpVnqq
“ signavω pτpK,χqq ´ signav1 pτpK,χqq.
It remains to prove the first statement, namely that the twisted Blanchfield pairing BlαˆχpMnq
is representable. In the previous paragraph, we showed that BlαˆχpBVnq “ BlαˆχpMnq ‘ . . . ‘
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BlαˆχpMnq. Since we know from Proposition 8.18 that BlαˆχpBVnq is representable, BlαˆχpMnq
is itself representable (BlαˆχpBVnq satisfies the signature condition of Corollary 5.15 and thus so
does BlαˆχpMnq) and thus the theorem is proved. 
We now prove Proposition 8.18; the strategy follows very closely [17, Section 5.2] which itself
is based on the proof of [6, Theorem 2.6].
Proof of Proposition 8.18. Consider the following diagram in which all homomorphisms are un-
derstood to be homomorphisms of Crt˘1s-modules:
(8.14)
LH2 //
Θ

H
B //
PD

H1pBVn; Λαˆχq
PD

//
Ω

0
H2pVn; Λαˆχq //
ev ˝κvv
H2pBVn; Λαˆχq
BS´1
HomΛpLH2,Λq#

H2pVn; Ωαˆχq
ev ˝κvv –
H1pBVn; Ωαˆχ{Λαˆχq
ev ˝κ
++
HomΛpLH2,Ωq#
–

H2pVn, BVn; Ωαˆχq OO
ev ˝κvv
H2pVn, BVn; Ωαˆχ{Λαˆχq
ev ˝κ
++
HomΛpH1pBVn; Λαˆχq,Ω{Λq#
B# 
HomΛpH,Ωq# // HomΛpH,Ω{Λq#.
To make the diagram more concise we have used the following shorthands:
‚ Λ “ Crt˘1s;
‚ LH2 “ LH2pVn;Crt˘1sαˆχq;
‚ H “ H2pVn, BVn;Crt˘1sαˆχq;
‚ Ω “ Cptq.
The top horizontal line of (8.14) is exact thanks to the long exact sequence of the pair pVn, BVnq
together with Lemma 8.17: exactness at the rightmost end is guaranteed by the first point
of Lemma 8.17, while exactness at the middle follows from the third point. In more details,
since H :“ H2pVn, BVn;Crt˘1sαˆχq is free, the image of H2pVn;Crt˘1sαˆχq in H is equal to the
image of LH2pVn;Crt˘1sαˆχq in H.
The top middle square commutes by duality. All the squares involving evaluation maps clearly
commute, while the upper left (resp. right) square commutes by definition of the intersection (resp.
Blanchfield) pairing. Finally, the middle rectangle anti -commutes thanks to [17, Lemma 5.4],
see [16, Appendix A] for a proof.
Inspired by (8.14), we define a pairing θ on H2pVn, BVn;Crt˘1sαˆχq by the composition
H2pVn, BVn;Crt˘1sαˆχq PDÝÝÑ H2pVn;Crt˘1sαˆχq Ñ H2pVn;Cptqαˆχq – H2pVn, BVn;Cptqαˆχq
Ñ HomCrt˘1spH2pVn, BVn;Crt˘1sαˆχq,Cptqq#,
where the third map is an isomorphism thanks to the fourth point of Lemma 8.17. The commu-
tativity of the diagram in equation (8.14) immediately implies the commutativity of
(8.15) LH2pVn;Crt˘1sαˆχq ˆ LH2pVn;Crt˘1sαˆχq
´λCrt˘1sαˆχ,Vn //

Crt˘1s

H2pVn, BVn;Crt˘1sαˆχq ˆH2pVn, BVn;Crt˘1sαˆχq ´θ //
BˆB
Cptq

H1pBVn;Crt˘1sαˆχq ˆH1pBVn;Crt˘1sαˆχq BlαˆχpBVnq // Cptq{Crt˘1s.
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We now pick bases in order to obtain matrices for the intersection form. Namely, choose any
basis C of LH2pVn;Crt˘1sαˆχq and endow HomCrt˘1spLH2pVn;Crt˘1sαˆχq,Crt˘1sq# with the cor-
responding dual basis C˚. Let Aptq denote the matrix of the Crt˘1s-intersection form λCrt˘1sαˆχ,Vn
with respect to these bases.
Next, we use C and C˚ to base H2pVn;Cptqαˆχq and HomCrt˘1spH2pVn;Cptqαˆχq,Cptqq#. In
other words, as claimed in the first part of Proposition 8.18, there are bases with respect to which
both λCptqαˆχ,Vn and λCrt˘1sαˆχ,Vn are represented by Aptq. Therefore to conclude the proof it
only remains to show that Aptq also represents the Blanchfield pairing on BVn.
With this aim in mind, we start by providing a basis for H2pVn, BVn;Crt˘1sαˆχq (which is free by
Lemma 8.17(b)). This will allow us to represent the inclusion induced map LH2pVn;Crt˘1sαˆχq Ñ
H2pVn, BVn;Crt˘1sαˆχq by a matrix. First, consider the following commutative diagram of Crt˘1s-
homomorphisms:
(8.16) LH2pVn;Crt˘1sαˆχq //
PD– 
H2pVn, BVn;Crt˘1sαˆχq
PD– 
LH2pVn, BVn;Crt˘1sαˆχq // H2pVn;Crt˘1sαˆχq
ev ˝κ– 
HomCrt˘1spLH2pVn;Crt˘1sαˆχq,Crt˘1sq#.
Here the bottom-right map is an isomorphism thanks to the second point of Lemma 8.17. We now
equip H2pVn, BVn;Crt˘1sαˆχq with the basis induced from C˚ and two isomorphisms in the right
column of diagram in (8.16). Arguing as in [17, Claim in Section 5.3], elementary linear algebra
shows that with respect to these bases, the map LH2pVn;Crt˘1sαˆχq Ñ H2pVn, BVn;Crt˘1sαˆχq is
represented by the matrix AptqT . Rewriting the commutative diagram of equation (8.15) in terms
of these bases, we obtain
Crt˘1sn ˆ Crt˘1sn pa,bqÞÑ´a
TAptqb# //
pa,bqÞÑpAptqT a,AptqT bq 
Crt˘1s

Crt˘1sn ˆ Crt˘1sn

pa,bqÞÑ´aTAptq´1b# // Cptq

H1pBVn;Crt˘1sαˆχq ˆH1pBVn;Crt˘1sαˆχq BlαˆχpBVnq // Cptq{Crt˘1s.
Here the middle horizontal map is determined by the top horizontal map, the vertical maps and
the commutativity. Since H1pVn;Crt˘1sαˆχq vanishes by the first point of Lemma 8.17, we deduce
that the Blanchfield pairing on H1pBVn;Crt˘1sαˆχq is represented by ´Aptq. This concludes the
proof of Proposition 8.18 and thus the proof of Theorem 8.14. 
8.5. Satellite formulas for metabelian Blanchfield forms. Given two knots K,P and an
unknotted curve η in the complement of P , we use P pK, ηq to denote the resulting satellite knot.
As described in Subsection 8.1, for a character H1pLnpP pK, ηqq;Zq Ñ Zm, there is an associated
metabelian representation αpn, χq : pi1pMP pK,ηqq Ñ GLnpCrt˘1sq. The goal of this subsection is
to apply the satellite formula of Theorem 7.11 to αpn, χq. On the level of signatures, the result is
reminiscent of Litherland’s description of the behavior of the Casson-Gordon invariants of satellite
knots [44, Theorem 2], but differs in the winding number zero case.
The composition H1pMK ;Zq – H1pXK ;Zq Ñ H1pMP pK,ηq;Zq – Z is given by multiplication
by w “ `kpη, P q. Thus, the corresponding cover of MK is disconnected and has |w| components
(if w “ 0, then the covering is trivial and so we temporarily disregard this case). Using tQ
(resp. tK) to denote the generator of the deck transformation group of the infinite cyclic cover
of MP pK,ηq (resp. MK), we note that twQ “ tK and consider the following inclusion induced map
(8.17) ι˚ :
|w|à
i“1
ti´1Q H1pMK ;Zrt˘1K sq – H1pMK ;Zrt˘1Q sq Ñ H1pMP pK,ηq;Zrt˘1Q sq.
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In order to obtain maps on the branched covers, we shall quotient both sides of (8.17) by tnQ ´ 1.
On the right hand side, the result is H1pLnpP pK, ηqq;Zq and so we focus on the left hand side.
Write h :“ gcdpw, nq and observe that tn{hK “ twn{hQ “ tlcmpn,wqQ “ 1 pmod tnQ ´ 1q. Thus, the
map i˚ of (8.17) descends to a map
hà
i“1
ti´1Q H1pLn{hpKq;Zq Ñ H1pLnpP pK, ηqq;Zq,
where we are thinking of H1pLn{hpKq;Zq as H1pMK ;Zrt˘1K sq{ptn{hK ´ 1q. From now on, we fix a
copy of H1pLn{hpKq;Zq in this direct sum once and for all. Using this copy, we obtain a map
(8.18) ιn : H1pLn{hpKq;Zq Ñ H1pLnpP pK, ηqq;Zq.
Since t
n{h
K ´1 “ 0 mod tnQ´1, the character χ descends to a character on each ti´1Q H1pLn{hpKq;Zq.
Thus, for i “ 1, . . . , h, the character χ gives rise to the following characters:
χi : H1pLn{hpKq;Zq Ñ S1
v ÞÑ χpti´1Q ιnpvqq.
We use µQ (resp. µK) to denote the meridian of MP pK,ηq (resp. MK). Then, just as in Subsec-
tion 8.1, we consider the following composition of canonical projections:
qQ : pi1pMP pK,ηqqp1q Ñ H1pMP pK,ηq;Zrt˘1Q sq Ñ H1pLnpP pK, ηqq;Zq.
Observe that µ´wQ η has trivial abelianization and therefore belongs to pi1pMP pK,ηqqp1q. The main
result of this section is the following.
Theorem 8.19. Let K,P be two knots in S3, let η be an unknotted curve in the complement of P
with meridian µη, let w “ lkpη, P q, let n ą 1 and set h “ gcdpn,wq.
‚ If w ‰ 0, then for any character χ : H1pLnpP pK, ηqq;Zq Ñ Zm of prime power order, the
metabelian representation αpn, χq is η-regular. Moreover,
(1) if w is divisible by n, then there exists an isometry of linking forms
Blαpn,χqpP pK, ηqq – Blαpn,χP qpP q ‘
nà
i“1
BlpKqpξχipqQpµ
´w
Q ηqq
m t
w{nq;
(2) if w is not divisible by n, then Blαpn,χqpP pK, ηqq is Witt equivalent to
Blαpn,χP qpP q ‘
hà
i“1
Blαpn{h,χiqpKqpξ
χipqQpµ´wQ ηqq
m t
w{hq.
‚ If w “ 0, then the representation αpn, χq is η-regular if and only if χipqQpµ´wK ηqq ‰ 0 for
each i “ 1, . . . , n. In this case, there exists an isometry of linking forms
Blαpn,χqpP pK, ηqq – Blαpn,χP qpP q.
On the level of averaged signatures, Theorem 8.19 is reminiscent of Litherland’s description of
the behavior of the Casson-Gordon invariants of satellite knots [44, Theorem 2].
Remark 8.20. Taking averaged signatures in Theorem 8.19 (and applying Proposition 5.7), we see
that when the winding number w is non-zero, our metabelian signatures behave in the same way as
the Casson-Gordon signatures do [44, Theorem 2]. On the other hand, when w “ 0, the behaviors
differ: namely we obtain σavP pK,ηq,αpn,χqpωq “ σavP,αpn,χP qpωq; the Levine-Tristram signatures of the
companion knot do not contribute, contrarily do Litherland’s formula. This can also be seen by
combining Theorem 8.14 with [44, Corollary 2].
Notice furthermore that Theorem 8.19 takes a particularly simple form for connected sums.
Indeed, in this case, we have w “ 1 (so h “ 1) as well as η “ µP so that we obtain the following
corollary.
Corollary 8.21. Let K,P be two knots. If χ : H1pLnpK#P q;Zq Ñ Zm is a character of prime
power order, then Blαpn,χqpK#P q is Witt equivalent to Blαpn,χP qpP q ‘ Blαpn,χKqpKq.
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The remainder of this subsection is devoted to the proof of Theorem 8.19. We start by proving
the η-regularity of αpn, χq.
Lemma 8.22. Let K,P be knots and let η Ă S3zP Ă MP be a simple closed curve. Choose a
character χ : H1pLnpP pK, ηqq;Zq Ñ Zm of finite order and let w “ lkpη, P q.
(1) If w ‰ 0, then αpn, χq is η-regular.
(2) For w “ 0, αpn, χq is η-regular if and only if χipqQpµ´wK ηqq ‰ 0 for each i “ 1, . . . , n.
Proof. Notice that in MP pK,ηq, the meridian µη of η is identified with the zero-framed longi-
tude of K. In particular, since the longitude of K is contained in pi1pS3zN pKqqp2q, it follows
that µη P pi1pMP pK,ηqqp2q. Therefore, since the representation αpn, χq is metabelian, we deduce
that αpn, χqpµηq “ 1.
It remains to show that det pαpn, χqpηq ´ idq ‰ 0. For a1, . . . , an in Crt˘1s, define diagpa1, . . . , anq
to be the diagonal matrix with the ai on its main diagonal. The second assertion will quickly follow
from the following observation:
Claim. Set D “ diagpa1, a2, . . . , anq and Anptq “
˜ 0 1 ¨¨¨ 0
...
...
...
...
0 0 ¨¨¨ 1
t 0 ¨¨¨ 0
¸
. For k P Z and h “ gcdpn, kq, the
following equality holds:
det
`
AnptqkD ´ id
˘ “ #pa1 ´ 1q ¨ ¨ ¨ pan ´ 1q if k “ 0,˘śhi“1p1´ tk{haiai`h ¨ ¨ ¨ ai`k´hq if k ‰ 0.
Proof. If k “ 0, then the claim is clear. We therefore assume that k ‰ 0. If h ‰ 1, then a
computation using the definition of Anptq implies that there is a permutation matrix Bn,k such that
Bn,k
`
AnptqkD ´ id
˘
B´1n,k “
hà
i“1
´
An{hptqk{h diagpai, ai`h, . . .q ´ id
¯
.
We can therefore restrict our attention to the case h “ 1. In this case, elementary row operations
can be used to kill the entries below the diagonal. Eventually, we end up with a matrix with zeros
below the main diagonal and the following entries on the main diagonal:
´1,´1, . . . ,´1loooooooomoooooooon
n´1
,´1` a1a2 ¨ ¨ ¨ antk.
Thus, the determinant is equal to p´1qn´1pa1a2 ¨ ¨ ¨ antk´1q, concluding the proof of the claim. 
Use φ : pi1pMP pK,ηqq Ñ Z to denote the abelianization map. We will apply the claim to k “
φpηq “ w and ai “ χipqQpµ´wQ ηqq. If w ‰ 0, then the claim implies that det pαpn, χqpηq ´ idq ‰ 0,
proving the first assertion. If w “ 0, then the claim implies that det pαpn, χqpηq ´ idq ‰ 0 if and
only if none of the ai is equal to 1. This concludes the proof of the second assertion and therefore
the proof of the lemma. 
We now suppose that αpn, χq is η-regular (this is automatic for w ‰ 0). Thus αpn, χq re-
stricts to representations αpn, χqK and αpn, χqP “ αpn, χP q on the fundamental groups of MP
and MK . Before applying Theorem 7.11 to obtain a decomposition of Blαpn,χqpMP pK,ηqq, we start
by studying αpn, χqK . The next remark leads to the main idea in this process.
Remark 8.23. Set G :“ Z nH1pLnpP pK, ηqq;Zq. Recall from Subsection 8.1 that the metabelian
representation αpn, χq : pi1pMP pK,ηqq Ñ GLnpCrt˘1sq is defined as the composition of the maprρQ : pi1pMP pK,ηqq Ñ G of (8.2) with the representation γQpn, χq : G Ñ GLnpCrt˘1sq described
in (8.1). Recalling the definition of ι˚ from (8.17) as well as the definition of ιn from (8.18), the
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inclusion map S3zN pKq Ñ MP pK,ηq gives rise to the following commutative diagram:
(8.19) pi1pS3zN pKqq ι //

rρK,Q
))
pi1pMP pK,ηqq
 rρQ
uu
Z nH1pMK ;Zrt˘1K sq //

Z nH1pMP pK,ηq;Zrt˘1Q sq

Z n
Àh
i“1 t
i´1
Q H1pLn{hpKq;Zq //
proj0		
Z nH1pLnpQq;Zq
Z nH1pLn{hpKq;Zq,
ιn
33
incl0
JJ
where proj0pt`Q, px1, tQx2, . . . , th´1Q xhqq “ pt`Q, x1q and incl0pt`Q, xq “ pt`Q, px, 0, . . . , 0qq. Since αpn, χqK “
αpn, χq˝ι “ γQpn, χq˝rρQ˝ι “ γQpn, χq˝ιn˝rρK,Q, we must study the restriction of γQpn, χq toH1 :“
impιnq. We shall denote this restriction by resGH1 γQpn, χq. Next, set H2 :“ nZˆH1pLnpQq;Zq and
recall from Remark 8.5 that γQpn, χq is isomorphic to the induced representation indGH ρQpn, χq.
Thus, in order to understand αpn, χqK , we must study
resGH1 ind
G
H2 ρQpn, χq.
Remark 8.23 calls for an application of Mackey’s induction formula. In order to recall this
result, we start with a group G and two subgroups H1, H2 Ă G. For any a P G, there is a double
pH1, H2q-coset H1aH2 :“ th1ah2 | h1 P H1, h2 P H2u Ă G. It is easy to see that H1aH2 “ H1bH2
if and only if there are h1 P H1 and h2 P H2 such that a “ h1bh2. Denote the set of double
pH1, H2q-cosets by H1zG{H2. If a P G and ρ is a representation of H2, then we will denote by aρ
the representation of aH2a
´1 given by the formula aρpxq “ ρpa´1xaq.
With these notations, Mackey’s formula reads as follows; see [18, Theorem 10.13].
Theorem 8.24. Let G be a group and let H1, H2 Ă G be finite index subgroups. If ρ is a
representation of H2, then we have
resGH1 ind
G
H2pρq “
à
H1aH2
indH1
aH2a´1XH1 res
aH2a
´1
aH2a´1XH1paρq,
where the sum is taken over all H1aH2 P H1zG{H2.
We will now apply Mackey’s formula to the group G “ Z n H1pLnpP pK, ηqq;Zq and to the
subgroups H2 “ nZ ˆH1pLnpP pK, ηqq;Zq and H1 “ Impιnq. In order to carry this out, we need
slight generalizations of our metabelian representations. Let J be an arbitrary knot. Given a
complex number θ P S1 and an integer ` P Z, we consider the representation
γJpn, χ, θ, `q : Z nH1pLnpKq;Zq Ñ GLnpCrt˘1sq
ptaQ, xq ÞÑ
¨˚
˚˚˚˚
˝
0 1 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0
0 0 1 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0
...
...
...
...
0 0 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 1
θt` 0 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0
‹˛‹‹‹‹‚
a ¨˚
˚˝˚˚ξ
χpxq
m 0 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0
0 ξ
χptJ ¨xq
m 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0
...
...
...
...
0 0 0 0 ξ
χptn´1J ¨xq
m
‹˛‹‹‹‚.(8.20)
By definition of this representation, we have the equality γJpn, χ, 1, 1q “ γJpn, χq. Next, we
generalize the representation ρJpn, χq by considering the representation
ρJpn, χ, θ, `q : nZˆH1pLnpJq;Zq Ñ Crt˘1s(8.21)
ptnkJ , xq ÞÑ pθt`qk ¨ ξχpxqm .
Just as for the representation γJpn, χ, θ, `q, we observe that ρJpn, χ, 1, 1q “ ρJpn, χq. Furthermore,
generalizing Remark 8.5, we also have the induction formula
indGH ρJpn, χ, θ, `q “ γJpn, χ, θ, `q.
The following lemma gathers some results for our application of Mackey’s formula.
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Lemma 8.25. The following assertions hold:
(1) Every double pH1, H2q-coset is equal to H1ptiQ, 0qH2, for some 1 ď i ď h.
(2) H2 is a normal subgroup of G.
(3) For any ptkQ, xq P G and any 1 ď i ď h, we have
tiQρQpn, χ, θ, `qptkQ, xq “ ρQpn, χi, θ, `qptkQ, xq.
(4) For any ptn{hK , xq P H1 XH2, we have
resH2H2XH1 ρQpn, χ, θ, `qptn{hK , xq “ ρKpn{h, χ, θw{hξ
χpqQpµ´wK ηqq
m , `w{hqptn{hK , xq.
Proof. Given g “ ptdQ, xq in G, we study the pH1, H2q-coset H1gH2. We write h “ gcdpn,wq as
h “ an`bw as well as d “ hs`r, for some 0 ď r ď h´1. Furthermore, for x P H1pLnpP pK, ηqq;Zq,
we set νpptQq “ t´p`1Q ` t´p`2Q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` t´1Q ` 1. A computation now shows that
ptdQ, xq “ ptwQ, qQpµ´wK ηqqbsptrQ, 0qptasnQ , x´ t´r´asnQ νwbsptQqqQpµ´wK ηqq.
To show that the right hand side belongs toH1ptrQ, 0qH2, we only need to prove that ptwQ, qQpµ´wK ηqq
belongs to H1 “ impinq. This follows from the diagram in (8.19) which implies that
ptwQ, qQpµ´wK ηqq “ rρQpµwKpµ´wK ηq “ rρQpιpµKqq “ ιnprρK,QpµKqq “ ιnptK , 0q.
The second assertion is a consequence of the definition of the group law on G. We now prove the
third assertion. Given ptkQ, xq P G and 0 ď i ď h ´ 1, we apply successively the definition of aρ,
the group law in G and the definition of χi to obtain the desired equality:
tiQρQpn, χ, θ, `qptkQ, xq “ ρQpn, χ, θ, `qppt´iQ , 0qptkQ, xqptiQ, 0qq
“ ρQpn, χ, θ, `qptkQ, t´iQ ¨ xq
“ ρQpn, χi, θ, `qptkQ, xq.
To prove the fourth assertion, we first note that H2 X H1 “ im
´
ιn|pn{hqZˆH1pLn{hpKq;Zq
¯
. Next,
using the relation ιnptK , 0q “ ptwQ, qQpµ´wK ηqq and the definition of ρpn, χ, θ, `q, we obtain´
resH2H2XH1 ρQpn, χ, θ, wq
¯
ptn{hK , 0q “ ρQpn, χ, θ, `qptwn{hQ , qQpµ´wK ηqq
“ pθt`qw{hξχpqQpµ´wK ηqqm
“ ρKpn{h, χ, θw{hξχpqQpµ
´w
K ηqq
m , `w{hqqptn{hK , 0q.
To get the equality for arbitrary elements ptn{hK , xq P H1 XH2, note that the value of both homo-
morphisms on p1, xq is ξχpιnpxqqm . This concludes the proof of the lemma. 
Lemma 8.25 is now used to apply Mackey’s theorem to our setting.
Proposition 8.26. Use γQpn, χqK to denote the restriction of γQpn, χq to Z nH1pLn{hpKq,Zq.
There exists an isomorphism of representations
γQpn, χqK –
hà
i“1
γKpn{h, χi, ξχipqQpµ
´w
K ηqq
m , w{hq.
Proof. Since we saw in Remark 8.23 that γpn, χqK “ resGH1 indGH2 ρQpn, χq, our goal is to apply
Mackey’s formula to ρQpn, χq “ ρQpn, χ, 1, 1q. For the remainder of the proof, we write ρ as
a shorthand for ρQpn, χ, θ, χq. Using consecutively Theorem 8.24 (as well as the first item of
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Lemma 8.25), and then the second, third and fourth items of Lemma 8.25, we obtain
resGH1 ind
G
H2pρq “
hà
i“1
indH1H2XH1 res
H2
H2XH1pt
i
Qρq
“
hà
i“1
indH1H2XH1 res
H2
H2XH1pρQpn, χi, θ, `qq
“
hà
i“1
indH1H2XH1 ρKpn{h, χi, θw{hξ
χipqQpµ´wK ηqq
m , `w{hqq.
Since H2XH1 “ im
´
ιn|pn{hqZˆH1pLn{hpKq;Zq
¯
, observe that indGH1XH2 ρKpn, χ, θ, `q “ γKpn, χ, θ, `q.
Additionally, recall that γQpn, χqK “ resGH1 indGH2 ρQpn, χ, 1, 1q and γQpn, χq “ γQpn, χ, 1, 1q.
Therefore taking θ “ 1 and ` “ 1 in the previous computation, we obtain
γQpn, χqK “ resGH1 indGH2pρQpn, χqq “
hà
i“1
γKpn{h, χi, ξχipqQpµ
´w
K ηqq
m , w{hq.
This concludes the proof of the proposition. 
Next, we return to Blanchfield pairings. Namely, we discuss the effect of the representa-
tion γQpn, χ, θ, `q on the variable t of the metabelian Blanchfield pairing.
Remark 8.27. Recall from Subsection 8.1 that for any knot J , the representation αJpn, χq is ob-
tained by precomposing the representation γJpn, χq : Z nH1pLnpJq;Zq Ñ GLnpCrt˘1sq with the
map rρJ : pi1pMJq Ñ Z n H1pLnpJq;Zq. We shall adopt the same convention for γJpn, χ, θ, `q,
thus obtaining a representation αJpn, χ, θ, `q of pi1pMJq. Since γJpn, χ, θ, `q can be obtained
from γJpn, χq via the substitution t ÞÑ θt`, it follows that Blαpn,χ,θ,`qpJqptq “ Blαpn,χqpJqpθt`q.
Returning to satellite knots, recall from Remark 8.23 that the Blanchfield pairing Blαpn,χqK pKq
is obtained by precomposing the representation γQpn, χqK : Z nH1pLn{hpKq;Zq Ñ GLnpCrt˘1sq
with the map rρK,Q : pi1pMKq Ñ Z n H1pLn{hpKq;Zq. Thus, applying Proposition 8.26 and Re-
mark 8.27, we obtain the following isometry of linking forms:
(8.22) Blαpn,χqK pKqptq –
hà
i“1
BlαKpn{h,χqpKqpχipqQpµ´wK ηqqtw{hq.
Using this isometry, we can now prove Theorem 8.19.
Proof of Theorem 8.19. First of all, note that Lemma 8.22 ensures that αpn, χq is η-regular.
We can therefore apply the satellite formula of Theorem 7.11 to each of the cases which we
shall now distinguish.
We first assume that w ‰ 0. As αpn, χq is η-regular, it restricts to representations αpn, χqK
and αpn, χqP on pi1pMKq and pi1pMP q. We consider two cases.
Case 1. If w is divisible by n, then αpn, χqK is abelian and is isomorphic to Àni“1 ξχim b φw{nK ,
where ξχim is understood as the character mapping the meridian µK to ξ
χipqQpµ´wQ ηqq
m . As a conse-
quence, (8.22) and Corollary 7.14 provide the desired isometry of linking forms:
Blαpn,χqpP pK, ηqq – Blαpn,χP qpP q ‘
nà
i“1
BlpKqpξχipqQpµ´wK ηqqm tw{nq.
Case 2. If w is not divisible by n, then (8.22) and Theorem 7.11 imply that Blαpn,χqpP pK, ηqq
is Witt equivalent to
Blαpn,χP qpP q ‘
hà
i“1
BlαKpn{h,χiqpKqpξχipqQpµ
´w
K ηqq
m t
w{hq.
Next, we assume that w “ 0. As the abelianization map φ : H1pMP pK,ηq;Zq Ñ Z restricts to the
zero map on H1pMK ;Zq, it follows that αpn, χqK is abelian. More precisely, αpn, χqK –Àni“1 ξχim ,
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where ξχim is understood as the character mapping µK to ξ
χipqQpηqq
m . As a consequence, we obtain
the isomorphism
H˚pMK ;Crt˘1snαpn,χqq –
nà
i“1
H1pMK ;Crt˘1sξχim q –
nà
i“1
H1pMK ;Cξχim q bC Crt˘1s.
The dimension of H1pMK ;Cξχim q is equal to ηKpξχipqQpηqqm q, the nullity of K evaluated at the unit
complex number ξ
χipqQpηqq
m “ ξχpt
i´1
Q qQpηqq
m . This value is non-zero if and only if the Alexander poly-
nomial satisfies ∆Kpξχpt
i´1
Q qQpηqq
m q “ 0. Since the character χ has prime power order; this can never
happen [20, proof of Proposition 3.3] and we therefore deduce that H˚pMK ;Crt˘1snαpn,χqq “ 0.
Applying Corollary 7.14 now provides the desired isometry :
Blαpn,χqpP pK, ηqq – Blαpn,χP qpP q.
This concludes the proof of the theorem. 
9. Metabelian Blanchfield forms of (iterated) torus knots
In this section, we use the algorithm described in [49, 56] in order to compute metabelian
Blanchfield forms of the torus knots T2,2k`1, for k ą 0. In Subsection 9.1, we recall the chain
complex computation of the Blanchfield pairing which is due to Powell [56], in Subsections 9.2
and 9.3, we use this algorithm on metabelian Blanchfield pairings of T2,2k`1, in Subsection 9.4,
we determine the isometry type of these linking forms, and in Subsection 9.5, we recover results
on the non sliceness of some linear combinations of algebraic knots. Throughout this section, we
will be working with the diagram of T2,2k`1 depicted in Figure 1.
x1
x2
x3
x4
x2k`1
x1 x2
x1
a
Figure 1. A diagram of T2,2k`1 together with generators of the knot group.
Arrows indicate orientation of the respective meridian when going under the knot.
The blue loop is a “ x2kx2k`1 “ x1x2.
9.1. The chain complex computation of the Blanchfield pairing. We briefly recall Powell’s
algorithm to compute the Blanchfield pairing [56]. We then discuss the example we wish to study
and the steps that must be followed to perform Powell’s algorithm.
In [57], Powell defines twisted Blanchfield pairings for arbitrary 3-dimensional symmetric chain
complexes. When N is a closed oriented 3-manifold and β : pi1pNq Ñ GLdpFrt˘1sq is a unitary
acyclic representation, his definition yields a non-singular linking form
BlβpNq : H2pN ;Frt˘1sdβq ˆH2pN ;Frt˘1sdβq Ñ Fptq{Frt˘1s
on the twisted cohomology of N . Instead of recalling the definition of this pairing, we focus on
the algorithm described in [49] to compute it, and take the result as our definition of BlβpNq.
Use rN to denote the universal cover of N and let pC˚p rNq, B˚q be the resulting cochain complex
of left Zrpi1pNqs-modules. It is well known that the Poincare´ duality isomorphisms H3´˚p rN ;Zq Ñ
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H˚p rN ;Zq arise from chain homotopy equivalences C3´˚p rNq Ñ C˚p rNq. In particular, we obtain a
map Φ: C2p rNq Ñ C1p rNq. Passing to twisted chain complexes, B˚ and Φ induce maps
βpB˚q : C˚pN ;Frt˘1sdβq Ñ C˚`1pN ;Frt˘1sdβq,
βpΦq : C2pN ;Frt˘1sdβq Ñ C1pN ;Frt˘1sdβq.
For later use, we also recall that matrices are assumed to act on row vectors from the right
and that the cohomological differentials are determined by the homological differentials via the
formula βpBiq “ p´1qiβpBiq#T .
The following definition is due to Powell [57] (see also [49]).
Definition 9.1. Let N be a closed oriented 3-manifold and let β : pi1pNq Ñ GLdpFrt˘1sq be a
unitary acyclic representation. The cohomological twisted Blanchfield is defined as
BlβpNq : H2pN ;Frt˘1sdβq ˆH2pN ;Frt˘1sdβq Ñ Fptq{Frt˘1s
prvs, rwsq ÞÑ 1
s
`
v ¨ βpΦq ¨ Z#T ˘#T ,(9.1)
where v, w P C2pN ;Frt˘1sdβq and Z P C1pN ;Frt˘1sdβq satisfies ZβpB2q “ sw for some s P Frt˘1szt0u.
The cohomological twisted Blanchfield pairing is isometric to the twisted Blanchfield pairing
from Definition 6.2. Indeed, recalling that PD denotes Poincare´ duality on the (co)homological
level, [49, Proposition 5.3] implies that for x, y P H1pN ;Frt˘1sdβq, the pairings are related by
BlβpNqpx, yq “ BlβpNqpPDpxq, PDpyqq.
The goal of the next two subsections is to use Definition 9.1 to understand the (signatures of the)
metabelian Blanchfield pairings Blαp2,χqpT2,2k`1q: in Subsection 9.2, we will compute pi1pMT2,2k`1q
and C˚pĂMT2,2k`1q, and in Subsection 9.3 we focus on H2pMT2,2k`1 ;Frt˘1s2αpn,χqq and βpΦq.
9.2. The chain complex of the universal cover. In this subsection, we explicitly describe the
chain complex of the universal cover of the 0-framed surgery MT2,2k`1 .
We start by providing a presentation for the fundamental group of MT2,2k`1 . Such a presentation
can be computed from the knot group once a word for the longitude of T2,2k`1 is known. Using
Figure 1, a Wirtinger presentation of the fundamental group of the complement of T2,2k`1 is
pi :“ pi1pS3zT2,2k`1q “ xx1, x2, . . . , x2k`1 | r1, r2, . . . , r2ky,
where ri “ xixi`1x´1i`2x´1i`1 and the indices are taken mod 2k ` 1. The next lemma describes an
explicit isomorphism from pi to a simple presentation. While the statement is very well known,
we give a proof, because we will use it to describe the presentation of the fundamental group of
the zero-framed surgery on a torus knot.
Lemma 9.2. There exists an isomorphism φ : pi Ñ G :“ xa, b | a2k`1b2y such that
φpx2pk´sq`1q “ aspakbq´1a´s, 0 ď s ď k,
φpx2pk´sqq “ aspak`1bqa´s, 0 ď s ď k ´ 1.
Proof. We first prove that pi is generated by x2k and x2k`1. Notice that the relation ri implies
that the equality xixi`1 “ xi`1xi`2 holds. As a consequence, we obtain xixi`1 “ xi`sxi`s`1 for
any i and s and, applying this formula recursively, we obtain
x2k´1
r2k´1“ x2kx2k`1x´12k ,
x2k´2
r2k´2“ x2k´1x2kx´12k´1 “ px2kx2k`1qx2kpx2kx2k`1q´1,
x2k´3
r2k´3“ x2k´2x2k´1x´12k´2
“ px2kx2k`1x2kx´12k`1x´12k qpx2kx2k`1x´12k qpx2kx2k`1x´12k x´12k`1x´12k q
“ px2kx2k`1qx2kx2k`1x´12k px2kx2k`1q´1.
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As a consequence, we eliminate the generators x1, x2, . . . , x2k´1 and the relations r1, r2, . . . , r2k´1
since we have the following equalities:
x2pk´sq`1 “ px2kx2k`1qs´1x2kx2k`1x´12k px2kx2k`1q´s`1, 1 ď s ď k,
x2pk´sq “ px2kx2k`1qsx2k`1px2kx2k`1qs, 1 ď s ď k ´ 1.
Reformulating, we have proved that pi is indeed generated by x2k and x2k`1 and we have obtained
the presentation pi “ xx2k, x2k`1 | r12ky, where
r12k “ x2kx2k`1x´11 x´12k`1 “ x2kx2k`1px2kx2k`1qk´1x2kx´12k`1x´12k px2kx2k`1q´k`1x´12k`1
“ px2kx2k`1qkx2kpx2kx2k`1q´kx´12k`1.
Using this presentation of pi, it is now straightforward to verify that φ : pi Ñ G is a group isomor-
phism, where the inverse is defined by setting φ´1paq “ x2kx2k`1 and φ´1pbq “ px´12k`1x´12k qkx´12k`1.
This concludes the proof of the lemma. 
As a consequence, we can describe the fundamental group of the 0-framed surgery on T2,2k`1.
Lemma 9.3. The fundamental group of the 0-surgery on T2,2k`1 admits the following presentation:
(9.2) G0 “ xa, b | a2k`1b2, pakbq2k`1a2k`1pakbq2k`1y.
Proof. Let pµ, λq be the meridian-longitude pair of T2,2k`1 expressed in words of pi. Using van
Kampen’s theorem, to prove the proposition, it suffices to show that φpλq “ pakbq2k`1a2k`1pakbq2k`1,
where φ is the isomorphism described in Lemma 9.2. Working with the Wirtinger presentation
arising from Figure 1, we choose pµ, λq as follows:
µ “ x2k`1, λ “ x´2k´12k`1 x1x3x5 ¨ ¨ ¨x2k`1x2x4 ¨ ¨ ¨x2k.
Next, the definition of φ gives φpx1x3 ¨ ¨ ¨x2k`1q “ akpb´1a´k´1qk`1a “ a2k`1pa´k´1b´1qk`1a´k
and φpx2x4 . . . x2kq “ akpakbqk. Since the relation a2k`1b2 “ 1 holds, we have a´k´1b´1 “ akb,
we deduce that φpx1x3 ¨ ¨ ¨x2k`1x2 ¨ ¨ ¨x2kq “ a2k`1pakbq2k`1, and the lemma is now concluded by
recalling the definition of λ. 
In order to obtain a description of C˚pĂMT2,2k`1q, we need some additional terminology.
Definition 9.4 ([57, Definition 3.7]). Let xx1, x2, . . . , xn | r1, r2, . . . , rmy be a presentation for a
group G, let F be the free group generated by x1, . . . , xn and let P be the free group generated
by ρ1, . . . , ρm. Define a homomorphism ψ : F ˚ P Ñ G by the formulas ψpxiq “ xi, ψpρjq “ rj .
An identity of the presentation is a word in kerpψq that can be written as a product of words of
the form wρjw
´1, where w lies in F , 1 ď j ď m and  “ ˘1.
The next lemma will be useful to compute Φ: C2pĂMT2,2k`1q Ñ C1pĂMT2,2k`1q.
Lemma 9.5. Set r “ a2k`1b2, λ “ pakbq2k`1a2k`1pakbq2k`1 and µ “ pakbq´1. The following
equality is satisfied in the free group F generated by a and b:
µλµ´1λ´1 “ “µ´2kak‰ r “µ´2kak‰´1 µ´2k´1r´1µ2k`1.
Furthermore, if P denotes the free group on ρ1, ρ2 and if we define ψ : F ˚ P Ñ G0 by ψpρ1q “ r
and ψpρ2q “ λ, then the following word is an identity for the presentation (9.2) of G0:
(9.3) R “ µρ2µ´1ρ´12 µ´2k´1ρ1µ2k`1
`
µ´2kak
˘
ρ´11
`
µ´2kak
˘´1
.
Proof. The proof of the first assertion is a direct computation:
µλµ´1λ´1 “ pakbq2ka3k`1ba´2k´1pakbq´2k´1
“ “pakbq2k`1ak‰ pa2k`1b2qbpb´2a´2k´1qpakbq´2k´1
“ “µ´2k´1ak‰ r “µ´2k´1ak‰´1 “µ´2k´1ak‰ bµ2k`1µ´2k´1r´1µ2k`1
“ “µ´2kak‰ r “µ´2kak‰´1 µ´2k´1r´1µ2k`1.
The second assertion follows from the definition of an identity of a presentation. 
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We now provide a description for the chain complex of the universal cover of MT2,2k`1 .
Proposition 9.6. The cellular chain complex for the universal cover of the zero-surgery MT2,2k`1
is given by the ZrG0s-module chain complex ZrG0s B3ÝÑ ZrG0s2 B2ÝÑ ZrG0s2 B1ÝÑ ZrG0s, where the
differentials are described by the following formulas:
B3 “
`
µ´2k´1 ´ µ´2k ¨ ak µ´ 1˘ ,
B2 “
˜
Bpa2k`1b2q
Ba
Bpa2k`1b2q
BbBλ0Ba
Bλ0Bb
¸
,
B1 “
`
a´ 1 b´ 1˘T .
Moreover, if Φ: C2pĂMT2,2k`1q Ñ C1pĂMT2,2k`1q denotes the chain map representing Poincare´ dual-
ity, then
(9.4) Φ “
˜
µ2k`1 ¨ Bpµ´2k´1qBa ´ a´k ¨ µ2k ¨ Bpµ
´2k¨akq
Ba µ
2k`1 ¨ Bpµ´2k´1qBb ´ a´k ¨ µ2k ¨ Bpµ
´2k¨akq
Bb
µ´1 ¨ BµBa µ´1 ¨ BµBb
¸
.
Proof. The formulas for B1 and B2 are well known. To compute the last differential, note that
by [62], B3 is expressible in terms of BRBρ1 and BRBρ2 via the fomula
B3 “ p BRBρ1 BRBρ1 q .
To obtain Φ, we use the formula discussed after the proof of Theorem 3.15 in [49], see also [62]. 
In fact, in later computations, we will need the explicit formulas for the Bi and, for this reason,
we record the following computations which only require Fox calculus:
Bpa2k`1b2q
Ba “ 1` a` a
2 ` . . .` a2k,
Bpa2k`1b2q
Bb “ a
2k`1p1` bq,
Bλ0
Ba “ p1` pa
kbq2k`1a2k`1qBpa
kbq2k`1
Ba ` pa
kbq2k`1p1` a` a2 ` . . .` a2kq,
Bλ0
Bb “ p1` pa
kbq2k`1a2k`1qBpa
kbq2k`1
Bb ,
Bpakbq2k`1
Ba “ p1` a
kb` pakbq2 ` . . .` pakbq2kqp1` a` a2 ` . . .` ak´1q,
Bpakbq2k`1
Bb “ p1` a
kb` pakbq2 ` . . .` pakbq2kqak.
9.3. Blanchfield forms twisted by dihedral representations. In this subsection, we use
Powell’s algorithm to compute metabelian Blanchfield pairings of T2,2k`1.
Use L2pT2,2k`1q to denote the double cover of S3 branched along T2,2k`1 and let ξ “ ξ2k`1
be a primitive root of unity of order 2k ` 1. Recall from Subsection 8.1 that for every character
χ : H1pL2pT2,2k`1q;Zq Ñ Z2k`1, there is a metabelian representation
αp2, χq : pi1pMT2,2k`1q Ñ GL2pCrt˘1sq.
Since pi1pMT2,2k`1q – G0 has a simple presentation (with the meridians x2k, x2k`1 as generators)
and since L2pT2,2k`1q is a lens space, the representation αp2, χq can be described quite explicitly.
This is the goal of the next few paragraphs.
As H1pL2pT2,2k`1q;Zq – Z2k`1, characters χ : H1pL2pT2,2k`1q;Zq Ñ Z2k`1 are determined by
the image of a generator. We shall use x2k and x2k`1 to describe such a generator explicitly. We
start by producing generators of the Alexander module of T2,2k`1. Since the abelianization map
Ab: G0 – pi1pMT2,2k`1q Ñ Z
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sends x2k and x2k`1 to 1, the commutator subgroup G
p1q
0 “ rG0, G0s consists of words in x2k, x2k`1
such that the sum of the exponents is zero. In particular, x2kx
´1
2k`1 P Gp1q0 and it is easy to
check that G
p1q
0 is normally generated by x2kx
´1
2k`1. Therefore, the image of x2kx
´1
2k`1 generates
the Alexander module H1pMK ;Zrt˘1sq “ Gp1q0 {Gp2q0 as a Zrt˘1s-module. In order to describe a
generator of H1pL2pT2,2k`1q;Zq – Z2k`1, consider the projection
q : G
p1q
0 Ñ H1pMK ;Zrt˘1sq Ñ H1pL2pT2,2k`1q;Zq
Since the image of x2kx
´1
2k`1 generates the Alexander module, it follows that qpx2kx´12k`1q generates
H1pL2pT2,2k`1q;Zq. As a consequence, the 2k ` 1 characters H1pL2pT2,2k`1q;Zq Ñ Z2k`1 can be
described by imposing that
χθ : H1pL2pT2,2k`1q;Zq Ñ Z2k`1
satisfies χθpqpx2kx´12k`1qq “ θ for θ “ 0, . . . , 2k.
We shall now use these observations to compute the value of the metabelian representa-
tion ρθ :“ αp2, χθq on the generators a and b of G0. Using (8.1), we have ρθpx2kx´12k`1q “
´
ξθ 0
0 ξ´θ
¯
and ρθpx2k`1q “ p 0 1t 0 q, and we therefore obtain
ρθpx2kq “
ˆ
0 1
t 0
˙ˆ
ξθ 0
0 ξ´θ
˙
“
ˆ
0 ξ´θ
tξθ 0
˙
.
Next, recall from Lemma 9.2 that the generators a and b of G0 are related to the generators x2k
and x2k`1 by the formulas a “ φpx2kx2k`1q and b “ φpx´12k`1x´12k qkx´12k`1. As a consequence, the
metabelian representation ρθ is entirely described by
ρθpaq “
ˆ
tξ´θ 0
0 tξθ
˙
,
ρθpbq “
ˆ
0 t´k´1ξk¨θ
t´kξ´k¨θ 0
˙
.
We can now work towards the description of the module H2pMT2,2k`1 ;Crt˘1s2ρθ q which supports
the cohomological Blanchfield pairing. Consider the polynomials Pkptq “ 1 ` t ` t2 ` . . . ` tk
and Rηptq “ t ` t´1 ´ 2 Repηq, for η P S1. The latter polynomial is the basic polynomial from
Example 2.6. Furthermore, we shall also need the following symmetric polynomial:
∆θptq “ t´kP2kptq
Rξθ ptq “
kź
i“1
i‰θ
Rξiptq.
The next lemma describes the cohomology Crt˘1s-module H2pMT2,2k`1 ;Crt˘1s2ρθ q.
Proposition 9.7. The module H2pMT2,2k`1 ;Crt˘1s2ρθ q is isomorphic to Crt˘1s{p∆θptqq and admits
a generator rv2s P H2pMT2,2k`1 ;Crt˘1s2ρθ q such that
Blρθ pT2,2k`1qprv2s, rv2sq “
1
2 pt2k`1ξkθ ´ tk`1 ´ tk ` ξpk`1qθqpt´2k´1 ` 1q
t´kP2kptq .
Proof. Since H2pMT2,2k`1 ;Crt˘1s2ρθ q is equal to the quotient kerpB3#
T q{ impB2#T q, we first com-
pute kerpB3#T q, before studying impB2#T q. First of all, note that ρθpµq “ ρθpx2k`1q “ p 0 1t 0 q.
Using this computation and looking back to the definition of B3 (Proposition 9.6), we deduce that
ρθpB3q “
ˆ´ξ´kθ t´k´1 ´1 1
t´k ´ξkθ t ´1
˙
.
The differential ρθpB3q#T has rank two, hence kerpρθpB3q#T q is 2-dimensional. In fact, we claim
that the kernel of ρθpB3q#T is freely generated by
v1 “
`
t´kξ´kθ, t´2k´1, ξ´kθP2kpt´1q, ξ´kθP2kpt´1q
˘
,
v2 “
´
0, t´1 ´ 1, ξpk`1qθ ´ tk`1, ξ´kθ ´ tk
¯
.
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Indeed, it is easy to check that v1 ¨ ρθpB3q#T “ v2 ¨ ρθpB3q#T “ 0 and that v1 and v2 are lin-
early independent. We now turn to impρθpB2q#T q. We first compute ρθpB2q#T , then find a basis
for C1pMT2,2k`1 ;Crt˘1s2ρθ q and finally compute the image. To obtain the first line of ρθpB2q, we
compute the Fox derivatives of r “ a2k`1b2:
ρθ
ˆBr
Ba
˙
“
ˆ
P2kptξ´θq 0
0 P2kptξθq
˙
,
ρθ
ˆBr
Bb
˙
“
ˆ
t2k`1 tkξkθ
tk`1ξ´kθ t2k`1
˙
.
In order to obtain the second line of ρθpB2q, we first compute
ρθ
ˆBpakbq
Ba
˙
“
ˆ
Pk´1ptξ´θq 0
0 Pk´1ptξθq
˙
,
ρθ
ˆBpakbq
Bb
˙
“
ˆ
tkξ´kθ 0
0 tkξkθ
˙
,
ρθ
ˆBpakbq2k`1
Ba
˙
“
ˆ
Pkpt´1q t´1Pk´1pt´1q
Pk´1pt´1q Pkpt´1q
˙
¨
ˆ
Pk´1ptξ´θq 0
0 Pk´1ptξθq
˙
“
ˆ
Pkpt´1qPk´1ptξ´θq t´1Pk´1pt´1qPk´1ptξθq
Pk´1pt´1qPk´1ptξ´θq Pkpt´1qPk´1ptξθq
˙
,
ρ
ˆBpakbq2k`1
Bb
˙
“
ˆ
Pkpt´1q t´1Pk´1pt´1q
Pk´1pt´1q Pkpt´1q
˙
¨
ˆ
tkξ´kθ 0
0 tkξkθ
˙
“
ˆ
Pkptqξ´kθ Pk´1ptqξkθ
tPk´1ptqξ´kθ Pkptqξkθ
˙
.
As a consequence, the second line of B2 is given by
ρθ
ˆBλ0
Ba
˙
“
ˆ
t´kPk´1ptξ´θqP2kptq t´kPk´1ptξθqP2kptq ` t´k´1P2kptξθq
t´k`1Pk´1ptξ´θqP2kptq ` t´kP2kptξ´θq t´kPk´1ptξθqP2kptq
˙
“
˜
t´kPk´1ptξ´θqP2kptq P2kptqtξθ´1 pξkθ ´ t´k´1q
P2kptq
tξ´θ´1 ptξ´kθ ´ t´kq t´kPk´1ptξθqP2kptq
¸
,
ρθ
ˆBλ0
Bb
˙
“
ˆ
ξ´kθP2kptq ξkθP2kptq
tξ´kθP2kptq ξkθP2kptq
˙
.
This completes the first step of our computation of impρθpB2q#T q. To carry out the second step,
consider the following set of vectors of C1pMT2,2k`1 ;Crt˘1s2ρθ q:
Z1 “
ˆ
ξ´pk´1qθtk`1
ξθ ´ ξ´θ ,
ξ´θ
ξθ ´ ξ´θ , 0,´
t2k`1ξθP2kpt´1ξθq
ξθ ´ ξ´θ
˙
,(9.5)
Z2 “
`pt´1ξθ ´ 1qξ´kθtk`1, t´1ξ´θ ´ 1, 0, t2k`1 ´ 1˘ ,
Z3 “
´
0, t´k´2ξpk´1qθ ´ ξkθt´k´1, 1,´ξkθt´k´1
¯
,
Z4 “ p0, 0, 0, 1q .
We claim that this collection of vectors yields a basis of C1pMT2,2k`1 ;Crt˘1s2ρθ q. Indeed, if Z
denotes the matrix whose rows are Z1, Z2, Z3 and Z4, then detpZq “ ´tk`1ξ´kθ: this determinant
can be computed by first expanding along the fourth row and then expanding along the third
column. Finally, we carry out the third and last step: using this basis of vectors, we compute the
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image of ρθpB2q#T by observing that
Z1 ¨ ρθpB2q#T “ t´k`1 ¨∆θpt´1q ¨ v2,(9.6)
Z2 ¨ ρθpB2q#T “ 0,
Z3 ¨ ρθpB2q#T “ 0,
Z4 ¨ ρθpB2q#T “ v1.
We therefore deduce that the twisted homology Crt˘1s-module H2pMT2,2k`1 ;Crt˘1s2ρθ q is cyclic
with order ∆θptq. This concludes the proof of the first assertion of the proposition.
In order to compute the twisted Blanchfield pairing, we first compute ρθpΦq using (9.4) and
then compute the Blanchfield pairing. We start with the calculation of the coefficients of the first
line of ρθpΦq. Looking back to (9.4), we see that each of the two blocs consists of a difference of
two expressions. We compute each of these terms separately. First, note that we have
ρθ
ˆ
µ2k`1 ¨ Bµ
´2k´1
Ba
˙
“
ˆ
0 tk
tk`1 0
˙ˆ
Pkpt´1qPk´1ptξ´θq t´1Pk´1pt´1qPk´1ptξθq
Pk´1pt´1qPk´1ptξ´θq Pkpt´1qPk´1ptξθq
˙
“
ˆ
tkPk´1pt´1qPk´1ptξ´θq tkPkpt´1qPk´1ptξθq
tk`1Pkpt´1qPk´1ptξ´θq tkPk´1pt´1qPk´1ptξθq
˙
,
ρθ
ˆ
µ2k`1 ¨ Bµ
´2k´1
Bb
˙
“
ˆ
0 tk
tk`1 0
˙ˆ
Pkptqξ´kθ Pk´1ptqξkθ
tPk´1ptqξ´kθ Pkptqξkθ
˙
“
ˆ
tk`1ξ´kθPk´1ptq tkξkθPkptq
tk`1ξ´kθPkptq tk`1ξkθPk´1ptq
˙
.
The computation of the upper left block of ρθpΦq also requires us to compute
Bpµ´2k ¨ akq
Ba “
Bµ´2k
Ba ` µ
´2k ¨ Ba
k
Ba
“ p1` µ´1 ` µ´2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` µ´2k`1q ¨ Bpa
kbq
Ba ` µ
´2k ¨ p1` a` a2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` ak´1q
“ p1` µ´1q ¨ p1` µ´2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ pµ´2qk´1q ¨ Ba
kb
Ba ` µ
´2k ¨ p1` a` a2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` ak´1q
ρθ
ˆBpµ´2k ¨ akq
Ba
˙
“
ˆ
1 t´1
1 1
˙
¨
ˆ
Pk´1pt´1q 0
0 Pk´1pt´1q
˙
¨
ˆ
Pk´1ptξ´θq 0
0 Pk´1ptξθq
˙
`
ˆ
t´k 0
0 t´k
˙
¨
ˆ
Pk´1ptξ´θq 0
0 pk´1ptξθq
˙
“
ˆ
Pkpt´1qPk´1ptξ´θq t´1Pk´1pt´1qPk´1ptξθq
Pk´1pt´1qPk´1ptξ´θq Pkpt´1qPk´1ptξθq
˙
,
and, similarly, the upper right block of ρθpΦq requires that we compute
Bpµ´2k ¨ akq
Bb “
Bµ´2k
Bb “ p1` µ
´1q ¨ p1` µ´2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` pµ´2qk´1q ¨ Ba
kb
Bb ,
ρθ
ˆBpµ´2k ¨ akq
Bb
˙
“
ˆ
1 t´1
1 1
˙
¨
ˆ
Pk´1pt´1q 0
0 Pk´1pt´1q
˙
¨
ˆ
tkξ´kθ 0
0 tkξkθ
˙
“
ˆ
tkξ´kθPk´1pt´1q tk´1ξkθPk´1pt´1q
tkξ´kθPk´1pt´1q tkξkθPk´1pt´1q
˙
,
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Consequently, using the two above sequences of computations, we have
ρθ
ˆ
a´k ¨ µ2k ¨ Bpµ
´2k ¨ akq
Ba
˙
“
ˆ
ξkθ 0
0 ξ´kθ
˙ˆ
Pkpt´1qPk´1ptξ´θq t´1Pk´1pt´1qPk´1ptξθq
Pk´1pt´1qPk´1ptξ´θq Pkpt´1qPk´1ptξθq
˙
“
ˆ
ξkθPkpt´1qPk´1ptξ´θq ξkθt´1Pk´1pt´1qPk´1ptξθq
ξ´kθPk´1pt´1qPk´1ptξ´θq ξ´kθPkpt´1qPk´1ptξθq
˙
,
ρθ
ˆ
a´k ¨ µ2k ¨ Bpµ
´2k ¨ akq
Bb
˙
“
ˆ
ξkθ 0
0 ξ´kθ
˙ˆ
tkξ´kθPk´1pt´1q tk´1ξkθPk´1pt´1q
tkξ´kθPk´1pt´1q tkξkθPk´1pt´1q
˙
“
ˆ
tkPk´1pt´1q tk´1ξ2kθPk´1pt´1q
tkξ´2kθPk´1pt´1q tkPk´1pt´1q
˙
.
Looking at (9.4), assembling these computations and taking the appropriate differences provides
an explicit understanding of the first row of ρθpΦq. Next, we compute entries in the second row
of ρθpΦq:
ρθ
ˆ
´µ´1 BµBa
˙
“
ˆ´Pk´1ptξ´θq 0
0 ´Pk´1ptξθq
˙
,
ρθ
ˆ
´µ´1 BµBb
˙
“
ˆ´tkξ´kθ 0
0 ´tkξkθ
˙
.
Finally, using ρθpΦq and (9.1), we can compute the cohomological twisted Blanchfield pairing
of MT2,2k`1 . In more details, we know from (9.1) that if v P Z2pN ;Frt˘1sdρθ q, then
Blρθ pT2,2k`1qprvs, rvsq “ 1
s
`
v ¨ ρθpΦq ¨ Z#T
˘#T
,
where Z P C1pN ;Frt˘1sdρθ q satisfies ZβpB2q “ sv for some s P Crt˘1szt0u. In our case, we
take v “ v2 and observe that Z “ Z1 is described in (9.5) and s “ t´k`1∆θpt´1q “ t´k`1∆θptq
(recall (9.6)). Therefore, we start by computing
Z1 ¨ ρθpΦq#T ¨ v#T2 “
1
ξθ ´ ξ´θ ¨
”
ξ´pk´1qθtk`1Pk´1pt´1ξθqp1´ ξkθtkq ` ξ´θPk´1pt´1ξ´θqp1´ ξkθtk`1q
ı
´
´ 1
ξθ ´ ξ´θ t
k`1ξ´pk´1qθp1´ ξkθtkqP2kpt´1ξθq “
“ 1
ξθ ´ ξ´θ ¨
”
ξ´pk´1qθtk`1Pk´1pt´1ξθqp1´ ξkθtkq ` ξ´θPk´1pt´1ξ´θqp1´ ξkθtk`1q
ı
´
´ 1
ξθ ´ ξ´θ ¨ t
k`1ξ´pk´1qθp1´ ξkθtkq “Pk´1pt´1ξθq ` t´kξkθPkpt´1ξθq‰ “
“ 1
ξθ ´ ξ´θ
”
ξ´θPk´1pt´1ξ´θqp1´ ξ´pk`1qθtk`1q ´ t ¨ ξθp1´ tξθqPk´1ptξθqPkpt´1ξθq
ı
“
“ Pk´1ptξ
θqPkptξ´θq
ξθ ´ ξ´θ
”
t´k`1ξ´kθp1´ tξ´θq ´ t´k`1ξpk`1qθp1´ tξθq
ı
“
“ ξpk`1qθt´k`2Pk´1ptξθqPkptξ´θq.
To facilitate computations, we will now arrange that both the numerator and denominator of
Blρθ pT2,2k`1q are symmetric. To that effect, we observe that if b is a symmetric polynomial and
pa{bq# “ a{b in Fptq{Frt˘1s, then ab “
1
2 pa`a#q
b in Fptq{Frt˘1s. Applying this remark to the
symmetric polynomial b “ ∆θptq, using Blρθ as a shorthand for Blρθ pT2,2k`1q and recalling from
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above that Blρθ prv2s, rv2sq “ 1sZ1 ¨ ρθpΦq#T ¨ v#T2 with s “ t´k`1∆θptq, we obtain
Blρθ prv2s, rv2sq “
1
2ξ
pk`1qθtPk´1ptξθqPkptξ´θq
∆θptq `
1
2ξ
´pk`1qθt´1Pk´1pt´1ξ´θqPkpt´1ξθq
∆θptq
“
1
2ξ
pk`1qθtPk´1ptξθqPkptξ´θqpt´2k´1 ` 1q
∆θptq
“
1
2 pt2k`1ξkθ ´ tk`1 ´ tk ` ξpk`1qθqpt´2k´1 ` 1q
t´kP2kptq .
This concludes the computation of the twisted Blanchfield pairing on the generator of the twisted
cohomology Crt˘1s-module H2pMT2,2k`1 ;Crt˘1s2ρθ q and thus the proof of the proposition. 
9.4. The isometry type of Blρθ pT2,2k`1q. The aim of this subsection is to determine the isometry
type of the twisted Blanchfield forms Blρθ pT2,2k`1q, where ρθ “ αp2, χθq. The following proposition
implicitly contains the values of the twisted signature function σT2,2k`1,ρθ : S
1 Ñ Z.
Proposition 9.8. Set ξ “ exp
´
2pii
2k`1
¯
. For any k ą 0 and 1 ď θ ď k, there exists an isometry
Blρθ pT2,2k`1q – λevenθ ‘ λoddθ ,
where the linking forms λevenθ and λ
odd
θ are as follows:
λoddθ “
à
1ďeďk
2-θ`e
`
ep1, 0, 1, ξe,Cq ‘ ep1, 0,´1, ξ´e,Cq˘ ,
and
λevenθ “
à
1ďeăθ
2|θ`e
`
ep1, 0, 1, ξe,Cq ‘ ep1, 0,´1, ξ´e,Cq˘‘
à
θăeďk
2|θ`e
`
ep1, 0,´1, ξe,Cq ‘ ep1, 0, 1, ξ´e,Cq˘ .
Proof. Using Proposition 9.7, we can choose a generator x of the cyclic moduleH2pMT2,2k`1 ;Crt˘1s2ρθ q
so that Blρθ pT2,2k`1qpx, xq “ F ptq, where
F ptq “
1
2 pt2k`1ξkθ ´ tk`1 ´ tk ` ξpk`1qθqpt´2k´1 ` 1q
t´kP2kptq .
Since ∆θptq “śke“1
e‰θ
Rξeptq, we know that the isometry type of Blρθ pT2,2k`1q will involve a direct
sum of the basic pairings ep1, 0,˘1, ξe,Cq. In order to determine the correct signs, and prove the
proposition, we will apply the third item of Proposition 3.2. This proposition indicates that the
aforementioned signs depend on whether F ptqpt´ ξeq is ξe-positive or ξe-negative, for 1 ď e ď 2k
and e ‰ θ, 2k ` 1´ θ. Notice that F ptq “ GptqHeptq ¨ 1Rξe ptq , where, for 1 ď e ď 2k, we set
Gptq “ 1
2
pt2k`1ξkθ ´ tk`1 ´ tk ` ξpk`1qθqpt´2k´1 ` 1q,
Heptq “ t
´kP2kptq
Rξeptq “
kź
i“1
i‰e
Rξiptq.
Reformulating, the proposition will immediately follow once we determine the e for which the
following function is ξe-positive or ξe-negative:
(9.7) F ptq ¨ pt´ ξeq “ p´1qθ`e “p´1qθ`1Gptq‰ ¨ „ p´1qe´1
Heptqp1´ t´1ξ´eq

.
In Lemma 9.9 below, we show that p´1q
e´1
Heptqp1´t´1ξ´eq is ξ
e-positive, while in Lemma 9.10, we study
the sign of p´1qθ`1Gpξeq.
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Lemma 9.9. For any 1 ď e ď 2k, the following function is ξe-positive:
p´1qe´1
Heptqp1´ t´1ξ´eq .
Proof. Notice that 11´t´1ξ´e is ξ
e-positive if 1 ď e ď k and ξe-negative if k ` 1 ď e ď 2k. As a
consequence, the lemma boils down to determining the sign of p´1qe´1Hepξeq. We first check this
when 1 ď e ď k. For any 1 ď i ď k such that e ‰ i, we have
Rξipξeq “ 2 Repξeq ´ 2 Repξiq
#
ą 0 if e ă i,
ă 0 if e ą i.
Combining these inequalities with the definition of Heptq, we obtain
p´1qe´1Hepξeq “ p´1qe´1
e´1ź
i“1
Rξipξeqlooooooooooomooooooooooon
ą0
¨
kź
i“e`1
Rξipξeqloooooomoooooon
ą0
ą 0.
The case k`1 ď e ď 2k can be reduced the previous one. Indeed, notice that Heptq “ H2k`1´eptq
and Rξipξeq “ Rξipξ2k`1´eq, because Rξiptq is a real polynomial. This implies that
p´1qe´1Hepξeq “ p´1q2k`1´eH2k`1´epξ2k`1´eq ă 0.
This concludes the proof of the lemma. 
Let us now study the sign of the numerator of (9.7). Notice first that for 1 ď e ď k, we have
Gpξeq “ Gpξ´eq “ Gpξ2k`1´eq,
and it is therefore sufficient to determine the sign of Gpξeq for 1 ď e ď k.
Lemma 9.10. For 1 ď e ď k such that e ‰ θ we have
p´1qθ`1Gpξeq
$’&’%
ą 0, if 1 ď e ă θ ď k and 2 | θ ` e,
ă 0, if 1 ď θ ă e ď k and 2 | θ ` e,
ă 0, if 2 - θ ` e.
Proof. Using successively the definition of Gptq, the fact that ξ “ expp 2pii2k`1 q and the identities
cospxq ´ cospyq “ ´2 sin
ˆ
x` y
2
˙
sin
ˆ
x´ y
2
˙
,
we obtain the following equality:
Gpξeq “ 2pRepξkθq ´ Repξkeqq
“ 2
ˆ
cos
ˆ
2pikθ
2k ` 1
˙
´ cos
ˆ
2pike
2k ` 1
˙˙
“ ´4 sin
ˆ
pikpθ ` eq
2k ` 1
˙
sin
ˆ
pikpθ ´ eq
2k ` 1
˙
“ ´4 sin
ˆ pθ ` eqpi
2
´ pθ ` eqpi
4k ` 2
˙
sin
ˆ pθ ´ eqpi
2
´ pθ ´ eqpi
4k ` 2
˙
“ p˚q.
As consequence, we consider two cases depending on the parity of θ`e. First, suppose that θ`e is
even. Using the identity sinpy ` npiq “ p´1qn sinpyq, we deduce that previous expression becomes
p˚q “ 4p´1qθ`1 sin
ˆ pθ ` eqpi
4k ` 2
˙
sin
ˆ pθ ´ eqpi
4k ` 2
˙
.
Since sin
´ pθ`eqpi
4k`2
¯
ą 0 and sin
´ pθ´eqpi
4k`2
¯
ą 0 if θ ą e, we deduce that for θ ` e even
p´1qθ`1p˚q
#
ą 0, 1 ď e ă θ ď k,
ă 0, 1 ď θ ă e ď k.
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Next, we suppose that θ ` e is odd. Using the identities sinpy ` pinq “ p´1qn sinpyq and
sinpy ` pi{2q “ cospyq, we obtain
p˚q “ 4p´1qθ cos
ˆ pθ ` eqpi
4k ` 2
˙
cos
ˆ pθ ´ eqpi
4k ` 2
˙
.
Since 1 ď e ď k, we have cos
´ pθ`eqpi
4k`2
¯
ą 0 and cos
´ pθ´eqpi
4k`2
¯
ą 0. Consequently, if θ ` e is odd,
p´1qθ`1p˚q ă 0. This concludes the proof of the lemma. 
The proof of Proposition 9.8 is now concluded by using Lemmas 9.9 and 9.10 as well as (9.7)
and the remarks which were made at the beginning of the proof. 
9.5. Metabelian signatures and cabling. In this subsection, we use Proposition 9.8 and Sub-
section 8.5 in order to compute metabelian signatures of a concrete linear combination of algebraic
knots. Throughout this subsection, for an integer ` ą 0 we set ξ` “ exp p2pii{`q.
Given a knot K, use K2,d to denote its p2, dq-cable. In other words, K2,d is the satellite knot
with pattern the p2, dq torus knot T2,d, companion K and infection curve η “ a (using notation
from Section 9.2) depicted in Figure 1.
The preimage of η in the 2-fold branched cover L2pT2,dq consists of two curves rη1, rη2. Denote
by µη and λη the meridian and longitude of η and write rµi and rλi for some meridian-longitude
pair of the boundary of the tubular neighboorhood of rUi Ă L2pT2,dq for i “ 1, 2. Note that rµ1
and rµ2 vanish in H1pL2pT2,dq;Zq “ Zd, while the lift rλ1 generates H1pL2pT2,dq;Zq and rλ2 “ ´rλ1
in H1pL2pT2,dq;Zq. We refer to [28, Section 2] for further details as well as to [28, Lemma 2.2,
item 3)] for the proof of the following proposition.
Proposition 9.11. Let ` be an odd prime. To any character χ : H1pL2pK2,dq;Zq Ñ Z`, one can
associate an integer θ modulo ` by the condition χprλ1q “ ξθ` . This character is denoted χθ. In
particular, this sets up a bijective correspondence between Z`-valued characters on H1pL2pK2,dq;Zq
and on H1pL2pT2,dq;Zq.
Given an oriented knot K, as is customary in knot concordance, we use ´K to denote the
mirror image of K with the reversed orientation, i.e. ´K “ Kr. The next remark, which
follows [28, Lemma 3.2], describes the characters on H1pL2p´Kq;Zq.
Remark 9.12. By definition of the reverse mirror image, there is an orientation reversing home-
omorphism h : L2pKq Ñ L2p´Kq and, from now on, it will be understood that we identify the
characters on H1pL2pKq;Zq and with those on H1pL2p´Kq;Zq via this homeomorphism. With
this convention, the same proof as in Proposition 7.4 shows that Blαp2,χqp´Kq “ ´Blαp2,χqpKq.
Note however that the character we fixed on ´K is not the one obtained by combining the second
and third items of Proposition 7.4.
Denote by T`,d;r,s the pr, sq-cable of the p`, dq-torus knot. From now on, we consider the following
algebraic knot which was thoroughly studied by Hedden, Kirk and Livingston [28]:
K “ T2,3;2,13#T2,15#´ T2,3;2,15#´ T2,13(9.8)
“ K1#K2#K3#K4.
Our goal is to study metabelian Blanchfield pairings of the form Blαp2,χqpKq. We start by dis-
cussing characters on H1pL2pKq;Zq. Using the decomposition of K as K1#K2#K3#K4, we
obtain the direct sum decomposition H1pL2pKq;Zq “ H1pL2pK1q;Zq ‘ . . .‘H1pL2pK4q;Zq. Fur-
thermore, by Proposition 9.11, we have the isomorphisms H1pL2pKiq;Zq – H1pL2pT2,13q;Zq for
i “ 1, 4 and H1pL2pKiq;Zq – H1pL2pT2,15q;Zq for i “ 2, 3. Since these isomorphisms identify the
corresponding characters, we have obtained the following lemma.
Lemma 9.13. Let ` be an odd prime. For the knot K described in (9.8), every character
χ : H1pL2pKq;Zq Ñ Z` can be written as χ “ χ1`χ2`χ3`χ4 with χi :“ χθi : H1pL2pKiq;Zq Ñ Z`,
where 0 ď θ1, θ4 ď 12 and 0 ď θ2, θ3 ď 14.
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Remark 9.14. To study these metabelian Blanchfield signatures, it is enough to consider the
cases 0 ď θ1, θ4 ď 6 and 0 ď θ2, θ3 ď 7, indeed this follows from the fact that the represen-
tations αp2, χαq and αp2, χ´αq are equivalent. To be more precise, if we set A “ p 0 1t 0 q, then
we get Aαp2, χαqA´1 “ αp2, χ´αq.
The next proposition describes the Witt class of the metabelian Blanchfield pairing Blαp2,χqpKq.
Proposition 9.15. Let K be the knot described in (9.8) and let χ : H1pL2pKq;Zq Ñ Z` be a
character. Write χ “ χ1 ` χ2 ` χ3 ` χ4 as in Lemma 9.13, where χi “ χθi with 0 ď θ1, θ4 ď 6
and 0 ď θ2, θ3 ď 7. Then the metabelian Blanchfield form Blαp2,χqpKq is Witt equivalent to
Blαp2,χ1qpT2,13q ‘ ´Blαp2,χ4qpT2,13q(9.9)
‘ Blαp2,χ2qpT2,15q ‘ ´Blαp2,χ3qpT2,15q
‘ BlpT2,3qpξθ113tq ‘ BlpT2,3qpξ´θ113 tq ‘ ´BlpT2,3qpξθ315tq ‘ ´BlpT2,3qpξ´θ315 tq.
Proof. Since we know from Corollary 8.21 that metabelian Blanchfield pairings are additive, up
to Witt equivalence, we need only study the metabelian Blanchfield pairing of p2, dq-cables of
p2, 2k ` 1q-torus knots (here, we also used Remark 9.12). The proposition will follow from the
claim that given a p2, 2k ` 1q-torus knot K 1 and a character χ “ χθ on H1pL2pK 12,dq;Zq, there is
an isometry
Blαp2,χθqpK 12,dq – Blαp2,χθqpT2,dq ‘ BlpK 1qpξ´θ` tq ‘ BlpK 1qpξθ` tq.
Using the notation from Section 7.3, K 12,d is a satellite knot with pattern P “ T2,d, companion K 1,
and the infection curve η is in fact the curve which was denoted by a in Subsection 9.3. Since
the winding number is w “ 2, the first assertion of Theorem 8.19 implies that αp2, χq is η-regular
and therefore restricts to a representation αp2, χqK1 on pi1pMK1q. Since n “ 2 divides w “ 2,
the representation αp2, χqK1 is abelian. As the curve a is a generator of H1pMK1 ;Zq, we see
that αp2, χqK1 is determined by αp2, χθqpaq “
´
tξ´θ` 0
0 tξθ`
¯
. The claim (and thus the proposition)
now follow by applying Theorem 8.19. 
Next, we determine the conditions under which Blαp2,χqpKq is metabolic.
Proposition 9.16. Let K be the knot described in (9.8) and let χ : H1pL2pKq;Zq Ñ Z` be a
character. Write χ “ χ1 ` χ2 ` χ3 ` χ4 as in Lemma 9.13 where χi “ χθi with 0 ď θ1, θ4 ď 6
and 0 ď θ2, θ3 ď 7. Then the metabelian Blanchfield pairing Blαp2,χqpKq is metabolic if and only
if θ1 “ θ2 “ θ3 “ θ4 “ 0.
Proof. Substituting θ1 “ θ2 “ θ3 “ θ4 “ 0 into (9.9) shows that Blαp2,χqpKq is metabolic. We now
prove the converse in two steps. Firstly, we show that if θ1 ‰ θ4 (or θ2 ‰ θ3), then Blαp2,χqpKq
is not metabolic. Secondly, we show that when θ1 “ θ4 and θ3 “ θ2, the metabelian Blanchfield
form Blαp2,χqpKq is metabolic if and only if θ1 “ θ3 “ 0.
Assume that θ1 ‰ θ4. We assert that the signature jump of Blαp2,χqpKq at ξθ113 is ˘1. To see
this, first note that Proposition 9.8 (or a glance at the twisted Alexander polynomial) implies
that in (9.9), only the summand Blαp2,χ1qpT2,13q ‘ ´Blαp2,χ4qpT2,13q can contribute a non-trivial
signature jump at ξθ113: indeed Proposition 9.8 shows that Blαp2,χ2qpT2,15q ‘ ´Blαp2,χ3qpT2,15q can
only jump at powers of ξ15. Since the untwisted terms in (9.9) do not contribute to the signature
jump either, we focus on Blαp2,χ1qpT2,13q ‘ ´Blαp2,χ4qpT2,13q. Proposition 9.8 implies that the
signature function of Blαp2,χ1qpT2,13q jumps at ξe13 when e ‰ θ1. Therefore, the signature jump
of Blαp2,χ1qpT2,13q at ξθ113 is trivial and, since θ4 ‰ θ1, the signature jump of ´Blαp2,χ4qpT2,13q
at ξθ113 is ˘1. This concludes the proof of the assertion. Using this assertion and Theorem 4.10,
we deduce that Blαp2,χqpKq is not metabolic. The case where θ2 ‰ θ3 is treated analogously.
Next, we assume that θ1 “ θ4 and θ2 “ θ3. Using (9.9), this assumption implies that the
metabelian Blanchfield form Blαp2,χqpKq is Witt equivalent to
(9.10) BlpT2,3qpξθ113tq ‘ BlpT2,3qpξ´θ113 tq ‘ ´BlpT2,3qpξθ315tq ‘ ´BlpT2,3qpξ´θ315 tq.
To determine whether Blαp2,χqpKq is metabolic, Theorem 4.10 implies that we must study the
jumps of the signature function of the linking form in (9.10). Since we are dealing with untwisted
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Blanchfield forms, Remark 7.3 implies that these jumps are the signature jumps of the correspond-
ing Levine-Tristram signature function. The proof of [29, Theorem 7.1] shows that for distinct ai,
the jumps (as ω varies along S1) of the Levine-Tristram signatures σTm,npξai` ωq occur at distinct
points (here m,n are prime). Consequently, we deduce that Blαp2,χqpKq is metabolic if and only
if θ1 “ θ3 “ 0. This concludes proof of the theorem. 
We recover a result of Hedden, Kirk and Livingston [28].
Theorem 9.17. The knot K from (9.8) is algebraically slice but not slice.
Proof. Hedden-Kirk-Livingston show that K is algebraically slice [28, Lemma 2.1]. By means of
contradiction, assume that K is slice. Theorem 8.7 implies that for any prime power `, there
exists a metabolizer P of λ` such that for any prime power q
a, and any non-trivial charac-
ter χ : H1pL`pKq;Zq Ñ Zqa vanishing on P , we have some b ě a such that the metabelian
Blanchfield pairing Blαpn,χbqpKq is metabolic. As Proposition 9.16 shows that the Blanchfield
pairing Blαpn,χbqpKq is metabolic if and only if the character is trivial, we obtain the desired con-
tradiction. This concludes the proof of the theorem. 
Appendix A. Proofs of technical results
A.1. The technical lemmas: the real case. The purpose of this section is to provide the
proofs (or references to proofs) of the technical results on real symmetric symmetric polynomials
that were used in Section 2.5. Apart from the case of the basic polynomials t ˘ 1, these results
are gathered from [5].
Recall from Section 2.3 that basic symmetric polynomials are parametrized by elements of the
set Ξ “ tξ P Czt0u | Impξq ě 0, |ξ| ď 1u, i.e for any ξ P Ξ, there is a polynomial which we
denoted by Rξptq. If ξ ‰ ˘1, the polynomials Rξptq are real symmetric polynomials. Moreover for
any ζ P Czt0u there exists precisely one ξ P Ξ with the property that Rξpζq “ 0.
Remark A.1. For ξ “ ˘1 there exist no palindromic polynomial whose only root is ξ and the root
is simple. For this reason, the cases ξ “ ˘1 will have to be treated separately. Note that in [5]
this problem is absent, because ˘1 is never a root of the Alexander polynomial of a knot.
Recall that we write S1` for the set tz P S1 | Impzq ą 0u. The next proposition collects some
facts from [5]. The third point was used in the proof of Lemma 2.19 while the first two points
were used in the proof of Lemma 2.22.
Proposition A.2. Let P,A,B P Rrt˘1s be real symmetric polynomials and let n be a positive
integer.
(a) The polynomial P can be written as gg# for g P Rrt˘1s if and only if P pzq ě 0 for
all z P S1`.
(b) If A and B are coprime and if for each z P S1`, we have either Apzq ą 0 or Bpzq ą 0, then
there exist symmetric polynomials R and S which are positive on S1 and which satisfy
RA` SB “ 1.
(c) If P is irreducible and is not equal to t ˘ 1, then for any real symmetric polynomial q,
there exists  “ ˘1 and g P Rrt˘1s such that
q “ gg# mod Pn.
Proof. The proof of the first assertion can be found in [5, Lemma 3.2], while the proof of the
second can be found in [5, Proposition 3.3]. Finally, the proof of the last claim can be found in
the proof of [5, Proposition 4.2]. 
The third point of Proposition A.2 does not apply if p “ t˘ 1. The following lemma provides
a substitute statement which was used in the proof of Lemma 2.20.
Lemma A.3. Set p “ t ˘ 1 and let n be an even positive integer. Then for any real symmetric
polynomial q coprime with p, there exists  “ ˘1 and g P Rrt˘1s such that q “ gg# mod pn.
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The assumption that n be even is not restrictive, because the statement for n ` 1 implies the
statement for n. The proof is a repetition of the proof of the claim in [5, Proof of Proposition 4.2]
and it is left to the reader.
A.2. The technical lemmas: the complex case. The purpose of this section is to state and
prove several technical results that were used in Section 2.5. In order to carry out this goal, we
first gather some preliminary results (Lemmas A.7, A.8 and Proposition A.9) which shall then be
used to prove the aforementioned technical results (Lemmas A.10, A.11, A.12, A.13 and A.14).
Real symmetric polynomials can be uniquely decomposed into products of the basic polyno-
mials Rξptq, where the ξ lie in Ξ. The next definitions and lemmas build towards the complex
analogue of this statement.
A non-constant complex symmetric polynomial must have degree at least two. Complex sym-
metric polynomials of degree two will play the role of the real basic polynomials over Rrt˘1s.
Definition A.4. A polynomial at ´ 2b ` at´1, where a P C and b P R is called an elementary
symmetric polynomial.
We begin with the following trivial observation. We omit the proof.
Lemma A.5. An elementary symmetric polynomial p satisfies p# “ p and takes real values on
the unit circle.
The roots of an elementary symmetric polynomial are either both on S1 or none of them is
on S1. We give a name to these two cases.
Definition A.6. An elementary symmetric polynomial is of type C if it has roots outside of S1
and of type S if its roots are on S1.
The following simple result characterizes possible configurations of these roots. This is one of
the key technical results in the complex case.
Lemma A.7. Given two complex numbers ξ1 and ξ2, the following statements hold:
(a) If ξ1, ξ2 P S1, then there exist a P C and b P R such that p “ at ´ 2b ` at´1 has roots
precisely at ξ1 and ξ2 (ξ1 and ξ2 need not be distinct);
(b) If ξ1 and ξ2 do not lie in S
1, then there exist a P C and b P R such that p “ at´ 2b` at´1
has a root at ξ1 and ξ2 if and only if ξ1ξ2 “ 1.
Proof. The roots of p are
(A.1) t1,2 “ 1
a
´
b˘ab2 ´ |a|2¯ .
If |a| “ b, then t1,2 is a double root equal to b{a and we obtain a polynomial with the double root
on the unit circle.
If |a| ‰ b, we have two cases to consider. The first one will lead to a type S elementary
symmetric polynomial, while the second one will give a type C elementary symmetric polynomial.
Case (a), |a|2 ą b2. It follows from (A.1) that |t1,2| “ 1. We claim that for any ξ1 ‰ ξ2 P S1,
we can find a, b such that ti “ ξi. To this end, choose θ P C such that
(A.2) ξ1θ
´1 “ ξ2θ´1.
Set b “ Re ξ1θ´1 and a “ θ´1. With this choice, pb` i
?
1´ b2q has real part equal to ξ1θ´1, and
hence pb ` i?1´ b2q is either equal to ξ1θ´1 or to ξ2θ´1. Out of the two possible choices of θ
satisfying (A.2) we choose the value for which pb` i?1´ b2q “ ξ1θ´1. As a consequence, it follows
that pb´ i?1´ b2q “ ξ2θ´1. Hence t1,2 “ ξ1,2 as desired.
Case (b), |a|2 ă b2. In this case, we write r “ b{|a| and a “ |a|eiφ. Then by (A.1), we obtain
t1,2 “ e´iφpr ˘
?
r ´ 1q.
We observe that t1t2 “ 1. Moreover it is clear that any choice of two complex numbers t1, t2 such
that t1t2 “ 1 can be realized by a suitable choice of a and b. 
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Before proving that complex symmetric polynomials can be decomposed (non-uniquely) into
products of elementary symmetric polynomials, we start with a lemma whose proof nevertheless
makes use of Lemma A.7.
Lemma A.8. Any continuous function f : S1 Ñ R can be uniformly approximated on S1 by a
sequence of complex symmetric polynomials.
Proof. Note that when restricted to S1, complex symmetric polynomials are real valued functions.
They form an algebra. Moreover, by Lemma A.7 for any two points ξ, η P S1 there exists a
complex symmetric polynomial p such that ppξq “ 0 and ppηq ‰ 0, so the algebra separates points.
The statement follows from the Stone–Weierstrass theorem. 
As promised, we now show that any complex symmetric polynomial factors (non uniquely) as
a product of elementary symmetric polynomials. It is in this sense that the latter are the complex
analogues of the basic polynomials Rξptq.
Proposition A.9. The three following facts hold:
(1) Any complex symmetric polynomial factors as a product of elementary symmetric polyno-
mials.
(2) Any complex symmetric polynomial has an even number of roots on S1 and an even number
of roots outside of S1.
(3) The roots outside of S1 come in pairs ξ1, ξ2 of complex numbers such that ξ1ξ2 “ 1.
Proof. We focus on the first assertion since the second and the third follow easily. Suppose p is a
complex symmetric polynomial. Write p “ t´npt´ ξ1q . . . pt´ ξ2nq and consider the map
H : z ÞÑ iz ` 1´iz ` 1 .
Then H is a Mo¨bius transform that takes 0 to 1, 1 to i and 8 to ´1. In particular, it maps
the upper half-plane to the unit disk. Observe furthermore that H takes the real line to the unit
circle. The composition
F pzq :“ ppHpzqq
is a rational function that takes real values on the real line: indeed H takes the real line to the
unit circle and ppzq is real on S1 thanks to the first assertion of Lemma A.5. A straightforward
calculation shows that F pzq can be written as
F pzq “ fpzqp1` z2qn ,
where fpzq is a polynomial that can be explicitly calculated from p. In particular, the roots of f
are H´1pξ1q, . . . ,H´1pξnq and f takes real values on the real line. Hence f has real coefficients.
This shows that H´1pξ1q, . . . ,H´1pξnq are either real or come in pairs of complex conjugate values.
Suppose H´1pξiq and H´1pξjq are complex conjugate. The Mo¨bius transform H maps pairs
of complex numbers symmetric with respect to the real line (that is, complex conjugate pairs) to
pairs of complex numbers related by a geometric inversion through the unit circle. If two complex
numbers α, β are related by an inversion with respect to the unit circle, then αβ “ 1. In particular,
since H´1pξiq and H´1pξjq are complex conjugate, we deduce that ξiξj “ 1. Hence p is divisible
by the elementary symmetric polynomial having roots at ξi and ξj (whose existence is ensured
by Lemma A.7). After dividing p by this polynomial we decrease the degree of p. Acting by
recursion we arrive to the situation where f has only real roots. Take any two real roots H´1pξiq
and H´1pξjq. Since H takes the real line to S1, we deduce that ξi, ξj P S1. Using Lemma A.7,
we chose an elementary symmetric polynomial r with roots ξi and ξj . Then p{r is a complex
symmetric polynomial and we proceed by recursion. The end point is that either p is constant
and the statement is proved, or p has only one root. We claim that the latter possibility cannot
occur.
Indeed, suppose p has precisely one root, so p can be written as p “ atn`1` btn for some n P Z
and a, b P Czt0u. As p is complex symmetric we must have p# “ p and so at´1´n ` bt´n. This
implies that a “ b and n` 1 “ ´n, the latter contradicts the assumption that n P Z. 
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The next result (which was used in the proof of Lemma 2.22) contains the complex analogue
of the first point of Proposition A.2.
Lemma A.10. A complex symmetric polynomial P P Crt˘1s can be written as P “ UU# for
some U P Crt˘1s if and only if P pzq ě 0 for all z P S1.
Proof. The necessity of the condition is obvious, because Upzq “ U#pzq if z P S1. To prove the
converse, we suppose that P ě 0 on S1 and proceed by induction on the degree of P . If P has
degree zero, then clearly P “ UU#. Consequently, we assume that P has a positive degree and
we carry out the induction step by separating two cases.
First, assume that p is an elementary symmetric polynomial of type C that divides P . As p
has no roots on S1 and takes real values on S1, we infer that p has fixed sign on S1. Multiply p
by ´1 if needed to assume that p ą 0 on S1. Since Q “ P {p takes non-negative values on S1 and
is a complex symmetric polynomial of lower degree than P , the induction hypothesis guarantees
the existence of a V P Crt˘1s such that Q “ V V #. In other words, we have obtained
(A.3) P “ pV V #.
It remains to write p as a norm. Since p is an elementary symmetric polynomial, by definition
we may write it as p “ at ´ 2b ` at´1. As p was assumed to be of type C, we have b2 ě |a|2.
Moreover, as pp1q ą 0 we infer that b ă a`a2 , but this is possible only if b ă 0. Then we can write
p “ pct` dqpd` ct´1q for c, d satisfying cd “ a, |c|2 ` d2 “ b and d P R, namely
|c| “ 1
2
´?´2b` 2a`?´2b´ 2a¯
d “ 1
2
´?´2b` 2a´?´2b´ 2a¯
arg c “ arg a.
Defining U as pct ` dqV , it now follows from (A.3) that P “ pV V # “ UU#. This concludes the
proof of the induction step when P can be divided by an elementary symmetric polynomial of
type C.
We deal with the induction step in the second case, when all the roots of P belong to the unit
circle. Suppose ξ P S1 is a root of P . If ξ is a simple root of P , then P takes both negative and
positive values on S1 near ξ, contradicting the assumption that P is non-negative. Hence ξ must be
at least a double root of P . Consider the elementary symmetric polynomial p “ pt´ ξqpt´1 ´ ξq.
Then p divides P and we set Q “ P {p. Since both P and p are complex symmetric, so is Q.
Similarly, since we assumed that P is non-negative on S1, this is also the case for Q. Since Q is
of lower degree than P , the induction assumption therefore implies that Q “ V V # for some V .
We set U “ V pt´ ξq so that P “ UU#. This concludes the second case of the induction step and
thus the proof of the lemma. 
The next result (which was used in the proof of Lemma 2.22) provides a complex analogue of
the second point of Proposition A.2.
Lemma A.11. Suppose A and B are coprime complex symmetric polynomials. If for each z P S1,
we have either Apzq ą 0 or Bpzq ą 0, then there exists complex symmetric polynomials P,Q which
are positive on S1 and which satisfy
PA`QB “ 1.
Proof. The proof is a generalization of the proof of the second point of Proposition A.2, see
[5, Proposition 3.3]. The only difference is that we have to use the density of complex symmetric
polynomials (recall the first point of Lemma A.8) instead of the density of the real palindromic
polynomials. We omit the technical details. 
The complex versions of the third point of Proposition A.2 and Lemma A.3 are considerably
more complicated than in the real case. The next two results (which were used in the proof of
Lemma 2.21) provide these complex analogues.
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Lemma A.12. Let n be a positive integer and let ξ lie in S1. Then for any complex symmetric
polynomial q coprime with t´ ξ there exists  “ ˘1 and g P Crt˘1s such that
q “ gg# mod pt´ ξqn.
Proof. Replace n by n` 1 if needed to make sure that n is even. For q as in the statement of the
lemma, let spqq be the number of times the function t ÞÑ qpe2piitq changes sign as t P r0, 1s. Since q
is complex symmetric, Proposition A.9 implies that spqq is always an even number. We now prove
the lemma by induction on spqq. If spqq “ 0, then q has fixed sign on S1. Consequently, we may
choose  “ ˘1 so that q is non-negative on S1. Using Lemma A.10, it follows that q “ gg#.
Next, suppose that the statement has been proved for all complex symmetric polynomials r
with sprq ă spqq. As spqq ą 0 is even, it must be at least two and therefore there exists two
complex numbers ξ1, ξ2 P S1 such that q changes sign at ξ1 and ξ2. Using Lemma A.7, we can
pick an elementary symmetric polynomial w whose roots are ξ1 and ξ2. Multiplying w by ´1 if
necessary, we may and will assume that wpξq ą 0. Next, note that the function p :“ pt´ξqpt´ξq# is
positive on S1ztξu (and vanishes at ξ). The assumptions of Lemma A.11 are therefore satisfied and
consequently we obtain two complex symmetric polynomials P and Q (which are positive on S1)
such that Ppn{2 ` Qw “ 1. Furthermore, since Q is positive on S1, we may use Lemma A.10 to
write it as UU# for some U in Crt˘1s. Combining these observations, it follows that
(A.4) q “ qpPpn{2 `Qwq ” qQw “ qwUU# mod pn{2.
Setting q1 “ qw, we note that spq1q “ spqq´2: indeed both q and w change sign at ξ1, ξ2 (indeed w
has simple roots at these points). Therefore, using the induction assumption, we deduce that
q1 “ V V # mod pn{2 for some V in Crt˘1s. Setting g “ UV , we can rewrite (A.4) as
(A.5) q ” q1UU# “ V V #UU# “ gg# mod pn{2.
Since p was defined as pt´ξqpt´ξq#, the congruence displayed in (A.5) also holds modulo pt´ξqn.
This concludes the induction step and thus the proof of the lemma. 
The next result (which was used in the proof of Lemma 2.21) deals with the case where q is
not a complex symmetric polynomial, but nevertheless becomes symmetric after multiplying by a
linear term.
Lemma A.13. Let n be a positive integer and let ξ lies in S1. Suppose that q P Crt˘1s is coprime
with pt´ ξq and is such that pt´1 ´ ξqq is complex symmetric. Then there exists g P Crt˘1s and a
linear polynomial q0 “ at` b such that pt´1 ´ ξqq0 is complex symmetric and
q “ q0gg# mod pt´ ξqn.
Proof. The lemma is proved by induction on the degree of q. If q has degree 1, then the statement
is clear. Given a polynomial q of degree greater than 1 which satisfies the assumptions of the
lemma, we separate the induction step into two cases: in the first, we shall assume that q has a
root outside of S1 and in the second we shall assume that q only has roots on S1.
First, suppose that q has a root η outside of S1. Let r be an elementary symmetric poly-
nomial with a root at η. As pt´1 ´ ξqq is complex symmetric, Proposition A.9 ensures that r
divides pt´1 ´ ξq q. It follows that r also divides q and we can therefore write q as q1r for some
polynomial q1 which also satisfies the assumptions of the lemma. Since the degree of q1 is lower
than the degree of q, the inductive assumption ensures the existence of a g1 and a linear polyno-
mial q0 (such that pt´1 ´ ξqq0 is complex symmetric) which satisfy q1 ” q0g1g1# mod pt ´ ξqn.
Since η does not lie in S1, Lemma A.7 ensures that r “ pt´ ηqpt´1 ´ η#q. Consequently, setting
g “ pt´ ηqg1, the induction step is completed in the first case: indeed we have obtained
q “ q1r ” q0g1g1#r “ q0g1g1#pt´ ηqpt´ ηq# “ q0gg# modpt´ ξqn.
Next, we deal with the second case, i.e. when q only has roots on S1. Suppose that ξ1, ξ2 P S1 are
roots of q different than ξ. Using Lemma A.7, we produce an elementary symmetric polynomial r
which vanishes at ξ1 and ξ2. The polynomial r satisfies rpξq ‰ 0, and we rescale it in such a way
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that rpξq ą 0. Set p “ pt´ ξqpt´1´ ξq. By Lemma A.11, we can find polynomials P and Q (which
are positive on S1) such that Pr `Qpn “ 1. It follows that
q “ qpPr `Qpnq ” qPr mod pn
and in particular q ” qPr mod pt ´ ξqn. Since P is positive on S1, we can use Lemma A.10 to
write P as UU# for some U P Crt˘1s. The polynomial r divides q and thus, since q1 “ q{r has
lower degree than q, we may use the inductive assumption to deduce that q1 ” q0g1g1# mod pt´ξqn
for some g1 P Crt˘1s. Combining these observations, we obtain
q ” qPr ” q
r
UU#r2 ” q0g1g1#UU#r2 mod pt´ ξqn.
Since r is an elementary symmetric polynomial, it satisfies r “ r#. Setting g “ g1Ur proves the
induction step in the second case. This concludes the proof of the lemma. 
The final technical lemma of this subsection was used both in the definition of the basic pair-
ing epn, k, , ξ,Cq (recall Example 2.13) and at the end of the proof of Lemma 2.21.
Lemma A.14. Let n be a positive integer and let ξ lie in S1. Suppose that q1 and q2 are two
linear polynomials (of the form at`b) such that pt´1´ξqq1 and pt´1´ξqq2 are complex symmetric;
furthermore use  to denote the sign of q1q
#
2 at t “ ξ. Then there exists a polynomial g such that
q1 “ gg#q2 mod pt´ ξqn.
Moreover  “ 1 if q1, q2 are either both ξ-positive or if none of them is; if precisely one of the q1, q2
is ξ-positive, then  “ ´1.
Proof. We prove the first part, the second part being an easy consequence of the proof of the
first part. First of all, we claim that q “ q1q#2 is complex symmetric. To see this, observe
that q1pt´1 ´ ξq
`
q2pt´1 ´ ξq
˘#
is complex symmetric and is divisible by the complex symmetric
polynomial pt´ ξqpt´1 ´ ξq. Using the definition of , we have qpξq ą 0. Then for all z P S1, at
least one of the values qpzq or pz ´ ξqpz´1 ´ ξq is positive (the latter polynomial is positive for
z P S1ztξu). Hence as in the proofs of Lemmas A.12 and A.13, we can find a polynomial g1 such
that
(A.6) q “ g1g#1 mod pt´ ξq2n.
Observe that the polynomial q2 is invertible modulo pt´ ξq2n. Use r to denote its inverse (i.e. r is
a polynomial that satisfies q2r ” 1 mod pt´ ξq2n). Consequently, multiplying both sides of (A.6)
by r# and using the definition of q, we obtain q1 “ g1g#1 q2rr# mod pt´ ξq2n. The statement now
follows by taking g “ g1r. 
A.3. Proof of Lemma 2.12. For the reader’s convenience we recall the statement of Lemma 2.12,
then we shall present a proof.
Lemma A.15. Let rptq be a ξ-positive function (a polynomial or an analytic function) and
rpξq ‰ 0. Set r0 “ rest“ξ rptqt´ξ . Then Repξr0q “ 0 and Impξr0q ă 0.
Proof. Write rptq as the power series rptq “ r0`r1pt´ξq` . . . . Using the definition of the residue,
we deduce that
(A.7) rest“ξ
rptq
t´ ξ “ r0.
We have that
(A.8) pt´1 ´ ξq “ ´ξpt´ ξqt´1 “ ´ξ2pt´ ξq ` ξ3pt´ ξq2 ´ ξ4pt´ ξq3 ` . . . ,
where the second equality was obtained by writing the Taylor expansion
1
t
“ 1
ξ ` pt´ ξq “
ξ
1` ξpt´ ξq “ ξ ´ ξ
2pt´ ξq ` . . . .
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Using (A.8), we obtain
(A.9) rptqpt´1 ´ ξq “ ´r0ξ2pt´ ξq ` . . . .
By (A.8) again we get
prptqpt´1 ´ ξqq# “ rptqp´ξ2pt´ ξq ` ξ3pt´ ξq2 ´ . . . q “
´ r0ξ2p´ξ2pt´ ξq ` . . . q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ “ r0pt´ ξq ` . . .
The condition that rptqpt´1 ´ ξq be symmetric implies that ´r0ξ2 “ r0, that is Repr0ξq “ 0.
Suppose r is ξ-positive. For ε ą 0 sufficiently small and real, set t0 “ ξ ` iξε. The point t0 lies
close to the circle S1 and it is in the counterclockwise direction with respect to ξ. Indeed, for the
point ξ, the vector iξ is tangent to S1 at ξ and points in the counterclockwise direction from ξ.
It follows that the value rpt0qpt´10 ´ ξq must have a negative real part. Using the expansion (A.9)
and the fact that r0 ‰ 0 we obtain that ´iξεr0ξ2 must have negative real part, that is r0ξ must
have negative imaginary part. 
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